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PR1E F A C E.

The purpose of the. first section of this book is to Slow
what conclusions it'is possible Io draw from ithe mode of life,

the customs and.usages of (lie Eskimo, so far as regards the

migrations by w'hicl they have spread over their present territory.

But it is not intended o go farither back than the commence-

ment of this dispersion. Especially do our conclusions nul

imply a decided opinion on the question so frequently discussed,

whellher the cradle of the race was in America or in Asia. At

the same time, however, it attaches a greater importance to tbe

New., than to the Old World as a factor in w hat mnust be

considered the ancient history of tie Eskimo. lii order to trace

out their origin, the principal source of knowledge will most

likely have to be finally sought for in. their language and traditions.

As to language, - vocabularies will be required , showing how

the same idea is expressed throughout the different dialects,

according to the system now adopted by the American authors

on aboriginal linguisties (Powell: «Introduction. to the study of

Indian languages». »But: a comparison of this kind cannot

attain its real value, without explaining at the saine time, how

the compotund words have originated from ieir stems or elements.

It is the principal-object of the present work to give au idea

of these elements in, the Eskimo language, and the admirable

construction. of words by means of them. W e shall then be

enabled to explain a comparative vocabulary in - a subsequent

volume, by referring to the rules stated in the present one.



There is some reason to believe that by that time also our
store of Eskimo traditions will have increased, so that much
better opportunity will be oifered for weighing their historical

alue.
The means required for publishing this volume have been

granted hy the Ninistry for Public Education and Ecclesiastical
Affairs, and il was found natural to embody it in the series of
SMEDl)ELElSER OM GRONLAND w whicli since 1879 have been
issued in Copenhagen and comprise the latest Danish invest-
igations in Green lan5l.But on the other hand, as its theme
can at all events interest only a very limited circle of readers,
it was preferred to render this contribution more accessible by
printing it in Engligh. Assistance with this end in view breing
requisite, I applied of course to my friend Dr. Robert Brown
who had edited two other books for me in England.-~A&¥eadily
as ever he complied with my request, to revise that part of
my manuscript which was not merely lexicographical. But for
several reasons some errors in English style may notwith-
standing have creptAin, during the completion and printing of
the pages. ut is therefore my hope that these circumstances
being understood. the writer may not unreasonably claim the
indulgence of his readers.

Christiania May 1887.

Il. RINK.
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Page 9. line 8, for: consider read: consider

- 11 - 19 room:' - room.

- 14 - 20 - perpendicular - and perpendicular

- 20 - 16 - as - us

- 26 - 27 - disagreableness - disagreeableness

- 27 - 26 - bussiness - business

- 32 - 30 abrut - about

- 33 - 8 -- corcerning - concerning

- 39 -- 7 - Trchuksehen - Tschukschen

- 41 - 32 - ni - n

-- 51 - 31 - merelly - nere.

55 - 16 - atigit - atigik

- 58 - 12 - in finitive - infinilive

- -- 28 - te to

- 59 -- 29 - joq - joy

61 - 2 - ipagsaq - igpagssaq

- - 25 - applited -- applied

63 - 12 - sence - sense

- 15 - enphony - euphony

- 66 - 38 - gross grassS

- 71 - 16 - noq - voq

- 82 - 30 - longtailer - longtailed
-- 87 - 36 - amarqo - amaroq

- 88 - 21 - ane - ane

- - - 39 hy - by

- 90 - 9 - adglisipâ - agdlisipd

- 93 - 40 -- dothing - clothing

- 94 - 30 - antdlarpoq - autdlarpoq

- 95 - 39 - avdlangorpoq - ardlingorpoq

- 96 - 11 - interjection -- interjections

- 99 - 2 - spirit - spirit)

- 106 - 5 -- iverpa - iverpâ

0a mm 0masm



Page 107, line 6, for: pairoggin read: quiroggin
116 - 26 - ()
117 - 36 - kalieigia - .kaliviUiva

- 120 -; - houlderblade - shoulderhIade

- - 15 - inithe - in it

33 -- tears - tears,

124 - 29 - kumigpa - kwnigpâ

- 126 -- 5 - magperpa - nagperpd

127 - 22 - - ¡

133 - 12 -- Wn. -

- - 18 naterpoq -- naterqoq

134 - 21 - comparred - compared

135 - 9 - pas - push

137 - 17 - barns - burns

- 138 - 17 - orotkroga - orot&roya

- 140 3 - ar - as

- 141 - 32 - handsom -- handsome,

.142 - 4 - the semicolon - a comna

- 144 - 20 craiches - scratches

149 -- 23 - trashing - thrashing

152 - 16 -- tayppoq - tagpipoq
153 -- 22 - reins - reins =.

154 - 34 - tikipoq tikipoq

- 156 - 34 - tukagfájôq - tukagfjòq

- 159 - 28 - a baid - as bait

Page 8, 21, 101, 123 and 138, for: directely - Labrodor -
practices, read: directly -- Labrador - practises.
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As Bering Strait has so frequently been made use of in

order to explain how America could receive its original inhabit-

ants from Asia, and as the American side of this sound does

not show any trace of having been inhabited by other people

than the Eskimo, this race seems to deserve particular attention

with regard to all questions touching the prehistoric population

of America. If their kinship to other nations has to be, lydged

from their customs and manner of life, they seem to form a

natural continuation of their Indian neighbours on the western

coast of America. It has been assumed, that the latter abori-

gines have come from the interior of the continent following

the river courses unto the sea. The same may as well be

suggested with regard to the Eskimo, only with the addition,

that having reached the ocean they spread along the coasts to

the north and the east as far as the same natural conditions

and the lack of opposition by earlier inhabitants admitted,

occupying in this way regions of enormous extent. In proposing

this hypothesis we may leave wholly out of consideration the

question, whether in a still earlier period the ancestors of both

the Indians and the Eskimo migrated from Asia or not. But

certainly we will have still to examine another hypothesis which,

if even less probable, can not be rejected on the plea that it

infers an impossibility, namely that the Eskimo came across

Bering Strait, proceeded to the east and the south where then

they met with the Indians and in settling finally adopted some
l'



of their usages and customs. In order to duly consider this

theory in comparison with the first named it wili be necessary

for want of any real historical sources to examine the Eskimo

tribes with regard to every peculiarity of their present state of

culture which may throw light upon their obscure origin and

wanderings. -

1lecent investigations have revealed differences between the

Eskimo tribes which indicate, that after having taken their first

step to being an exclusively maritime people they have still

during their migrations been subjected to further development

in the same direction, aiming at adapting them especially for

the Arctic coasts as their proper home. The farther we go

back towards their supposed original country, the more of what

may be considered\their original habits we find still preserved.

In the general history of culture these variations must certainly

appear trifling, but still I believe that a closer examination of

them will throw light on the question, how the most desolate

and deterring regions of the globe could become peopled. The

solution of this problem is facilitated by the fact that the whole

Eskimo nation has been less exposed to that contact with other

peoples which elsewhere renders such investigations more

complicated. These variations are among the Eskimo more

exclusively due to natural influences, to which the wanderers

were exposed during their struggle for existence and which

partly gave rise to new inventions, partly led only to the abolish-

ment of former habits. In some instances also these external

influences evidently occasioned decay where the severity of the

climate in connection with the isolation and the fewness of in-

habitants almost exceeded the bounds of human endurance.

In the pages which follow I will try to show, how from

this point of view the peculiarities of the tribes in the diffèrent

domains of culture agree vith the supposition that the original

Eskimo inhabited the Interior of Alaska, that apart from the

true Eskimo a sidebranch of them in the farthest remote period



peopled the Aleutian islands, whereas people of the principal

race later on settled at the river-mouths, spreading northward

along Bering Strait and hivè ng off some colonies to the op-

posite shore proceeded around Point Barrow to the east, the

Mackenzie river, over the Central Regions or Arctic Archipelago,

and finally to Labrador and .Greenland. This. dispersion may

have taken thousands of years; they can only have proceeded

in small bands, very much as still they are used to move about

during certain seasons. Their only way of procuring subsist-

ence in the vast deserts they passed over, excluded the possi-

bility of national migrations on a larger scale. While in this

way they continued to discover new countries, some families

were induced to go farther, others remained and finally gave

rise to the present scattered settlements. But in proposing

this hypothesis 1 consider it a matter of course that Alaska as

the original home of the Eskimo is not to be taken in the

strictest sense, absolutely excluding adjacent parts of the- con-

tinent towards the east. Tribes of the same race may have

come down the Mackenzie or even more easterly rivers, but

amalgamated with the principal stock , learning their inventions

and adopting their mode of life. But. as to the other theory,

that the Eskimo should have migrated from Asia via Bering

Strait and found the Indian territory already occupied by the

same nations as now, this objection nust be separately taken

into consideration in connection with the facts bearing in favour

of the former.
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INVENTIONS FOR PROCUPJNG

THE NECESSARY MEANS OF SUBSISTENCE.

Of the contrivances here in question THE KAYAK WITH ITS

APPERTENANT IMPLEMENTS AND WEAPONS no doubt occupies the

first rank. The Inland Eskimo of Alaska like his Indian neighbours

carries on his fishery in the rivers by means of his BIRCHBARK

CANOE. In settling at the river-mouth he has exchanged the

birchbark for sealskin to cover the wooden framework of his

skiff and at the same time furnish it with a deck to protect it

against the waves of the sea. This is simply the origin of the

kayak, but only in its first stage of development. The deck

alone thus procured was not sufficient; the sea washing over it.

would soon fill the kayak through the hole, in which its occup-
ant is sitting, if his clothing did not at the same time close

the opening around him. This ADAPTATION OF THE CLOTHING is

tried by degrees in various ways throughout the Eskimo count-

ries, but it does not attain its perfection except in Greenland

where it forms in connection with the kayak itself a rtight

cover for the whole body excepting the face. Only in that

country it enables the kayaker to be capsized or so to speak

being rolled unhurt by the waves, while in Alaska it serves as

much to protect him against rain as against the sea.

The second necessary implement, THE DOUBLE-1l.ADED PADDLE

of which the iniddle part makes the handle, in the same way

makes its appearance very gradually. In Southern Alaska it

is unknown among the Eskimo proper who have continued to

use the onebladed Indian canoe paddle; it is not until we are

north of the Yukon river that we find the first specimens of it,

but still accompanied by the other, even on the same kayak.

At Point Barrow the onebladed paddle still serves for ordinary



use while the other is also occasionally employed. Indeed it is

not before we reach somewhat beyond the Mackenzie R. that

the well known Greenland kayak-oar acquires that right of ex-

clusive use to which it is really entitled.

Passing to the weapons used for sealhunting from kayak,
we see the principal and most original of them, the LARGE HARPOON

WITH BLADDER AND LINE also gradually invented, being completed

and duly appreciated in almost the same proportion as the

former.implements. First, as a curiosity, it may be mentioned,

that in Southern Alaska we meet with harpoons still furnished

with bird's feathers like the arrows of the landchase. However

it must have been observed early, that a seal, even when hit

by a harpoon must be able to escape more easily than a ter-

restrial animal - namely by diving. To prevent this, a small

inflated bladder was attached to the end of the harpoon. A

small harpoon fashioned in this way has also been preserved

almost unaltered from Kadjak in Alaska to Greenland. It is

used for smaller seals under the name of BLADDER-ARROW. But

already in Alaska it was by and by found necessary to enlarge the

bladder for the capture of larger animals, and at the same time

of course, the missile, by offering too much resistance to the

air, grew more and more unfit for being thrown to a suita'ble

distance. In fact, specimens are seen in Alaska, of so monstrous

a shape that they would amaze a Greenlander. This incon-

venience then gave rise to the invention of the large harpoon

and the bladder to be separately thrown out, only connected

with the harpoon by means of the hunting line. This contri-

vance, as a kayak tool, is unknown in Southern Alaska, although

large bladders are used in the same way for whalefishing by

the Indians. Even at Point Barrow the large bladder like the

double-bladed paddle is applied only in peculiar cases, whereas

the «tbladder-arrow» serves for ordinary use.

One more invention indispensable in completing the large

harpoon is developed and gradually makes its appearance in



going from south to north almost side by side with the bladder.

Experience must soon have shown the usefulness of forming and

fastening to the shaft the.point of the missile in such a manner,

that after having hit the game it would be detached from the end of

it and only remain hanging at it by a strap. The use of the large

harpoon especially required THAT THE POINT SHOULD GET WHOLLY

RID OF THE SHAFT which in this way was allowed to remain float-

ing while the seal ran off with the line and the bladder. For

this purpose the FOREMOST PART OF THE SHAFT HAS A JOINT

THAT ENABLES IT TO BE BENT by the struggles of the animal,

whereupon the point and the line directely will fall off. The

same flexibility has also been given to the lance by which the

seal receives its mortal wounds after being hit with the harpoon.

Missiles with poihts able to get loose from theend of the shaft

are everywhere met with among kayak implements, but the

appropriate mode of fashioning the point for this aim is only

found gradually developed as we proceed northward.

Finally we have to consider that side by side with the ameliora-

tion of the implements the kayak itself is rendered more suitable

for overcoming the emergencies to which its occi4ant is exposed,

and that in this way the marvellous art of HUNTING SEALS FROM

A KAYAK DOES NOT ATTAIN ITS HIGHEST PERFECTION EXCEPT IN

GREENLAND. This superiority is manifested in TWO ACCOM-

PLISHMENTS which in Greenland only are considered indispensable

to a man who would lay claim to the rank of a sealhunter. The

first of them is the ART 0F RISING TO THE SURFACE AGAIN by

means of the paddle in case of being overturned. This art is

but scarcely - if at ail - known in Alaska and Labrodor, al-

though it may be easily imagined h6w necessary this capacity

for helping himself must be to a hunter who desires to be

independent of the assistance of companions. The other ad-

vantage is the art just mentioned of CAPTURING BY MEANS OF THE

LARGE HFARPOON AND BLADDER which can not be properly learned

without being educated as a kayaker from early boyhood. It
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might be added as a curiosity that the Eastcoast of Greenland

can boast of one or two improvements unknown on the West-

coast. Small as certainly they are when compared -with thé

whole equipment one oflthem nevertheless deserves to be men-

tioned. It consists in having the large bladder replaced by two

smaller ones closely bound together. Besides the security it

otherwise affords; the usefulness of this contrivance may be

perceived when we consider the critical circumstances under

which the capture of a seal is performed-, and especially the

fact taken into account that the several operations of throwing

the harpoon and at the same time getting rid of the bladder

and line, killing the animal with the lance, fastening it for being

towed and finally restoring and duly fixing the instruments used

- have all to be done with one hand, while the other must

keep hold of the paddle, ready to avert the dangers which at

the same time may arise from'the sea. Experience has probably

shown that the double bladder is easier to handle and especi-

ally to catch hold of than the large one. It must, as a matter

of course, be understood that here, as well as in the following

pages we speak of natives and especially Greenlanders as they

were before their primitive habits were influenced by contact

with Europeans.

This might be sufficient so far as sealhunting from kayak

is concerned. It is weIl known that the same animal is hunted

also by other means, some of which in certain regions more

or less supplant the kayak. This is the case, where the winter

ice hinders its use for too long a period of the year. More-

over whalefishery is carried on by the Eskimo in different places

with great expertness, and for this kind of chase as veIl as in

pursuing other large cetaceous animals and seals the open skin-

boat is made use of as much as, or even more so than the kayak.

But when SEALHUNTING MUST BE PERFORMED ON THE FROZEN

SEA, the methods practised do not seem to have been subjected

to the same kind of changes which we have seen in the operations

Rima Io Nu a* tSwto w l m r eux».
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when the art of hunting from the kayak is studied in the line

of Eskimo wanderings from West to East. At least their

development is n.ot so simply and clearly inanifested as in the

latter case.

As to HJUNTING FROM OPEN BOATS, this likewise is performed

more uniformly by the Eskimo, but also almost in the same

way by the Northwest Indians who procure their sustenance as

much from the sea as from the land and also in -other respects

may be considered a link between Eskimo anad Indians. Some

Indians also catch white whales from the shore and know how

to use the large bladder for this purpose. On the opposite shore

of Bering Strait the neighbours of the Eskimo down to Kam-

schatka have open skinboats for "the same purpose. As to

catching fish, especially salmon, also a.remarkable uniformity

prevails all over the Eskimo countries., Only one curious exception

is to be noted.here: the Eastgreenlanders are totally unacquainted

with the use of fishhooks or angling, whereas on the other hand

they have threeforked salmon -spears of a remarkable form,
exactly the same as is met with in Vancouver Island.

DWELLINGS.

The way in which the inhabitants are distributed, partly as

inmates of the same house, partly in different houses more

or less distant from each other, is a question of importance,

when their social organisation comes to be considered. It will

be known that the Eskimo during the summer lead a wandering

life, forming bands of as many as can find room in an umiak

or who constitute the inhabitants of a tent. But during winter-

- by far the longest part of the year - they retire to certain

stations usually occupied by the same stock through 'several

generations. In comparing THE WINTERHOUSES OF ALASKA WITH

THOSE OF GREENLAND we instantly observe one broad difference.

The interior room of, the former is a square surrounded by the
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resting places and on one side the entrance, whereas in Green-

land the resting places or family benches are ail arranged on

one side, for which reason the houses have a..Tiore or less

elongated form, the length corresponding to the number of the

inhabitants. .Owing to the square form the size of the Alaska

bouses varies within narrower limits, the number of their in-

habitants is also more limited than in Greenland. Only some

tribes in the Interior, described by Glasunow as a mixed race,

seem to have larger houses, and so had the Aleutians in former

times. But in Alaska on the other hand, in order to make up

for the lack of sufficient room for assemblies in the houses

there are larger public buildings, one or two in each ~place.

They are called: kagse, plur. kagit, also kagge, kasliirn, kassigit,

and as it seems their use continues from Alaska towards the

East at a rate corresponding to the narrowness of the dwelling

houses.

In Southern Alaska the houses resemble those of the In-

dians by having a hearth in the, middle of the floor with a

smokehole in the roof over it. The inner room; as already

mentioned, is furnished on three sides with alcoves, affording

separate open lodges or sleeping rooms, while the fourth af-

fords the entrance. This construction gives the houses a some-

what cruciform appearance. Moreover they are comparatively

spacious and built mostly of wood covered with earth only on

the outside. Northward on the coast of Bering Strait, WHERE

WOOD BECOMES SCARCElR the added alcoves disappear; the size

of the inner room consequently diminishes. The resting places

more especially are reduced to the utmost narrowness; the

hearth for want of- fuel is displaced in favour of the blubber-

lamps; and the middle of the room instead occupied by the

women, serving them as their working place.

Near the Mackenzie R. we again meet with the cruciform

construction, but beyond this border it wholly disappears. By

degrees as wood becomes scarcer we also see SNOW TRIED AS A



BUILDING MATERIAL, but before we have passed the Mackenzie R.

snowhuts are only found as serving for temporary use, especi-

ally on journeys for hunting. In the Central Regions they are

made regular habitations for a certain part of the year. On

account of their circular form they must of course be narrow,

and for this reason they are furnished with siderooms for differ-

ent uses. In spring and autumn temporary huts of an elongated

form are built as a transition to THE GREENLAND HOUSES. it

is said that the kagsit are - or according to tradition have been

built likewise of snow. In Greenland, at least south of Mel-

ville Bay, dwellings of snow are not known to have existed, the

houses are REARED MERELY OF STONES AND SOD or turf. The

Greenlanders quite well know the kagsit from their traditional tales,

but no doubt mainly, if not entirely as a reminiscence from

the earlier homesteads of their ancestors. In Disko Island

certainly a ruin which was recently still in existence was said

to have been such a public building. But as far as I know

there does not exist any authentic statement of such buildings

ever having been observed or known to have been made use of

in Greenland. Finally one very remarkable custom which the

Alaska Eskimo have in common with the Indians must be men-

tioned here in connection with the dwellings. It is the use of

sweating baths. The kagses generally serve for this purpose, but

how far thë ustom passes beyond the shores of Bering Strait

is not known; certainly, however, it is abandoned before the

regular use of snowhouses begins.

DRESS AND ORNAMENTS.

The ESKIMO CLOTHING, as well known, is almost the same

for women as for men, consisting of trousers or breeches and a

tunic or coat closed round the body and covering the head also

by means of THE PROLONGATION THAT FORMS THE HOOD. It varies

of course throughout the different tribes, but the hood especially
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is common to all of them. Southern Alaska only mbay perhaps

show some exceptions to the general fashion, as far as can be

inferred from portraits and specimens of coats. Some of the

latter resemble those of the Indians, partly by their length,

partly by their want ofa hood, while at the same time a pectiliar

sort of hat is in vogue.

Another peculiarity is the WIDENING OF THE HEAD COVER for

women 'who have to carry children so as to make it A CBADLE

admirably adapted to the climate and the wandering life of these

Northern nomads. The mode of carrying the babies in the

widened legs of the women's boots seems to be oily an excep-

tion proper to Labrador and some places in the Central Regions.

Some custon-eôiñieted with dress have a particular ethno-

logical interest. In the first. place the IP ORNAMENTS OH LABRETS
and the nose ornaments coimon to the Indians and the Eskimo

of Alaska are obviously of American origin. That. they were

invented in more southerly regions and that their wandering to

the far North only is due to the power: of inherited custom is

indicated also by their way of occurrence among the Eskimo

tribes. The Thlinkit Indians, as we know, pierce the lower

lip and insert an ornament of bone or stone in the opening

the ceremony being practised after certain rules concerning age

and sex. This custom is observed by the Eskimo with the

difference, that they use two smaller labrets under the corners

of the mouth, whereas the Thlinkits preferred to adorn the

middle of the lip with one of more excessive magnitude. Un-

doubtedly this difference is occasioned by climatic influence. The

original Eskimo in being removed to the Arctic Regions have

felt the necessity of at all events, modifying this strange habit.

In mentioning a labret of extraordinary size f6und in the sheil-

heaps of the Aleutian Islands, Dall asser>s that «no hunter ex-

posed to the icy blasts and the cold waters of winter could

have ivorn such articles which could have subjected the extended

strip of flesh to freezing and been an insufferable annoyance
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otherwise -- John Murdoch expressly affirms the same; in

speaking of the Point Barrow Eskimo and their traditional tales

he says: «The expression: when all men wore one labret -

means: a very long time ago -, as the single labret has long

been out of fashion and a few only are preserved as heirlooms

or amulets».

Nevertheless we cantot but wonder at the perseverance

with which the natives have still clung to the same ancient

custom which has braved the arctic winters of Point Barrow and

is still fashionable at the Mackenzie also. IN THE CENTRAL

REGIONS, HOWEVER, IT M UST AT LÂST HAVE SUCCUMBED. In

Greenland, strange to say, it is not known, as far as I remember,

even from the folklore.

As concerns HAIR-DRESSING a sort of tonsure is generally

used by men in the West and at the Mackenzie R. beyond

which it is sporadic, f. i. on the coasts of Hudson's Strait and

of Smith's Sound. As for women hair dressing begins in the

West with DEPENDENT BRAIDS and ends in Greenland with having

the whole rolled ip in"a single STRAITLY TIED TUFT the thickness

perpendicular position of which is of the highest importance

among the objects of the toilet. This tuft makes its first appear-

ance east of Point Barrow, but here combined with the plaits,

and hereupon it continues alternately in this way and again varying

with the use of braids alone, until at length in Greenland the

tuft becomes the absolute custom.

Finally the use of MASKS for dancing festivals and especi-

ally connected with religious ceremonies is developed in a high

degree among the Alaska Eskimo and like the labrets links

them to the Indians. But also like the latter it disappears

towards the East.



DOMESTIC INDUSTRY AND ARTS.

We know that in general, as far as the raw materials are

to be obtained, each family fabricates its own utensils and other

necessaries itself. It is stated that in Alaska not only Indians

but also some Eskimo tribes know how to fabricate cooking

vessels out of baked clay. If this assertion is correct, it might

seem to be of interest in one respect, in as much as the art

of making pottery has by some ethnologists been fixed as one

of the chief points designating an advance in culture. But in

the entire remainder of the Eskimo territory this art is quite

unknown, and even if tried, the want of fuel-as well as the

nature of the soil generally would interfere with its practice.

The ordinary material used by the Eskimo for culinary vessels

and iamps is the well known potstone whose occurrence is

confined to certain localities scattered throughout the Arctic

Regions. Inconnection with a few other commodities it has

been the chief object of ancient intertribal trade.

The art exhibited by the Alaska Eskimo in ORNAMENTING

THEIR WEAPONS AND IJTENSILS is ofted mentioned in travellers'

reports from the time°when they were first visited by Europeans.

To their skill in carving and 'engraving- we must join the taste

displayed in the same way in making their clothing. Again

when we pass from Alaska to the East, we see this relish for

the fine arts declining, and in Western Greenland proofs of it

have been rather scarce. But the latest expedition to the East-

coast of this country has discovered, that a small isolated tribe

here in the vast deserts of the extreme East almost rivals the

Alaska artists with respect to carving in bone and ornamenting

their weapons and utensils. The chief difference is, that in

Alaska engravings illustrating human life and the animals of

the country are the most popular objects of the artist, whereas

the East Greenlanders excell in small reliefs representing for
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the most part animais and mythological beings grouped together

and fastened with admirable taste and care to the surface of

wooden implements.

RELIGioN AND Fo.LKoLR.

In a stage of culture like that of the Eskimo, religion and

folklore are closely connected. The traditional tales are interwoven

with religions ideas and religion is chiefly imbibed through the

folklore which may be said to represent the elements of science

and knowledge as a whole. Some light bas recently been thrown

on the religious ideas of the Alaska Eskimo, especially by Dall

in his excellent work on masks and labrets and by A. Jacobsen

in the description he gives of festivals and mortuary customs

in the account of his journey. We learn that even one of the

poorest tribes is possessed of monumental burial places ex-

hibiting wooden statues, models of kayaks and such like, as

wxell as coloured paintings on wood and thereby sacrificial gifts

to the souls of the deceased.

The RELIGIOUS FESTIVALS WITH THE USE OF MASKS annually

celebrated in Alaska have chiefly the aim of propitiating. and in

some cases scaring demons, especially those which are thought

to control the coming to the shores or up the rivers of sea

animais. The masks are fitted with symbolic signs for this

aim, and regular sacrifices as well as general distributions of

gifts are instituted.
East of Alaska the mortuary customs just mentioned dis-

appear and also the festivals are seen gradually to be set aside.

In Baffin's Land, according to Boas, the latter are still held

in autumn and ha~ve a similar religious character. But in Green-

land very little of this kind is known ever to have existed. On

the other hand, especially as concerns the invisible powers -who

rule over the riches of the sea, the angakoks OR SHANIANS HAVE

WHOLLY TAKEN THE CARE OF PROPITIATING them. In Greenland
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they perform this at once by their often described descent to

the goddess Arnakuagsta who resides on the bottom of the

ocean and is able at ber will to keep the animals imprisoned

or set them free to the benefit of the sealhunters.

Now tradition tells that Arnakuagsak was the daughter of a

mighty angakok who travelling with her in an umiak (skinboat)

was overtaken by a gale and in order to save himself threw ber

overboard. As she would cling to the sides of the boat he by

and by cut of her fingers and hands. But these parts of her -

body were ·then converted into seals and whales, and she ber-

self entrusted with the sway over them in connection with ber

submarine residence to which she was taken on going to the

bottom. On the opposite side of Davis Strait we recognise the

same myth among the traditions collected by Dr. Boas. He gives

an interesting version of it in which Sedna (Sana?) is treated by

ber father as just described and in dying also becomes a demon

or spirit but somewbat differing from Arnakuagsak. According

to Petitot the latter is unknown at the Mackenzie R..; should it

be affirmed, that the Greenland myth is also unknown in Alaska,

we must suppose that it has been invented under the migration

to Greenland, most likely by the angakoks and founded on elder

traditions.

The main material of which the traditional tales are com-

posed consists of what we may call ELEMENTS OF THE FOLK-

LORE, namely events, animate beings or persons, properties of

the same etc., more or less reiterated in different tales. They

are* combined in various ways, and such compilations can be

taken out of one story and inserted in another. Finally these

elements or parts are filled out and cemented by what tends to

form a new story. As these tales can serve only through in-

direct inferences to indicate the former homesteads and migrat-

ions of the tribes, their historical value will be essentially in-

creased by having collections of them from different localities

for comparison. Contributions of this kind have lately com-
xL
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menced to appear, and very likely they will soon be continued.

I am informed by Dr. Boas, that eleven of THE TALES HE HAS

BROUGHT FROM BAFFIN'S LAND are also known in Greenland

while other ten contain Greenlandic elements. That concerning

Sedna has been published in a German newspaper.

A few additional tales have been received from the West-

coast of Greenland since my «Tales and Traditions of the

Eskimo» (1875) were published. They are all welcome additions

to the main collection, but we have especially to express our high

opinion of THE SERIES ACQUIRED by Capt. Holm and Mr. Knutsen

during their wintering ON THE EASTCOAST. Their manuscript

contains 57 stories of which 6 are versions of the same by other

narrators; 13 are identical with tales from other Eskimo tribes;

in other 13 more or less elements of the latter are recognised,

but 16 must presently still be considered peculiar to the east-

coast. The remainder are partly songs, and partly of a more

descriptive character.

In the narrative of Jacobsen's journeys in Alaska a few

scattered remarks are given touching the folklore. The most

interesting of these .informs us about the existence of Eskimo

RUINS ON TUE BANKS OF THE RIVER YUKON, not far from its

oôtlet. He states that traditions exist about a comparatively

large Eskimo population having lived here, and he adds that

in former-times Alaska must have had several times more in-

habitants than now. He suggests that the site of the ruins

must be in some way connected with the boundary line between

the Eskimo and the Indians, though the two nations are not so

strictly divided here as eastward on the American Continent.

If, as before suggested, the original Eskimo have come from the

Interior, their transition to the state of a sealhunting coast-

people must of course have taken time. This would give rise

to a temporary accumulation of inhabitants towards the river

mouths and in this way agree with the existence of these

ruins.
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As to the rest of what we know about THE TRADITIONS OF

THE WESTERN TRIBES an article by John Murdoch in the «American

Naturalist» (July 1886) under the title of «a few legendary frag-

ments from Point Barrow«, must be greeted as the first attempt

to procure the materials hardly to be dispensed with by the student

of American archeology. The fragments treat of:s 1) How people

have their origin from a dog as one of their remote progenitors.

The Eastern Eskimo refer this descent not to their own race

but to that of the Indians and Europeans as children of the

same couple. As for the question about the first intercourse

with these races it will be interesting to know how far from Point

Barrow this divergeance of evidently the same ideas begins.

(2) Another account of the origin of human beings; this seems

not to be known before. - (3) The origin of reindeer and fish;

the first part of this is new, the other is also known in Green-

land. (4) Thunder and lightening. The Greenland version

of this, mentioned by-Crantz and'Égede, is alre'ady alm'ost sunk

in oblivion, but I believe that .a similar one is still popular in

Baffin's Land. - (5) The story of Kokpausina. The authors

suggestions with regard to a relationship between this story and

some Greenland tales are quite correct, we recognise 3 or 4

of its principal elements in the latter. - (6) A murder at Cape

Smith, and (7) the people who talked like dogs, are said to be

of more recent origin. -- (8) The ohouse-countryn. The author's

hints at its resemblance to the mysterious Akilinek of the Green-

landers and his added remarks on fabulous men and animais all

perfectly agree with what I have been able to infer from the

Greenland folklore.

According to A. Pinart, the Eskimo of Kadjak were at one

time for a certain- period subdued by the Koliushes and adopted

some of their religiou's ideas. This gave rise to a sort of

MIXED MYTHOLOGY, speaking of 5 heavens which the human

soul-had to pass after death before the real death took place,

and they invoked the Eskimo «hlam choua» (Greenland: silap

E
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inua, spirit of the air) besides the Indian Kanlakpak or agreat
raven». But the Eskimo myth here about the sun and the

moon is the same as in Greenland, whereas Veniaminow tells

us that the Aleutians have a somewhat similar story, in which

.however, the brother and sister were converted into sea otters.

I have never ventured on the task of instituting a compar-

ison of the Eskimo folklore with the whole material of TRADI-

TIONS FROM THE ADJACENT NORTHERN COUNTRIES which we are

possessed of. However, I can not abstain from calling attention

to a few examples of what I have found in them similar to

Eskimo elements, though apparently almost as much contradicting

as supporting the proposed theory of Alaska as the cradle of

the Eskimo race and at all events tending to show how puzz-

ling the traditions can be on account of a too defective know-

ledge abotut them.

In mentioning the SANIOJED TRADITIOtNS Castrèn tells as a

story about 7 bathing women ' who had laid off the clothing

which could transform them into birds, and' a man who stole

one of them by laying hold on her clothes. This event, well

known also from other countries, exactly agrees with the chief

episode of a story which P. Egede asserts to have heard in

Greenland, while on the other hand Powers in his work on the

CALIFORNIA INDIANS states that he never discovered among these

any trace of beings like the oswanmaidens of medieval legends».

But again in Sproat's TALES FROI VANCOUVER ISLAND we re-

cognise several Eskimo elements, as for instance: men lost in

venturing to brave the mysterious dangers in the unknown

interior of a fiord, cliffs able to clasp them, female murderers

who took the shape of birds, the sun and the moon as a

married couple.

While the latter examples indicate a kinship with the Western

Indians we are again puzzled by discovering similar hints in

the east, in the IROQUOIS TRADITIONS communicated by E. A.

Smith. We hear about a monstrous snake, the dismembered
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body of which was converted into various animals ; the hurt-

fulness of lavishing the game; seven boys who were transformed

into birds and left their parents; a youth who went fishing and

found some boys who had laid off their wings and were swim-

ming, they gave him wings too that enabled him to follow them,
but afterwards they took his wings and left him helpless. But

the most curious coincidence is this: in a lonely place, where

some hunters had disappeared, a monster was said to sit on a

rock watching people who passed by, while then he would call

out: «Kung-ku, kung-kuin», i. e.: «a see thee, I see thee». -

Now the Greenlanders tell that a girl fled to the (fabulous)

inlanders, got one of them for -her companion and when on

her wandering with him they got sight of a settlement, he

shouted: «Kung, kung, kujo» (words unintelligible to the present

Greenlanders), wherupon people living there directely would

know who was approaching.

SocIoLoGY.

In his «Introduction to the study of Indian languagesi

Powell remarks that «among<the very small tribes the gentile

organisation seems to be of minor importance. In fact the

social organisation and government of these tribes is but poorly

understood ». The latter assertion is undoubtedly applicable to

the Eskimo, and that prejudice and pride of race may have

induced civilised travellers and explorers to overlook the laws

and social order existing even in the lower stages of culture,

is especially evident with regard to them. In fact it is not the

exception but the rule that white men who have stayed for 10

or 20 years among the Eskimos return without any real addition

to their knowledge of the traditional ideas upon which their

social state is based. The white man, whether a missionary or

a trader is firm in bis dogmatic opinion, that the most vulgar

European is better than the most distinguished native, that the
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natives are without laws, communists and ail on an equality. It

follows as a matter of course, that he himself alone represents the

legislator as well as the magistrate to the natives who live with-

in his precinct. The SOCIAL ORGANISATION WHICH HAS IN THIS

WAY ESCAPED OBSERVATION IS CERTAINLY ALWAYS SIMPLE, BUT

WELL ADAPTED to its aim and even' indispensable in consideration

of the conditions to which the subsistence of a sealhunting

nation is submitted. The extraordinary energy they have dis-

played in their struggle for life, in braving the most deterring

physical difficulties necessitates cooperation and for this reason

laws and discipline. What is termed communism in living, as

characterising all the earlier steps of culture does not rest upon

absolute equality, but is regulated with regard Io the number

and the rights of its members and counterbalanced iby strict

obligations as to the education, the functions and acts of the

individuals.

So far as our knowledge extends, examples of an organi-

sation strictly corresponding to the INDIAN «GENTES» is not as

yet discovered among the Eskimo. As at present informed .the

Indian «gens> consists of a group of relatives tracing a common

lineage to a remote, even more or less mythical ancestor.

This may be either accordingly to father or to mother- right,

as in some tribes the children belong to the «gens> of the

father, in others to that of -the mother and no man can marry

in his own gens. If even an organisation of this kind may

exist in the Western regions, its maintainance elsewhere seems

to be incompatible with the extraordinary despersion, the scanty

intercourse between the small communities into which the

nation always tends to divide. But if the original ideas of the

agentes» organisatio is that of preventing degeneration by mar-

riages between~ too nearly related persons, the same is observed

as a ruling principle in the Eskimo society. It is well known

that RELATIONSIHIP IS HIGHLY THOUGBT OF BY -THE ESKIMO.

This fact is evident merely from the rather complicated system
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of kinship terms, and their ability in remembering their relatives

several generations back. If therefore instead of a remote

ancestor, we suppose one who lived four generations or even

longer back and if we lay no stress upon the question about

father or mother-right, the original elements of the gebtile

organisation may be said to exist in Eskimo society. A strict

rule for a married couple and their children as to living with

either the relatives of the husband or the wife could not be

preserved by people whose sustenance was dependdtt of choos-

ing the most favourable hunting stations. But on the other

band THE ESKIMO DISAPPROVES OF MARRIAGES BETWEEN COUSINS,

while where mother right prevails among Indians, the gentes

organisation does not seem to forbid a man marrying his father's

brother's daughter.

The next question to be taken into consideration is that

concerning THE IDEAS OF PROPERTY. The «COMMUNISM OF

LARGE HOUSEHOlDS EXTENDED BY THE LAW OF HOSPITALITY»

is a principle' common to Eskimo and Indians. We have al-

ready touched on this question in mentioning the-dwellings. THE

COMNUJNISM IS RESTRICTED in the first place by what may be

called PERSONAL PROPERTY in the strictest sense, which consists

of the necessary tools and the equipment for hunting; secondly

by what belongs to A FAMILY likewise in the strictest sense;

thereafter in the common stock of provisions or part of capture

shared with the inhabitants, of the same house, with the other

HOUSES OF THE STATION or perhaps with some of them. A

body of relatives corresponding to a ,gens» generally will con-

sist of people occupying the same wintering place or some of

its houses, if there are more of them than usual. The rights

and obligations connected with the kinship are contained in

rules concerning marriage, mutual assistance including the

bloodvengeance and the duty of every man to learn and carry

on sealhunting to the best of his ability. The inhabitants of a
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wintering place have the exclusive right of permitting others to

settle there.

When the ESKIMO -TRIBES- are spoken of in works on

the Arctic Regions, their native names w'ill generally be found

ending in - miut or -mut which signifies «inhabitants of». -

The ending is joined to a name which refers either simply to

a territory or fo a particular wintering station, but comprising

the surrounding territory with the other stations that may be

found there. The application of the term «TRIBE» is undoubt-

edly the most correct in this case. As to the Eskimo it will

imply the possession of a territory and generally of a dialect in

the strictest sense. Moreover, it will indicate the ordinary limits

of the alaw of hospitality» and defense not only against other

tribes, but also against individuals dangerous to their own, in

other words the sameto otribes as bloodvengeance is to agens».
Concerning governmeht it must be remembered that the

regular ASSEMBLIES OF THE" PROVIDERS in each wintering place

and occassionally LARGER MEETINGS of people from different

stations have served for councils as well as courts. RecMn

investigations in the extreme East have conflrmed what as

formerly been but vaguely alluded to, namely that EACH LARGER

HOUSEHOLD COMPRISING SEVERAL FAMIËIES HAS A CHIEF, as con-

scientiously venerated and obeyed as heads of communities or

magistrates are elsewhere.

As to the courts and the possibility- of maintaining the

authority -of law, it must be remembered that the members in

these isolated communities are, more immediately dependent on

their fellow men than the members of a civilised society, and

that, what is considered at the most a trifling inconvenience

in the latter, may be a severe punishment in the former. We

know that anciently in Greenland, public opinion formed the

real judgement seat, the general punishment consisting in the

offenders being shamed in the eyes of people. The regular

courts were the public meetings or parties which at the same
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called nith-songs were used for settling all sorts of crimes or

breaches of public order or custom, with the exception of those

which could only be expiated by death.

While, as before stated, a MARKED PROGRESS is evidently

observed in passing from the Western to the Eastern tribes, as

regards the kayak with its implements and the dexterity in

using them, THE CONTRARY MAY BE SAID SO FAR AS CONCERNS

SOCIAL ORGANISATION, a~natural consequence of the dispersai

which, renders the preservation of social customs and usages

more and more difficult, in some cases even impossible. Our

imperfect knowledge only permits us to illustrate the social

order of the different tribes by examples of which a few shall

be given here.

We begin with THE EXTREME EAST, the district of Angmags-

alik on the Greenfand coast opposite Iceland. The Danish ex-

pedition whoWitered here in 1884--1885 bad the opportunity

of most minutely studying the usages and customs, the lang-
uage and traditions of the natves who had lived here debarred

from a contact with Europeans which might influence their way

of life. Their society exhibited most decidedly the character of

a atribe» on a small scale and the researches mentioned have

made it one of the best known, if not the very best known of all

the Eskimo tribes that have existed unaltered by contact with

civilisation. They numbered 413 souls, divide *nto eleven smaller

communities inhabiting so many wintering stations; the widest

distance between them being 80 miles. A remarkable feature

of this distribution (as' a rule probably observed nowhere else)

was that each. place had but one bouse. Consequently no dif-

ference between housefellows and placefellows could exist. The

number of inmates of a bouse in one instance was as high as

58. The house of the station where the Danish explorers bad

erected their own but was inhabited by 38 persons constituting

8 families.. The ledge Irunning along the backwall of the room
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measured 28 feet in length and 5 feet in breadth, being devid-

ed by low curtains into 8 stalls, the size being proportioned

to the number of persons in each family. The whole room

including the stalls was 28 feet long and 15 feet broad, the

greatest height being 6½ feet. The reader may imagine what

had to be performed in this room offering the only refuge to

38 persons during the darkness of the Arctic winter, sleeping,

cooking and eating, working as well as merry making, dancing

and singing! And yet no quarrel disturbs the peace, there -is

no dispute about the use of the narrow space. Scolding or

even unkind words are considered a misdemeanour, if not pro-

duced under the legal form of process, - namely the nith-song.

It is obvious that this order and domestic peace supposes

two conditions: in the first place TRADITIONAL RCLES OR LAWS,

and secondly LEADERS WHO, NOW TO ENFORCE THESE REGU-

LATIONS. In 'contrast to what has been most generally assumed,

we learn by the statement of our explorers that every bouse or

station has its chief or patriarch whom the others obey with

every mark of yeneration. Very likely his orders on account

of their gentle form may have been generally hardly observable

to strangers, but on certain occasions, f. i. when the moving

from tents into the house took place he acted as a commander

very much after the habits of civilised society. Furthermore a

case of severe punishment was witnessed when a young man

was turned out -of the bouse in the middle of winter. It is

evident that between being suddenly abandoned in this way

without shelter in the depth of an Arctic winter and the disagre-

ableness of being shamed by a song in" an assembly, several

degrees of punishment may be imagined sufficient to deter

malicious individuals from ordinary offences or disturbances of

order and peace. It must be added, that the position as chief

of the bouse has no relation to tha c angakoko though both

dignities may occasionally be united.

Throughout DANISH WESTGREENLAND the ancient organisation
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more than a century ago. However, the comnunism in living

still flourishes, but without being sufficientlv restricted by the

original customary- obligations and at the same lime without

being counterbalanced by a satisfactory development of the idea

of individual or family-property. The natural. consequence has

been impoverishment.

The explorations of Dr. Boas in BAFFIN'S LAND embody

another of the few essays calculated to throw light on the so-

cial organisation of the Eskimo. On account of the scantiness

of the whole population, the numerous divisions of it here grow

so small, that in some cases itlseems doubtful whether they

ought to be, compared with tribes or with gentes, but that

tribes exist, is confirmed also by these investigations. In the

usages observed in their intercourse 'we recognise very strikingly

wvhat on similar occasions is related in the traditional tales of

Greenland. The remarks on intertribal marriages and the pre-

dominating custom that the husband removes to the home of

his wife, the use of adoption and the cases of families or in-

dividuals having disappeared, contain indications of, at least a

tendency to gentes.institutions and on the other hand the hind-

rance they meet with in the isolation caused by the manner of

life. At the same time we learn that each tribe bas its leader,

especially during their wanderings, a so called «Pimniain»

which term resembles what in Greenland signifies: an expert

man perfect in his bussiness.

The majority of the LABRADOR ESKIMO bave. been submitted

to foreign Influences just as the Greenlanders have. It might

be noted that the tribes who are not as yet Christianised have

their chiefs, here called «Angajorkak», which in Greenland is

usûd for: parents. A Norwegian, Mr. Olsen who bas lived 17

years in the Hudson's bay territory bas given me information

about several questions concerning the Labradorians. He says

that the authority of the Angajorkaks seems to be confined to
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localities, eacb bay or fiord generally having its own. fie must

always be a distinguished person so far as concerns the ac-

complishments necessary for a first rate hunter. When he dies

his son bas the first claim to be his successor, if he possesses

the qualities required. If not, another is appointed who pro-

bably bas already been elected during the father's life.

Several facts seem to prove that THE WESTERN ESKIMO

OCCUPY A -HIGHER STAGE' OF SOCIAL ORGANISATION than the

Eastern tribes. This is manifested in the more favourable con-

ditions for the accumulation of individual property. The same,

however, is on the other hand limited by a remarkable tendency

to prodigality in distributing gifts in order to acquire reputation.

This kind of ambition again creates a division with regard to

social position evidently allied to the rank system of their

southern Indian neighbours. In connection with warfare among

the tribes it bas even led to the custom of keeping slaves, of

al habits the one apparently most at variance with Eskimo

social life

The Inland Eskimo who inhabit the shores of the river

Kuskokwim were stated by Wrangell to number 7000 souls.

They had their fixed dwellings along the river, while they roamed

about on hunting excursions during the summer season. Each

village had its Kashim or council house, the interior of which

was furnished with amphitheatre seats surrounding the stage

for performances, and in the middle was found the hearth for

beating the room. This building as to ordinary use was reserved

exclusively for tbe aduit of male population, partly for working,

partly for holding council. Alil public affairs were here dis-

cussed and decided. Another employment of it was for public

festivals. The season for these assemblies was opened with an

exhibition showing what each hunter had earned during the

course of the past year. Even what children might have caught

of birds and fishes was not omitted on these occasions, stuffed

specimens being arranged on extended lines sufficiently lightened

I
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by means of lamps. When people were assembled and every-

body seated according to his customary rank, one of the prin-

cipal hunters commenced the ceremony with a song, at the

same time dancing and beating the tambourine surrounded by

all the people belonging to his household or his partisans.

Having ended, he distributed gifts of his game among the as-

sembly. 'The value of his presents in connection with theý

number of his attendants would then decide the rank which

public opinion transferred to him. After he had finished, the

same act was repeated by a new performer and so on, these

ceremonies being alternated with meals, feasting and merrymaking

lasting for several days.

Apart from these festivals councils were held on serious

occasions to which no woman was admitted unless after being

solemnly introduced. Bloodvengeance was among the affirs

decided in tbis way. Sometimes it gave rise to wars with

other tribes from which female prisoners and children were

brought home as slaves.

A very . interesting account is given by the Norwegian

traveller Jacobsen of his having witnessed a great festival at

Igniktok close to Bering Strait. Here the Kashim had an

underground entrance leading to an opening in the middle of

the floor. The festival was held especially in honour of five

deceased persons belonging to as many families and here re-

presented by one relative each. It began with a song where-

upon a man stepped forward and before the audience shifted his

clothes, taking on his dancing dress and then assisted by some

women, dancing and beating the drum he sung in honour of

the dead, praising their excellent qualities and achievements.

After three dances had been performed in this way, the whole

party was copiously regaled and finally a very remarkable cere-

mony took place, consisting of a distribution of gifts on behalf

of the dead, as a sign of power and magnanimity.

The amount of what was given away on this occasion in-
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deed, is astonisliing when compared with what may be called

wealth among Eskimo people. It consisted of articles belonging

to clothing, tools, weapons, and utensils arranged in 34 bundies

containing 20, end 2 bundles with 5 pieces each, the whole

making 690 presents. .-The bundies were tied to a line and

lowered lthrougli a liole in the middle of the roof and then

distributed. On the next day the festivities were begun early

in the morning and when all the ceremonies concerning the

memory of the deceased were finished, the festival passed to

ordinary merrymaking, singing, dancing and feasting, the. male

performers having the upper part of their body naked, in dan-

cing and beating the drum. It seems probable that this part

of the ceremonies has comprised performances like the nith-

songs of the Greenlanders.

NIr. Gilbert Sproat, the well known writer on the Indians

of western Vancouver Island, hays in a note: «Was Darwin

long enough among the Fuegians to be enabled authoritatively

to affirm that perfect equality exists among the individuals

composing the Fuegian tribes?»> The objection involved in these

words, as we see, is strikingly applicable to several aufthors

on the Arctic Regions also. Some of Sproat's statements con-

cerning the AHT-INDIANS OF VANCOUVER ISLAND, so near to

Alaska aretoo interesting to be wholly omitted here. In speak-

ing of their mutual intercourse in daily life he says: if struck

in anger, it must be paid the next day with a present. The

respect entertained for the head of the famiity is generally

sufficient to preserve order within the family circle. Quarelling

is also rare among children. He has never witnessed a fight

between two sober natives. The great feasts take place , in

winter, but feasting occasionally with distributions goes on at

all times. Animated speeches are delivered by various orators,

praising their forefathers' achievements and skill in hunting, and

boasting of the number and the admirable qualities of their

powerful friends. No institution is more specifically defined
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among the Alits than slavery. The slave is at the absolute

disposal of his master in ail things. The high consideration

in which rank or actual authority is held, is extraordinary.

The principal use made of the accumulation of personal chattels

is to distribute them periodically among invited guests. . The

destruction of certain kinds of property serves the same purpose.

The person who gives away the most property receives the

greatest praise and in time acquires, almost. as a matter of

course, but by the voice of the tribe the highest rank obtain-

able by such means. This rank, however, is not of the loftiest

class; it is only for life and different from the ancient hereditary

or tribal rank. The bead chief's position is patriarchal, his

authority is rather nominal than positive.

DISTRIBUTION AND DIVISION.

If we comprise the Northern Indians under the chief groups:

the Northwestern, the Tinne and:the Algonkin, the Eskimo must

be said to wholly encompass the Tinne from the seaside, while

in the vest and the east. they abut upon the other two nations:

On the west side they issue almost as a continuation from the

Northwest Indians having so to say like these half of their

subsistence from the land and balf from the sea. Where the

territory of the Inland Eskimo borders on that of the Tinne

tribes, the transition between their respective villages is like-

wise almost insensible to the foreign traveller. But by degrees

as. towards the north and east the Eskimo pass to grow an

exclusively maritime and Arctic people, their relation to the

Indians takes a decidedly hostile character. Murderous fights

between them have been customary on the borders of the Ma-

ckenzie R., and further towards the northeast corner of the

continent a sort of neutral ground divides them which for fear

they generally avoid to pass over.

When nevertheless we have suggested that the pressure by

r-
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which the priscan Inland tribes successively were led to the

seacoast, took place on the Westside, where more peaceable

relations between the races seem to have prevailed, this is

easily explained by the nature of the said pressure as being

only the same action as that by which the primitive inhabitants

everywhere have spread over the lands so far as no absolute

hindrance was met with, while in this instance, moreover, a

natural instinct drew the farthest advanced tribes of the original

Inlanders to the sea, as they became aware of its riches. The

principal roads in this way would be afforded by the rivers

Athna, Kuskokwim, Yukon, Selawik, Kuwak, Colville. That the

more easterly disemboguing rivers may have contributed to

promote the same migrations is, as before said, not excluded.

The same tendency of expanding then caused the marvellous

exploration of the Arctic Archipelago, which is testified by the

ruins and other remains of human existence which are scattered

over its tortuous shores, but also the peopling of Labrador,

the almost mysterious discovery of the bridge to Greenland

which Smith's Sound affords and finally the wanderings down

to Cape Farewell. No more land being now left to gratify their

adventurous disposition for discovery, they divided into groups

of tribes whose roaming generally was restricted to alternately

removing from one wintering station to another within the same

precinct, besides the usual summer excursions. For this reason

we now are enabled to geographically divide them by assigning

the territories belonging to the different groups as follows:

1. TUE WESTERN ESKIMO comprising

(a) the SOUTHERN TRIBES: Ugalachmut, Kaniagmut (Kadjak),

Ogulmut, Nushagagmut, Kuskwogmut, Magemut and Ekogmut,

numbering abrut 8300 souls.

(b) the iNORTHERN TIBES: Unaligmut, Malemut, Kaviagmut,

Okeeogmut, Selawigmut, Kowagmut, Nunatogmut, Nuwakmut,

rated at 2900.
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(c) the ASIATIC ESKIMO whose number is very doubtful, but

by Krause believed not to exceed 2000.

There is still some difference prevailing in the statements

concerning the classification of these Western tribes. I have

here followed the distinguished Alaska explorer Dali, the dlrst

who has laid down- their distribution on a map. Some import-

ant additions may still be expected from later expeditions, especi-

ally corcerning the Inland tribes (at the huwak river by Healy,

Cantwell and Stoney etc.).

2. THE MACKENZIE ESKIMO OR TCHIGLIT.

They are separated from the Western by an uninhabited

coastline of 300 miles on which, however, they ineet from both

sides each summer for the purpose of bartering. They are

divided by Petitot into TAREORMICT and KRAMALIT numbering

together 2000 souls.

3. THE TRIBES OF THE CENTRAL REGIONS.

iQey begin at Cape Bathurst and are said to be sharply

divided from the former, but as to the whole extent of the

vast district occupied by them, our knowledge is more or less

defect44. ' Besides the older renowned explorers, as Parry,
Ross, Rae, Mc. Clintock, Allen Young and others, we are espe-

cially indebted to Schwatka and Boas for linguistic contributions.

The first named states that the SOUTHWESTERN PART is divided

between the following tribes: (a) Natsilik, (b) Pelly-Bay, (c) Uv-

kusigsalik, (d) Ukiolik,~ (e) Kidelik (Coppermine river). Boas gives

a specified list of the inhabitants of BAFFIN'S LAND, and describes

the roads by which they have had intercourse with the more

distant tribes. Some acquaintance with the extreme north

about SMITI'S SOUND and with the south as far as REPULSE-BAY

seetns to have been entertained in the middle part by occasional

native travellers; but between the- east and west only a very

scanty intercourse ever seems to have existed. The western

X1. 3
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part bas also but rarely and imperfectly been investigated by

exploring expeditions. For these reasons we can only have a

vague idea of the number to which the whole population amounts.

If we guess it to be 4000, this is very likely too much.

4. THE LABRADORIANS.

They are separated from the former by a sound which

requires the greatest caution in being crossed by open boats.

Upon the EASTCOAST of Labrador the number of natives is rated

at 1500 of whom 1163 were Christianised. With addition of

those on the NORTH and WESTSIDE the whole Eskimo population

may amount to between 2000 and 2200.

5. THE GREENLANDERS.

0f the inhabitants of Greenland only the small Smith's

Sound tribe or Arctic Highlanders seem to be more closely

allied to those of the Central Regions. Between these northern-

most people of the world and the other West Greenlanders

no intercourse has existed as far back as we have known the

latter. Only obscure traditions are told at Smith's Sound about

excursions having been undertaken to the «Southlanders». WE

DIVIDE THE GREENLANDERS IN WEST AND EAST GR. In .1880

the West Gr. amounted to 9752 all of whom were Christianised.

In 1884 the East Gr. south of 68° N. L. numbered 548. North

of 68°, as well known, people have only been seen by Clavering,

who in 1823 met with two families north of 74½°. The people

who may live in the northern region between 68° and Smith's-

Sound can hardly by supposed to be numerous, not even on

an arctic scale.
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Ihe peculiarity of the Eskimo language as polysynthetic,

as well known, is exhibited in the construction of nouns and

verbs by which other classes of words are made almost un-

necessary and ONE WORD IS ABLE TO EXPRESS A WHOLE SEN-

TENCE INCLUDING SUBORDINATE SENTENCE. It is especially

through the Greenland dialect, and in some degree the Labra-

dorian that this peculiarity of the language has been thoroughly

studied and made known. But it must be regarded as impos-

sible that a system which evinces such acute and logical thought

as that exhibited in the rules of the Greenland grammar, should

have been separately invented by the tribe who peopled Green-

land. It is not to be doubted that in the main the grammars

of the other dialects bear the same character as that of Green-

land.

The division of the tribes proposed in the preceding chap-

ter is also applicable in treating of the dialects. Here of

course we are dependent on the existence of sufficient vocabu-

laries. As to the Western Eskimo the vocabularies in our

possession are headed by about 10 names of tribes, nearly, but

not exactly, agreeing with those given before. But I have pre-

ferred summing them up under 3 classes: Northern, Southern

and Asiatic. For several reasons this division seems quite

natural. Only as regards a tribe called Ekogmut and now

classed with the Southern, I was somewhat in doubt. Of the

Mackenzie . and the Labradorian only single glossaries exist
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As to the Central Regions certainly lists of words are given

referring to different tribes, but too incomplete to represent

different dialects, for which reason the words have been compiled

as belonging to one tongue. Finally the Greenland language

always has been treated as one dial'ect, with remarks now and

then on «provincialisms». Only recently the Danish expedition

to East Greenland brought home excellent notes on the words

used here different from West Greenland.

With regard to the present linguistic essay I have used

the following sources:

(1) Den gronlandske Ordbog, omarbejdet af Sam. Klein-

schmidt. Kjobenhavn 1871, udgiven af I. F. Jørgensen.

(2) Kleinschmidt: Grammatik der grônländischen Sprache

mit theilweisem Einschluss des Labradordialekts. Berlin 1851.

(3) Den grnlandske Ordbog ved O. Fabricius. Kjebenhavn

1804.

(4) Eskimoisches Wörterbuch gesammelt von den Mis-

sionaren in Labrador, revidirt und herausgegeben von Friederich

Erdman. Baudissin 1864.

(5) Vocabulaire Français-Esquimau, dialecte dès Tchiglit

dès bouches du Mackenzie et. de l'Anderson par le R. P. E.

Petitot. Paris 1876 (in this book words are added from Chur-

chill by the missionary Gasté).

(6) Journal of a second voyage etc. ... by W. E. Parry.

London 1824.

(7) Schwatka: Search in quest of the Franklin records

1879-80.

(8) Narrative of a voyage etc. ... H. M. S. Blossom, Capt.

Beechey 1825-28. London 1831.

19) Travels and adventures in the territory of Alaska by

Frederick Whymper. London 1868.

(10) Rohbeck's vocabulary in Sarytschef's Itinerary. Leip-

zig 1815.
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(11) The ethnographical section of Sagoskin voyage 1843

-4/ in Erdmann's Archive 1849.

(12) W. H. Dall: Alaska and its resourc s 1870.

(13) Adelung's Mithridates 1816.

(14) Statistische und ethnographische Nachrichten etc....

von Contre-Admiral Wrangell. St. Petersburg 1839.

(15) Die Bevôlkerungsverhältnisse der Trchukschen-FHabinsel

von Dr. Aurel Krause. Deutsche Geogr. Blätter 1883.

(16) Veniaminow's Aleutian and Kadjakian Grammars (pub-

Iished in Russian) 1846.

(17) Sauer: Account of Billing's voyage 1785-94 Lon-

don 1802.

(18) F. Boas: An article on Baffin's Land in «Mittheil-

ungen aus Justus Perthes geogr. A.» 1885, and a list of words

kindly sent me in manuscript.

(19) Lieutn. Ray: Report on the Point Barrow Expedition

Washington 1885.

Besides occasional notes in other works, and those written

down by the Danish expedition to East Greenland as well as

various communications by other Arctic travellers, my original

collection of written traditions etc.

THE WRITTEN LANGUAGE, LETTERS AND SIGNS.

On account of the imperfect manner in which the words

spoken by the natives were caught up and interpreted, the

first vocabularies naturally exhibited supposed dialectic differences

which in reality did not exist. The misunderstanding and con-

fusion came partly from the peculiar sounds, partly and especi-

ally from the strange construction of the language, which con-

trasts completely with our way of inflecting words and arranging

sentences.. As to the sounds there can be no doubt, that the

gèneraI character of all the Eskimo talks is uniform enough to

admit their being expressed by the same system of letters. In
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comparing the different dialects therefore, strictly spoken it

might be necessary to transcribe the words of the different

vocabularies in the same system of orthography, only with oc-

casional remarks on local diversity of pronunciation. This

certainly must be considered almost impossible on the present

stage of our knowledge, as we are not always able to discern

between what is due to real differences and what merely to the

accidental deviations or difficulties just mentioned. However, in

one respect, it will be necessary to transcribe the words con-

formably to such a more uniform system. It will be shown

hereafter that a dictionary of the Eskimo language, as to its

alpliabtiîcal order more than any other, REQUIRES TO BE AR-

RANGERD BY MEANS OF THE RADICAL WORDS OR STEMS. In a

glossary comprising several dialects, it will therefore be neces-

cary to use one .of them as the standard in arranging the stem-

words alphabetically, each of them heading the list of its deriv-

atives. Consequently words will happen to be grouped together

which must be supposed akin to each other, although differently

spelled according to the pronunciation in the dialect to which

they belong.

On account of the want of consistency in ail the other

vocabularies and their mutual disagreement, WE MfUST RESORT

TO GREENLANDISH WITH ITS SERIES OF RADICAL WORDS AS THE
STANDARD. But at the same time we meet with words in the

other dialects which can fnot be referred to any of the latter,

but require stems to be assumed peculiar to the other dialects.

In order to have these supposed new stems properly placed we

shall be obliged to take into consideration how they probably

might have sounded, if they had occurred in Greenlandish. While

in tbhis way in the glossary given hereafter the stems are all

reduced or modified according to the orthography adopted by

Kleinschmidt for Greenland, on the other hand aIl the derivatives

are rendered as they are found in the original works from

which they are taken, only with the exception of supplanting a
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few, apparently quite superfluous foreign characters by their

ordinary counterparts, and of restricting the application of ac-

cents and hyphens, which in some works are found obviously

too abundant while in others they are almost wanting.

The Greenland language likes full and plain vowels, pre-

ferring syllables composed of- one vowel and one consonant.

Two consonants are not allowed to be combined, unless suscep-

tible of perfect coalescence. A Greenlander is unable to in-

sert half vowels, as in the words: bridge, blow, cloud, he will

say: berridge, billow, calloud.
The following list represents the letters adopted by Klein-

schmidt for the modern orthography and their pronunciation:

a like a in «fathero, sometimes, especially before k and t

like a in. «at»..

e like e in «reipresent»; strictly spoken it is only an i,

when this should be placed before a guttural sound or at the

end of a word.

f like f in «if», or merely as a sharpened v, turning into
a v after a consonant.

g like g in agood».

î like i in «it», or ee in «three».

j like y in yard».

t (q), called ea, like a very guttural k, something between

g, rk and rkr. As iL is the only new character that has been

found .necessary for the alphabet, I have preferred to adopt a

q, also proposed by others for this sound.

k, called ke, like e in «can» or ek in «lack».

1 like I in «holy'.

dl like tl in «softly», is merely an i sharpened after a

consonant.

m like M in «me».
n like n.ni eno».
ng a nasal n.
o like o in «other», is the same to u as e is to i.
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p like p in poor», but also approaching to b.

(q see above.)

r merely as a palatal r.

(rng, merely differing from ng by making the antecedent

vowel deeper; ng can be used instead of it.)

(r' like a deeply palatal German eh; a simple r may also

suffice.)

s like s in «sou.

88, called eh, like sh in «short», but something softer.

t like t in «ten», but also nearly like d.

u like o. in «proof»; before j almost like the german ü;

in South - and especially in East - Greenland like i.

v like v in aevent», but produced with the lips alone, with-

out the aid of the teeth.

The letter k is only used in some interjections, and can

be wholly omitted.

In Diphthongs the second vowel is always pronounced softly,

f. i. ae mostly like ô, ai like y in awhy».
The accents are: short and sharp, long and sharp,

long and dull. Although their use is of great importance in

the system adopted for Greenland, I have, as already mentioned,

been obliged to leave out a great many of them in rendering

words from vocabularies in which they are so profusely and
indiscriminately applied in connection with the hyphens, that

copying them would have offered a hopeless labour.

If we compare this alphabet with that proposed by Powell

in his «Introduction to the study of Indian languages», it will

be found to agree tolerably well with it, of course when it is

considered that the latter comprises what will be required to

express the sounds occurring in ail the American tongues.

The. application of consonants is limited by strict rules.

A syllable cannot · commence, and a word cannot end, with

two consonants. No word can begin with 1, r, g, y, rng or

ng, or end with any other consonants than thé hard ones
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q, k, p and t. A syllable in a word can end with no conso-

nant but t, g, r, ng or v.

If we now examine the methods of spelling employed by
authors on the other dialects, aud in the older Greenlandish

literature, with the rules recently adopted in the latter, comparing

the same words as they have been rendered by different writers,

we find the characters of our alphabet varied as follows:

a as S, â, ae, e, i, aa, ea, o.

e - , ae, i, û, ee.
f- b, v.

g- gg, g', gh ch, k, pk.

z - e, o, ae, ee, n.

j -- y.

- k, k', kr, k, pk, pkp, ch, p, ng, rn.

k - g, g, ng.

dl - 1, kl.

ng - n.

o - a, oo.
p e -,bb.

r' - rh, ch, , g', p.

s - ch, sch, sh, r, tch, dj, dj, dz, tp, z.

8s - s, rs, rss, j, ts, ds and the same as for s.

t - n, d.

u -0,00. W.

v - b, p, u, w.

Combinations, of letters varied:

ai as i, e, ee.

agdl okl.

aun -awn,

arn (in the word arnaq a woman) agn, agan, ahan, an,

achan, akn, agh, okhan, oghan, aan, on'g'n.
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ex as ar, ok, ish, eg, itkp.

gss - dg, dj, ktç, sh, z, rg',

gp - tp.

gdl - tl, 1l, rgl.

gs - ptç.

lugs - lipt.

rk - kt, kh, tk, tk, tkr.

f - chw, rwa, kv, rkb.

rdl - gg.

rss - rktç.

t8- dj.

uj - w.

vdl - bl, Il.

kg, tc, g, gg, tg, s.

vk ppkp.

vss - dj.

The majority of these deviations will be found to have

their origin from the nationality of the writers; it is easy to

recognise the English, French, German in them, and an addi-

tion of Russian will not escape observation. Others are owing

to more individual differences. But of course there is no doubt

that real diversities exist, which might require exceptions or

additions to the Greenland rules. Some of the most obvious

variations of sounds may be noted here:

The character j in Labradorian often represents, besides the

j also the ss of Greenland, perhaps somewhat softened.

The use of k instead of ic (q) in the vocabularies is not

owing to dialectic differences, as even in Greenland formerly

k was the only one used of these characters. The same may be

said about the use of m and n instead of p and t at the end

of words, wben the next word begins witb a vowel.

In certain subordinate Greenland dialects we find k for t

at. the end, and n for m at the beginning of some words, and

the verbal ending goq instead of voq.

1:
le,
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In Labrador we find nar'r'uk for mardluk, aggaq for agssaq,

nagfâq for navssâq, pivse for mivse, t sometimes for s, and iv for uj.

In the Baffin's Land dialect several sounds seem to be

nearer to the Labrador than to the Greenland tongue, as f. i.

j and dj for ss, gg for ges, but more peculiar is the use of ru

and ng for q and k at the end of words.

As Capt. Holm on his recent expedition to East Greenland

was accompanied by some of the most intelligent natives from

the West Coast, he had an opportunity of procuring the most

authentic information about the significance of pronunciation

as real dialectic peculiarity. The native teacher Hanserak says:

«Certainly most of the Eastlanders' words are like ours, but

their strange sounding and hasty pronunciation make them

more troublesome to be understood by us; also because some

of their words are like bubbling children's speech. In this

way they use t for s and dl, and as they have no f, they use

p and v instead». - Holm and his interpreter Johan Petersen

have perused the dictionary in which Hanserak had inserted

his notes. They found out, that the Eastlanders use d or dg

for ts, b for p orf,.d for t, g for k, i for u, e for o and for

a, and sometimes j or 1 for s.

The well known native Arctic traveller Hans Hendrik de-

scribes the Smith's Sound dialect as characterised by a profuse

insertion of the letter r.
As to the Mackenzie and the Western dialects, we must

refer to the numerous examples given hereafter in the lexicograph-

ical part.

No doubt the reader will arrive at the conclusion, that the

majority of. the diversities here in question probably will occur

within the limits of one of the main, dialects itself, that per-

,haps the same deviations may be found in the extreme West

as in the East, and that at ail events authentic investigation

by a professional' linguist will be required to find out, whether
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more general relationships exist between the different tribes as

regards this question.

TIE PARTS OF SPEECH, THE ORGANISATION OF THE LANGUAGE

EXHIBITED IN ITS MODE OF CONSTRUING AND INFLECTING WORDS '.

As in all languages, the original component parts of the

words are roots.. Out of these roots in the earliest ages of the

language were formed stems, each of which got its fixed signi-

fication. Leaving the development of the roots to professional

linguistic investigation, our considerations in the present volume

will be limited to THE STEMS as already existing and YIELDING

THE MATERIAL FOR TUE CONSTRUCTION OF WORDS. They are

divided into two classes: (1) INDEPENDENT OR PRIMITIVE, (2) DE-

PENDENT OR ADDED, the latter only to be applied in connection

with the former, producing COMPOUND STEMS OR DERIVATIVES.

In receiving the affixes the original word embodies notions

which more or less modify its signification. The repetition of

this process gives rise to SIBORDINATE STEMS OF VARIOUS

DEGREES, EACH OF THEM FORMING THE INDEPENDENT STEM TO

THE NEXT.

The ADDED STEMS OR AFFIXES are distinguished from their

counterparts in wellknown European languages by their multi-

plicity. and as to the majority of them, their moveableness' or

capability of being appended wherever the meaning may admit

or require it, whereas on the other hand composing by adding

real words to others- in unknown. Notwithstanding these ex-

traordinary means for the construction of derived words, whose

signification is given immediately by their constituent parts, the

dictionary must comprise and more closely explain the sense

of many derivatives, in the first place. hecause not all affixes

1) Hereafter if none of the other dialects is quoted, the Greenland grammar

always is meant', and generally the latter also applies to the Labrador

idiom.



are applicable to every stem, and secondly as a derivative be-

sides the general signification resulting from its composition

can bave a peculiar sense too. The number of affixes existing

in Greenlandish can be rated at 200. The number which can

be attached to the same stem or embodied in one derivative is

restricted by no distinct rule, but hardly exceeds, and very

rarely reaches 10.

I have tried TO CALCULATE HOW MANY WORDS IN THIS WAY

COULD BE DERIVED FROM .A STEM, but did not complete the

experiment on account of the appalling increase of the number

on each subsequent addition of an affix. I selected the word

igdlo a house, and running over the affixes I found about 80

of them able to be added immediately to this stem, giving 80

derivatives. Again at random I took one of these and found it

susceptible of 61 immediate additions. I submitted the 61

derivatives of secqnd, or stems of third degree to the same

experiment and got 70 derivatives of the third degree out of

one of them, and so on I got 8 of the 4th, 10 of the 5th, and
10 of the 6th degree. But here I stopped and considered what

could have been the result, if each time instead of choosing

one, I had tried all the others of the same class too, found

them equally prolific and finally had summed up all the numbers

obtained in this way within the limits of each class: THE FOR-

MIDABLE SUIM to which I was led deterred me from completing

this arithmetical problem, which would have required all the

combinations in question to be actually tried and for this pur-

pose all written down excepting perhaps the last class. Such

a process would be necessary, as several rules have to be ob-

served with regard to the order in which a series even of

moveable affixes can, be appended to a stein, and especially

because the applicability of an affix in each case before all

depends on its sense. But even if an ample allowance is made

for these restrictions, the remaining number will still be so

large TBAT ONLY THE AMERICAN SO CALLED POLYSYNTHETIC
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LANGUAGES SEEM TO EXHIBIT A SIMILAR FECINDITY OF. COMPO-

SITIONS.

The following examples will probably give a satisfactory

idea of the process by which the derivatives are produced.

Stemword: igdlo a house.

Ist class derivatives: igdlorssuaq a large h., igdlúnguaq a

small h., igdlúvoq it is a h., igdluliorpoq he builds a b., igdlo-

qatâ his housefellow.

2d class: igdlorssualiorpoq he builds a large h., igdlorssua-

liarpoq he goes to the 1. h., igdloqatigá he bas him for bis

bousefellow.

3d class: igdlorssualiorfik the place where the 1. h., is being

built, igdlorssualiortoq he who builds the 1. h., igdloqatigiumavâ

he wisbes to have him for his housefellow.

4th class: igdlorssualiorftlik one who bas a place where a

. h. is being built, igdlorssualiortugssaq one who is going to (can)

build a 1. h.

5th class: igdlorssualiortugsará he has him as one who

can b. a. 1. b.

6th class: igdlorssualiortug8sarsiumavoq he wants to find

one who will (can) b. a. 1. h.

It is a peculiarity to the language that NOJNS AND VEBBS

ARE ALMOST THE ONLY PARTS OF SPEECH. The nominal stems

or words are used as nouns in their original state. The verbal

stems require an addition in order to become real verbs, f. i.

verbal stem pisuk, verb: pisugpoq he walks. Some stems are at

once nominal and verbal.

Closely allied to nouns, if not wholly to be classed .with

them, are some demonstrative words or pronouns, while in the

main the pronouns are comprised in the verbs and expressed

by flexion. Finally there are particles and interjections, probably

also originated from similar stems. But true adjectives hardly

exist, although nouns placed with nouns can be used as ad-

jectives. Other kinds of words are compriéed in the nouns
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and verbs with their flexions, and in fact these may be said to

constitute the whole language.

The FLEXION COMPLETES. THE PROCESS BY WHICH THE

LANGUAGE IS CAPABLE OF EXPRESSING A COMPARATIVLY LARGE

COMPOUND OF IDEAS IN A FEW WORDS. In general it com-

prises:

(1) The number: singular, dual and plural. Plural can be

used instead of dual.

(2) For verbs the person.

(3) As to nouns the relation, and as to verbs the object

of the action is indicated by additions which have been termed

SUFFIXES.

(4) As to nouns whether they are object or subject in the

sentence (objective and subjective, the latter comprising the

genitive).

(5) As to nouns what in other languages is expressed by

prepositions, answering the questions: where, whence, what way,

whither and how, by forms or cases which may be called: Lo-

calis, Ablative, Vialis, Terminalis and Modalis. Their endings

are called appositions*

(6) For verbs 7 moods: indicative, interrogative, optative

limperative), conjunctive, subjunctive and participle.

But flexion neither comprises sex nor tense. For the latter

affixes can be used.

NOUS AND THEIR FLEXION.

Of THE CASES, THE OBJECTIVE indicates the objeet of a trans-

itive verb (accusative) as well as the subject of an intransitive verb.

In the objective singular, which isg o be considered the primitive form,

ail nouns end in a vowel or- in q, I or t. Those which end'jn t,
wben inflected take an auxiliary i or a. THE SUBJECTIVE indicates

as Well the subject to a transitive verb, as our usual genitive -when

referring to possession.
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3d person
a-sufdix

his

their

bis

Singular

!eeT&e. Suljectire.

a ata

at ata

e
me

(own) n)e-sufflx > eJu
their

tik mik

vit
thy t u

2d person Pvit)

your 8e ve

My ga
lst person (ra)

our put vta

Plural

objecive. Sujectie.

e

ne

tik

tit

ka

vut
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The SUBJECTIVE is formed by p, THE DUAL by k, THE PLURAL

by t, added to the vowel of the final syllable (end-vowel). At the

same Lime, if the last letter is a consonant, this is dropped, unless

it constitutes a part of the root, when an exchange of letters takes

place. The rules for this transformation belong to the most com-

plicated part of the grammar, and require the words to be divided in

3 classes. But the transformation is sometimes omitted. Examples

from these classes, ranged accordingly to the degree of trans-

formation are:

(1) nuna (object.) land, nunap (subject.), nunat (plural); qqaq

mountain, qdqap, qqat; û2mat heart, ûmatip, ûmatit; inuk man, inûp, inuit.

(2) sioraq sand, siorqap, siorqat; nâlagaq master, ndlagkap, nâlag-

kat: nujaq hair, nutsap, nut8at.

(3) auveg walrus, aorrup, aorfit or aorrit; aleq harpoon line,

ardlup, ardlit; malik sea (waves), -nagdlup, magdlit.

The SUFFIXES of nouns, as mentioned above, denote the relation,
viz. the STATE OF BEING POSSESSED. They are different for: my,

thy, his, our etc., while each of them like the noun itself, has its

forms for objective, subjective and number. Of course this gives an

extraordinary multiplicity of combinations, each with its peculiar form.

Moreover the third person requires 2 kinds of suffixes, denoting whether

the subject of the sentence is the possessor (e-suffix) or not (a-suffix).

Omitting the dual the following table gives a view of the suflx-endings:

isa

i8(

me

mik

vit

v8e

nia

vta

-7ý71
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But here also the manner in which tþe endings are appended

is submitted 40 complicated rules requiring them to be divided in six

classes.

Examples are: nunâ his country, nunâta his country's, nunaga

my c., kivfâ his servant, kivfane his (own) servant, oqausia his word,

oqausertik their (own) words, ernera his (my) son, enerpit thy son's

(subjective).

As to the (dependent) CASES WITH APPOSITIONS, the nouns

,without suffixes are inflected as follows t
For Singular Plural

Localis . . . . . .me .ne

Ablative . . . mit nit

Vialis... ... .. kut tigut
Modalis . . . . mik nik

Terminalis . . . mut nut

When they have to join on nouns with suffixes they are some-

what transformed, but. in both cases the rules are not so complicated

as those above alluded to.

Examples are: nuname on land, nunamit from the land, ninahut

by land, nôlagkamut to the master, siorqamik with or by (means of)
sand (siorag).

The LABRADOR DIALECT only shows a few differences from,

what is here stated. The irregular forms are partly wanting. Some

suffixes have an ng appended before them, f. i. kivfanga, kivfangit,

oqausinga for: kivfâ, kivfat, oqausia. It seems that the CENTRAL

DIALECTS also in this respect show nearer kinship to the Labrador

than to the Greentand tongue. In the MACKENZIE GRAMAR .we

also are able to trace almost ail the Greenlandish forms, although

more or less disfigured by evident misunderstanding. The most

striking example 'of the latter is that of considering the subjective

imerelly as a genitive, without mentioning its relation to a transitive

verb. It is curious that the word tupeq (a tent) in Greenl. and

Mack. bas the same anómalous plural toqit, while in Labr. it bas the

regular tupit. In the glossaries of the WESTERN DIALECTS we find

examples of flexional endings referring to number, possession .and

appositions, with or without suffixes, but they are too incomplete

for deriving any general rule with regard to their relation to the

Eastern dialects.



PARTIcULÀR NOUNS.

DEMONSTRATIVE WORDS. The dermonstrative roots are: ma here

(where·I arn), tdçs there, uv here, there (pointing), ik or iv yonder,
av north or right, qav south or left (facing the open sea), pav east

or landward, also upward, kan here down, also west or seaward, kig

south, kam, inside or outside.

By thernselves, as they are, or rmerely rendered pronunciable by

the addition of an a, these roots are only used as interjections. Their

proper application is in the cases: localis, ablative, vialis and termi-

nalis, forned by adding: ane, dnga (Labr. dngat), ûna and unga, f. i.

mâne here, mdnga hence, mauna this way, maunga hither.

As a rare exception in the language, a prefix here is used in

putting a ta before these words only to slrengthen their dernonstrative

tendency.

Dernonstratives referring to a person or an object are formed

by adding na to the above roots, excepting tds8 and kig, f. i. núna

this one here, ivna he or that yonder. Their flexion is somewhat

dev4ating, f. i.

Singular Plural

Objective . ina iako

Subjective. . iv8suma ivkua

Localis . . . .. ivsseumane ivkunane

Ablative . . . . . ivssumdga irkuânnga

Vialis . . . ... . ivssumûna ivkukut

Terminalis . . iv88umunga ivkunúnga

Modalis . . . . . iv8suminga ivkuninga.

Somewhat related to this class of words are: na where?, suna

what? kina who?

In the Mackenzie grammar, the principal words belonging to this

class are called pronouns.

NUMERALS. In all the dialects they are formied by making

subdivisions for every tifth number, counting the fingers of hand,

andý foot.

WORDS QF PLA£,E. By this narne are tertled sorne nouns which

designate a place or space in reference to a certàin object, for which

reasoR they require a suffix , excepting when' used in the terminalis.

IExamples are:
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at with suff. atâ what is below iL

sujo - - Bujoa - - before it

kit - - kitâ - - seaward of it.

PERSONAL WORDS. Pronouns, as often mentioned, are repre-

sented in the flexion of the verbs. But if merely the person bas [o

be expressed, separate words are required. For the third person we

find them among the detmonstratives mentioned above. The first and

second person are expressed by uvanga 1, and ivdlit thou. Klein-

schmidt derives . these words from the supposed stems uva and ile,

which, with suffixes for my and thy, could signifly: my (being) here,

thy (being) there. This hypothesis has been conGrmed by the Mac-

kenzie grammar in which icdlit is iluit i. e. thy ile or ilo.

To the particular nouns might also be counted: ki8e alonenesse

and utanag whole (see the glossary).

VERBS AND THEIR FLEXION.

We bave already mentioned the verbal stems, .stating tha! by

themselves they are only serviceable as interjections, whereas in

order to become words for ordinary use they have to be furnished

wilh a formative addition. hie flexion of verbs in one respect is

less complicated than that of nouns, in as much as only this for-

mative, addition is .altered by it, whereas the slem itself, excepting

slight modifications of the final sound, is never affected by the flexion.

But as to multiplicily of forms the flexion of verbs is by far more

complicated.

THE FLEXION COMPRISES (1) MOODS (2) PERSONS WITH

INDICATION 0F THE SUBJECT, (3) SUFFIXES OR THE OBJECT BUT NO

TEiN SES. What was formerly considered tenses consists of affixes.

Most commonly it already will be given by the context, whether

an action is passed or future.

The first . alteration by flexion is for the mood, for which the

verbs are divided into 5 classes. As the formative addition iWeb
variable part, one of ils forms bas to be considered the standai 4 or

explaining the oihers. For this use- the 3d person of the inditi tive

with the suffix likewise of the 3d person for transitive verbs, bas been-

selected. The formative addition to the stem then is poq, voq or oq,

with the suffix: pâ, dv or à.. Including the last sound of thetËêm

whfch is slightly"'alered we set TH1E FOLLOWiNG ENDINGS AS- RE

PRESENTIN THE 5-CLASSES OF VERBS:



su

p

1~

Il;

'b

il

v

c

c

o

2d Person

ist Person

thev

thou

we

3d Person he
they

2d Person thou

3d Person he
they

2d Person t1 hou

we
lsi Person

W

3d Person , he
they

2d Person J hou
ye

ist Person
we

ut

utit
use

unga

at

it

i8e

le

lit

it

it8e

langa

lata

lune

lutik

lutit

lueie

lunga

luta

de

at

are

ara

arput

auk

a88ulC

iuk

iHiuk

uk

siuk

lara

larput

f lugo,

lugo

lugo

1'~~
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rpoq, rpd for stems ending in q,f
or it is bad..ajog badaforpog he

(2) 9poq, gp for stems ending in k, f. i. n•lab- e
he obeys him.,. a bing, nálag

(s e-'-poq, pd for stems ending in t which is dropped while att heSatie imesthe precedimg vowel is sharpened . i. tikit eoming,tdcipoq lie cornes.

3d person's
Wjthout suffix.

him

3d Person oq

suiff
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(4) voq, vá for stems ending in a vowel without accent, f. i.
asa loving, ásavd he loves him.

(5) aoq, à for stems ending in é, f. i. pigé possession, pigâ he

owns it.

Omitting the dual all, the formative additions ordinarily required

for conjugation may be represenied by the following table.

suffix. 2d person's suffix. 1st person's suffix.

them thee you me - us

ai

ait
âtit a8e

atit

ase

åka avkit
avse

avut avtigit

agit
atgt$àset

atigit

tgt

isigik

ligit

.Lkit

sigik

lâka

lavut

lugit

lugit

lugit

li8it lige

lagit
lamse

lavtigit

lutit lIse

lutit luse

tj:
.11f.

ânga

avsinga

dnya

inga

isinga

linga

.Lnga

singa

lunga

lunga

âtigut

avtigut

avsigut

citigut

is-igut

lisigut

tigut

sigut

luta

luta fi
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3d person's, sU
Without suffix.

a- sumfx

j bm them

3d Person het
mt mago

(a) they mata massuk
3d Person he ame amîumame azuk mig(e) they amik amiko amikik

2d Person thou avit agko' agkit
.. y avs8e avsig" aeg

-j -I1
s ~lst Person vi1s esnama avko avkitavta avtigo avtigik

3d Person he
pat pago pagit

thy pata passuk- ptii
3d Person he . une Unik(e) ne uiuk unigikth ey unik i uniko unikit
2d Person f ou uvit ugko

ye uvee uveiuk uvgigit

1st Person uma uvko uvkit
we uvta uvtigo uvtigik

3d Person he

a)they
at ait3 3d Person he
ne en

(e) theyiy itik itik
thou

2d Person i t itit
Ygs

J ~~It will be seen that the depiendent moods 'conjunct. subi ad-partic. have a double. formn for th -dperson Of the subj t'; of'thesee e form is used vhen the subject at the same time is subject inthe sentence to which the dependent mood refers.

q1



Ist person's suffix.

me us

mane matik
matit mase

mane matik

amizit amise

manga matigut

aminga

angma

avinga

amiigut

avtigut

aveigut

ave

pase panga patigut

uninga

ungma

uvinga

anga

ingma

insinga

unisigut

untigut

uvsigut

âtigut

ivtigut

iveigut

The participle of the language is of a rare and peculiar kind,
as not only permitting, but necessarily requiring an objeci. For this
reason there is another form produced by the ending toq ur soq re-
presenting the usual participle of other languages. In the Greenland
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angne
avine

avne

avtine

pane

ungne

uveine

uvne

uvine

âne

ane

ingne

ivsine
mein
ivne

iltine

(WtilC

avtilc

patik

ugtik

uvtik

uvtik

utilc

âtik

igtik

ivtik

iatik

iatik

avkit

avtigit f

patit

unisit

uvkit

ustigit

âtit

ivkit

ivtigit

unise

uvse

use

1 IL 1 -
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grammar it is classed among the affixes. But although in this way

certainly having' the nature of a noun, it may be inflected like a

verb in the indicative, as f. i. ajortoq one who is bad, ajortunga 1 who

am bad, ajortutit thou who art bad etc. IL is called the nominal

participle, whereas that above is the verbal participle.

The use of the. table however still. requires some explanation.

The endings represented in it are called the formative additions.

Kleinschnidt shows us in a very ingenious way how they are dev'el-

oped out of 4 elements: the character, the sign of mood, the sign of

person and the sign of suTfix. Only the first of these elements needs to

be more closely nentioned here. IL is wanting for the optative and

the in finitive, for which the sign of nood is joined immediately to the

-sten; for the others there are 2 kinds, the principal character used

for tlie independent moods, indicative and interrogative, and the con-

necting character for the dependent moods. With the addition of

these characters the endings of the stem will be:

Verbal stems of: chief char.: connecting char.:

1 elass ending in q........ rp . . . . . . . r.

2- - -k . . . . . .... gp . . . . . . k

- . . .. . . . . . .. . .. ig

To one of these 3 kinds of forns, the stem by itself (optative

and infin.), the steni with the chief char. (indic. and interr.), and the

stem with the connecting char. (conj., subj. and participle). the end-.

ings given in the table have to be added.

The followin examples may serve te explain the -use of the

table: atorpoq il is used, atorpâ he uses or has used it, atorpiuk dost

thou use it?, atorpago if or when he uses, it, atorâ he who uses it,

atormat as it had been used; nâlaypoq he obeys, iidlagparma thou

obeyst me,. ôlangmatigik as they had obeyed them, nôldkuvsinga if ye

obey me; tikipoq he comes or bas corne, tikile may he come!, tikit-

dlune he coming: takuv lie sees or saw - hirn, takugangma as thou

sawst me, takugpanga when he sees me, takugivsigut ye who see or

saw us; oqarfiga he says to him, tikikame oqarfiganga as. he bad

arrived, lie said to me, tikingmat oqarfigânga as he had arrived, he

i. e. another one - said to me.

Of the _optative and the conjonctive sorne peculiar forms exist

which are rather frequently used.

Ma i uàw
j

ý ý ýl -,.mW 1 ', ý - . , - -- - . ý ý .. -
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Some verbs are exclusively transitive so as to turn refiexive or

passive, if used without suffix, f. i. toqupoq he killed himself. Certain

affixes render these verbs halftransitive, viz. having no definite object,

whereas an object still can be indicated by the modalis, f. i. inungmilk

toqutsivoq he has killed a man. he is a murderer.

The passive form is no[ indicated by flexion, but merely by

affixes.

The negation is expressed by a peculiar afflx-stem angit added

to the end vowel of the verb in question and infee(ed in a some-

what different way from the ordinary conjugation. The indicative

without sufx is: 3d pers. ngilag, 2d pers. ngilatit, lst pers. ngilanga.

As exceptional differences in Greenland occur:. goq and, gâ' for

voq and'vd, ~ln Labrador koq aid kâ for poq and pâ. In Labr. (here

exist no verbs of the 5th class and what appears nost remarkable,

no verbal parliciple. Certain e-suffixes have also disappeared.

The MACKENZIE GRAMNIAR GIVES a numerous collection of

forms difTering from the systemi here proposed. Most of them spring

from the usual difficulties in acquiring the first information by quest-

ioning the natives. In fact the only task I have attempted in this

part of the grammar is to trace the similarities and Io point out

among the difTerences a lew as probably aulhentic.

It is said that he verbs wilhout suffix generally end in toaq,

joaq, joq, toq, taq, raq; wilh suffix in a, ja, va, ra and ga.

Five conjugations are said to exist:

(1) for verbs ending in toaq, rtoaq and ktoaq - evidently corre-

sponding to the first 3 classes of verbs in Greenl., but with t instead

of p, reminding us of the nominal participle,

(2) for -joaq, evidently the ending -voq in Greenl., where also

joq exceptionally occurs,

(3) for -raq?

(4) for -oq, apparently the sanie as 2.

(5) for -ik, probably a confounding of nominal and verbal forms.

The interrogative and optative agree tolerably well- wilh Greenl.

and so does still more the infinitive.

It is an interesting fact, that the negative form with it flexions

bas maintained the t of the stem, but as for the rest is quite alike

the Greenl.

The scanty sources of information we hitherto have been pos-

sessed of with regard to the GRAMMAR OF THE WESTERN DIALECTS,

have received a valuable addition by a list of flexional forms added
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to the vocabulary in Rays Report on the Point Barrow Expedition.
The following examples will serve to show the similarity of the flex-

ional endings with those from Greenland. But the peculiar signification

of the nominal paruiciple is here still more distinctly indicated than

in the Mackenzie.

Point Barrowreenlad

(nominal participle)

I am hngry kaktungâ kqpUnga tunga)

Thou art- kaktutin -- putit 1 tutu>

Ye areh kaktuse - puse -tuae)

He is kakto- -poq toql

Le i cm! kaili! Icaile!

(nmnlpreSarin! iserit!
n kigpunga (- tunga)

To tutin - putit - -tutit)

Ssleeps tu - poq (- to)

As lie slepi sinigmut siningmat

Art thou asleep? sinikpi? 8inigpit?

Is he asleep - pa? pa?

The grammatical notes given by Veniaminow on the Kadjak dia-

lect are very trifling. However they contain an example of conjuga-

tion; ilt represents the stem: tiguvâ he takes it, and evidently exhibits

a confounding of forms partly from this verb, partly from [he half-

transitive tigu8ivoq (tgoma and igotschichka !}.

PARTICLES.

To Ibis class belong words which, except in a few instances,

have lost their tlexibility or remained inflexible, and at the sanie time

differ from the interjections by being inapplicable save in connection

with other words, although in some cases this distinction is not to

be drawn sharply. They are divided into added and independent

particles.

The added particles musl'always be appended to other words.

Fromn the affixes however they difter by a less intimate coalescence

with the main word, especially in permitting this to bu inflected

independent of- the addition. The most common are: o and; le but;

taoq also; lanît or, even; me indeed, to be sure; toq expressing a

desire; lusôq like: gôq one says.

4;
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The independent particles may be divided into: (1) those for

time, f. i. ipagssaq yesterday. (2) having the character of adverbs or

conjunctions, f. i. ageut very, (3 mostly resembling interjections, f. i.

8unauvfa only think ! âp yes.

As for the rest, and especially with regard to the other dialects,

the words of this class will more appropriately be treated of in the

glossary.

SYNTAL

Trying to discern the differences which may prevail between the

dialects concerning the syntax, at present of course is a matter out

of question. But also in this section of the grammar the peculiar

organisation of the language is so strikingly manifested, lhat we can

not wholly omit mentioning it here. by a few remarks taken fron

the Greenlandish grammar.

A verb certainly by aid of the suffises makes a sentence by

itself, but even if the subject and the object are expressed by part-

icular nouns the verb nevertheless nust irdicate both by sufixes.

f. i. takuvâ he saw it, inûp igdlo takyvà the rýn ('s) - the bouse -

lie saw it, i. e. the man saw the house.

The use of the e-sufflx and the e-form in general is already

mentioned. When the verbal participle is subordinate to a main verb,

the sentence generally refers to three different personalities: (1) the

subject of the main verb, (2) its object which at the same time is

the subject of the participle, (3) the object of the participle. If now

two of these are identical, il depends on the sense, how the e-suffix

and the e-form of the verb have to be applited. Exanples are:

oqautigngil pigingne e did not say hal he (himself) possessed -il,

whereas pigigd would indicate: hat he (another) possessed it. -

kivfane ogautigd 8orderukdne literally: is (own) servant, him he men-

tioned, him who abandoned him, i. e. he said that his servant had

abandoned him, whereas soráeruine would signify: that Ue had aban-

doned his servant.

The conjunctive corresponds to sentences with awhen, as,

because», the subjunctive to them wilh: «if, when, supposed». The

a-form is used when the eonnected sentences have a different, the

e-form when they have the same subject. The composed e-sufflxes

of both moods are used almost in the same way as those of the

participle. The infinitive corresponds almost as muci o the part-
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iciple as to the infinitive of other languages and has a multifarious

application.

The verb ait is» of other languages is rendered by affixes: -

uvoq is -, and -râ has iL for -, f. i. ndlagauvoq he is a chief,

áUlagard he has hin for his chief, it is bis ch.

Finally the arrangement of words is of great importance, while

at the same the a- and e-suflxes and forms admit of, several sen-

tences being combined in a very compendious form and crossing
each other without losing the necessary distinctness. Kleinschmidt

in bis grammar gives the following examples of what a -careful use

of these means -in a few words is able to express. Certainly they

are so complicaled, that in daily speech they could hardly ever occur,

but still they are correct and can be understood by intelligent people.

The examples show about the same words in two combinations.

(1) guérúkame autdldsassoq tusaramink tuaianginag> iluaríngilât

they did not approve, that he (a) had omitted to give him (b) some-

hing, as he (a) heard, t[at he (b) was going to depart on account

of being destitute of everything.

This is composed of 4 sentences:

suêrkame autdlIsavoq when he was destitule of everything he

would depari.

autdásassoq tusarp^ him who would depart he had beard of.

tusaramiuk tuningilà as he had heard of him, he did not give

him anything.

tuningingmago iluaringilât as he gave him nothing they disapproved

of him.

(2) irna autdlartoq suéråkame autdlJuaseoq ningavata tusaraniuk,

unigtikumavdlugo ajorseautainik tuengingmago nunaqataisa iluaringilât -

literally: him yonder -' who bas departed - as he was destitute of

; ïeverything - who was going to depart - bis brother in law

as he heard of him - intending to cause him to remain - with

his necessaries - as he did. not present him - bis countrymen

disapproved of him - viz: as the brother in law of him yonder who

departed on account of want, had heard that he intended to remove

and (nevertheless) did not assist him with anything that he wanted,

in order to make him remain, bis countrymen disapproved of bis

conduct.
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CONSTRUCTION OF WORDS BY MEANS OF THE DEPENDENT STEMS
OR AFFIXES.

The nature and use of the affixes in general has already been

explained. It was mentioned that the greater part of these additions

are perfectly moveable. But some have become immoveable, their

application being limited to certain words, or though moveable, cer-

tain combinations of them with primitive stems have acquired a fIxed

peculiar signification. Moreover there is no sharp distinction between

the moveable and immovealile affixes. For these reasons the diction-

ary must continually refer to the affixes.

Many affixes, although having a more or less distihet signification,

are often used in a way only slightly afTecting the sence of the

word. Especially in narrative - or so to say poetical- style - very

compound words occur, of whose elements some almost seem to be

inserted merely for the sake of enphony.

As to lheir nature and signiflcation, the affixes are divided into

nouns and verbs. The latter have their formative addition like the

primitive verbs which lose their addition in receiving the- affix with

the flexion; the same is repeated with the derivatives each time a new

affx is added. Nominal as well as verbal affixes are again divided

into transforming, by which nouns are converted into verbs and vice

versa, and formative which only are appended to stems of their own

kind. The formative nominal affixes are also grouped as adjectively

or substantively formative, f. i. igdlúnguaq a small house, and igdlulik

one who has a house. The formative verbal affxes in a similar way

are divided into neutral, transitive and intransitive.

As trying Io extract a tolerably complete collection of the 'af-

fixes contained in the words known from the other dialects and

arranging them, would be a very dificult problem, t have limited the

following list to the Grenlandish affixes and examptes of compodnd

words, giving an idea of the application of the same affixes .in the

other dialects. A few examples from the latter containing doubtful

elements are finally added; only few affixes have been observed in

them which with any degree of certainly could be considered non

existent in Greenland.

The following signs have been adopted by Kleinschmidt for indi-

cating the rules for adding the affixes to the stems:
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(bd), not perfectly moveable or applicable, but bound to certain stems
g and t], the first consonnant of the affix is variable and can be r

gk, k for g, and s, ts, 88 for t.

-, to be added Io the last vowel of the stem.
. to its last sound, vowel or consonant.Rf

to a consonnant (g or r> which has to be intercalated, if the stem
ends in a vowel.

to the root or any 0o1her abbreviated forni of the stem.
-L or ., requiring the last vowel of the stem to be respectively

sharp or long.

requiring its last but one syllable to have a sharp vowel or to
be closed by a consonant.

the rule to be either abnormal or unknown.

Other signs used:

G, dialects of Greenland,

, - - Labrador,

C. - - the Central Begions,
Ni - - the -Mackenzie,

W, - the Western.

Where none of these initials is added, G is meant. The ex-
amples taken from bhe other dialects are spelled in the main as they
are found in the originals.

J> t

j;

ïï
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LIST OF THE GREENLANDISH AFFIXES WITH EXAMPLES OF THEIR
USE TAKEN FROM ALL THE DIALECTS.

g]ajugpoq is prone to, usually. - pigajugpoq gets (pivoq)

frequently (i. e. seals), is a good hunter.

.aq (bd) and - araq young or small - âtâraq young seal,

orpigaq a small bush (orpik) - L. akkigiarak young ptarmigan -

C. eqaluaq a kind of salmon (eqaluk). - M. kurark, kuraraluk a

small river (kûk) or brook. - W. piagak a young (G. pik a thing).

(-aq, see :gaq).

gjaluaq, g]aluarpoq baving been, but is not longer so, rather,

certainly. - nukarigalua his deceased younger brother (nukaq), taku-

galuarpdka certainly I saw them (but ...

g]alugtuarpoq suddenly happening, as in falling, coming.

-aluk of inferior kind, poor - pialuit poor things. - Ex-

amples from the olher dialects seem partly [o exhibit a\ somewhat

different signification. - C. agtsuadluk strong (ivind), eqalualuit large

salmon.

- araoq uses to..., frequently.

- arpoq (bd) slightly, little.

- arssuk anomalous, not of the usual kind. - drdluarisuk a

rare kind of whales - C. kangertluaqdjung local name for a small

fiord (G. kangerdluk).

g]asuarpoq hastily.

- atdrpoq in earnest, duly.

g]atdlarpoq just, only first.

- avoq (bd) a continuation, repetition.

:erivoq, lerivoq ts occupied wilh something - ujarqeri oq is

working in stones.

- erdluerpd dirties him witb... - pauerdluerpâ d. him with

soot (paog).

:erpd, - lerpâ furnishes with. - L. ikkilerpci wounds himn

(G. ike wound), akkilerpd pays him (G. ake paymenî).

-erpd, îvoq, er8erpoq, erùpà deprives him of ... - matuerpy

opens it (mato covering) - L. ernerpoq bas lost bis son (G. ernèq)

- M. aéarkroertoark cuts off the head (G. niagoq).

5

r~L~
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-gd, -rî (halftransitive: gingnigpoq) has it for ... , finds it

to be...- ernerà has him for, or it is his son, angigd means it

is large (angivoq); a peculiar prolonged form is - gigput they are

... to each other. - In L. and probably also in C. and M. this

affix is -givà, -rivâ, f. i. enerivâ, aid the Greenland frm may be
merely a contraction.

gaq (bd), saq (bd), -ssaq (bd), .. Iaq (bd), -aq (bd),
a- kind- of passive participle signifying: he to whom is done so.

L. dktugak skinned animal (G. âgtorpd skins it) - M. igitark (G.

igipâ throws it away) thrown away. - W. keepeegak what is cut

G. kipivâA cuts it).

-gasrpoq is very full of, or rich in. A nominal fdrm is

found n . and ,C. .anuragassain having many young bears (G.
nanuaraq).

gigpoq, -rgpoq has it fine, or is a fine ... -M. tipi-
ritork has a fine smell (G. tipe).

-gssaq future or intended for - L. alliksak something for a

hunting line (G. aleq). - W. angutikia male infant (G. angut a man),

angnuk8a female infant (G. arnaq woman).
-guaq, - ruaq (bd) inferior, insignificant.

-gugpoq, -rugpoq suffers from ... , or is longing for.-

L. akkigerukpoq is longing for ptarmigan, imerukpunga I want water

(G. imeq).

:iaq, -liaq made or wrought. - p1lid the sack (pôq) which

he has made.

g]iaq what requires to be done so - L. abloriak a step (G.
avdlorpoq strides). - C. mjorariaq a place where the boat has to

be pulled against the current (G. majorarpoq).

- iaq, -giaq, -riaq, -pak (verbal form -iagpoq) plenty,
a multitude. - igdlorpait many -houses. - L. iegiarput tbey are
many people. C. inuiaktunik - W. inyugiuktu opeople».

-iarpd deprives him of.

iarpoq, -liarpoq goes to. - L. eqaluliarpok goes fishing
salmon.

g]iartorpoq goes or comes for the purpose of.
-niaq, -inarpoq only, merely. - L. agdloinak only a seal

hole (ir. the ice), i. e. without seal - M. iviginark a grassy plain (G.
Svi gross).

:iorpoq, -liorpoq is making; working... - L. sabriorpok

he works iron. - M. igluliortoark he .builds a bouse.
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:ipoq (bd), -lipoq lias arrived at. .
- L. inulipok meets with people. . nunalipoq has landed.

- ipoq, -ilaq without
reason), inuilak desert. - .oz . i flst hpid y(G. G.ila

. .okomnaitpok.e is lîright t hevoqimavoq) - M. inuitor «nobody ». - .ypeechunkno, not (G. p.oq
being wilhout any-ihing), ukumaïluta «a heavy shaft».

-isorpoq is gone to fetch or look for
:i ssarpoq, -lissarpoq takes something alonog with him onleaving.

:-jvd (bd), -ssiv, -- livâ gets tlIhus dnr wi -88iv lotCjtIL[• •ivi-&8ivd lost iL (f. ( . his- seal) by sinking (kivivoq).
ivoq a halfîransitive form for trans. verbs.

:ivoq, -livoq makes, works - M. tch•liyoark îs Occupied
sulivoq, so something).

gjivoq, nivoq, gjioq, gujoq also, too. attigivok he'is al
dressed (attivo).so

-jarpoq early. - Lgoes . nirpogesout -ear ly (annivoke).-jarssugpoq (bd) indistinctly.
-javoq is prone to

-jipoq, -- a-suipoq never. - L. ··** k ~ ne~er goes ou
- M. obrayeïtuark mute (G -oarpoq .speaks)n nerretch verïor can neyer

eat (G. nerivoq).

-qaoq the most.common empliatical ending of verbs falso used without any significaion ai al.,requently

-qarpoqlas, or there is. - L. ecallukarpok there are salmon.-qat fellow or one of the same kindis~am asinli.(, ' angega'tâ one w'hois as ail (angivoq) as he. - M. nunarkat countryman.
hwg.raoq repeaiedu. auksarkatarpok il was repeatedlylhawjnsz.

qut, rqut, rqutaq a remedy. perk proper-y.-pivo
he gels)..e

-Lkq having large having·-large
-kaneq somnewhat near to... c. ee h eW. dioanikunnä southwest(azoani west).

karpoq (bd) suddenly.
-- k/rpoq (bd) wiih long intervaîs.
-Itasik, -aigpoq expressing displeasure with . Slight degree

of disdain: in speaking of ones own things merely a phrase ofmodesta

- katagpoq has cgot îoo niueh 0f i.
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- kipoq, kitdlivoq, kerdluk snall. - L. akkekipok is low-
prized.

-kisarpoq, only used in optative: do not!
-ko, -koq ruined or dissolved in is parts aumako

charcoal, illako a piece broken off.
- ôrpoq probably.

- kulaq clumsy.

-kuluk miserable -umiakuluk a. m. boat.

kúpi hn(bd) believes it to bc-. - pik.pl b. (ato b uooe
(piuivoq).

dkut (pural) g iy ocompanions of .
-a rpoq a litte.

-lavoq , indicates a certain state of moveabeness. -rW.
sukaladu «quick» (G. Sukavog goes quickly).

-leg, •dleg farthest towards -- .alleg lowest. -C. akugd-
li.rn middlem.ost. --- M kingulerk hindmost. - .kadlik outer
garmient (G. qak surface.

-dlerpà (1) regales him w'ith.
-dIerpd, (11) (bd), indicates: bringing, in a bad situation.

-lerpoq begins to .. , aw .-lerssrpoq intends to ...
-lertorpoq in a short 'time.
-lik having, or furnished with. - .aulik bloody (auk blood).

-W. oniaylik. «chier» (boat -owner), tungalik ershamDan») (having
guardian spirits).

.dliorpoq (bd) is incumubered with...
dlivoq' (bd) grows, becomes. -agdlivoq g. larger (angivoq is

large).

-luarpoq a' little too mucht - C- peelooak:poke «itoo little»
(.pepoq is _poor?).

.dluarpoq well, right.

dlugpoq", -- ugpoq hbas or is bad. -M. iyaluktoark has bad
eyes (G. îs8e eye).

. dluinarpoq completely.
J . dluk, -luk bad - I M.sillaluk bad 'weather -(G.sila weather).,

_Lmak , maoqskilled- in ...- C. pâimain a skilfulmr
leader.

-mavog is in the state of . .ikkomavok is burning.
(G. ikipa. kindles il).

-mivoq (bd) perverted, awkward..
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mivoq however, also.

rnivoq a little.

..morpoq (bd), .. ukarpoq (bd), indicating a direction (sprung
from the terminalis: -mut?).

.naq, .rnaq (bd) something unusual. - C. qeqrtarnaq a pe-
culiar island.

.nâq favourite. - L. illan7ik f. companion.

-narpd, -ngnrpâ makes or finds it too .. . - L. amindrpa

makes it too narrow.

.. narpoq causes iL to be ... , is to grow ... from. - L.

iklingnarpolk is delicions (G. igdligd likes it). - M..erktsinaktoark is

dreadful (G. ersivoq is afraid). - W. üknachtuk hot (G. svoq is in-

jured by fire).
-nasaerpoq delays to ...

..naviarpoq is in danger of

.. neq, has a multifarious application, expressing: the result of,
the infinitive of a verb,· a comparative or superlative. - uvigdlarneq

a widow (uvigdlarpoq loses her husband), angneq the grealesi (angiog).

- C. anernek brealhing. - M. krorlornerk waterfall (G. qordlorpoq

water runs. down).
nerarpd says that he ...

...nerpoq perhaps

..nerpoq, anerpoq (bu) is pleasant to . . . L. atoranerpok is

pleasant to rnake use of.

.. niarpoq strives to . .. - M. kraniniartoark is approaching

(G. qanigpoq is near).

-nigpoq has now appeared, is to be got.

.Iipoq, sungnipoq smells of.

-ngajat, - ngajagpoq almost.

- ngdrpoq in a high degree.

- ngavoq is in the state of ... , is similar to

-ngerpd takes from him. - L. illangerpa takes a part from

it, karlingerpok takes off his (reflexive: own) trousers.

ngerpoq is desirous of

-ngiarpoq is discontented with

nz-gilaq not, the common form for negation - M. siningityunga

I don't sleep (G. sinzngitsunga, nominal partie. i not sleeping).

-ngnarpoq goes to

-ngnigpoq (bd), halfiransitive form for trans. verbs.
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ngorpoq becomes or grows so. - utorqángorpoq ,rows old. -

M. alldngortatoark is aitered >(G. avdla other).

inguaq, .i.nguarpoq small, little, nice.

_Lnguvoq (bd) suffers from complaint of

- orpoq (bd), indicates a continuation.

.pak (1) (bd), .p-k extreme or, most of ail. - L. anginerpàI

largest. - N. tingnéarpak eagle (G. tingniaq bird). - W. ûnakpuk

walrusharpoon (G. unâq harpoonshaft).

.pak (11) always in. plural: pait many. - igdlorpait mn. liouses,

a town.

-palâq, -palrpoq incapable, awkwardly.

.palugpoq, .palârpoq, .patdlagpoq has Ihe appearance of . . .

C. aoopalukpoke is red ('G. auk blood). - 3.'ingnerpaluktuark

flash (G. ingneq fire). - W. kynchpalîaguk lightening.

.parpoq, .pa8igpoq (bd) is so situaled.

pilik, -pilugpoq bad, vile, rascally.

.poq, with naines of animaIs: has caught ... , of clothes: takes

on. - agp4poq has c. auks. - L. karlikpok takes on his trousers

(G. qardlik). - C. karkleekpoke.

-ralak small, litle.

- rarpoq (bd) repeatedly, several times.
rdrpoq (bd), wilh numerals: has got so marn. - nardlorârpoq

has got two (f. i. seals).

ralarpoq al lengthl iwill

rérpoq lias finished.

riarpoq goes lo .. ., added to ntynerals: so many limes. -

mardloriardlune doing it twice.

Lrigpoq knows well to ... is perfectly so - L erinataiarikpok

has an excellent, voice C. kikparrikpoke is regular square (G.

kiparigpoq).

- rqainiiiput they ire emulating in

rqajarpoq had nearly ...

-rqàmerpoq a short lime ago.
î rqarpoq hardly, narrowly.

-rqrpoq, -rqq first. W. tsingakdrbeta ithe first sleep»

probably: G. siniggr-fi-ata his filrst time for sleeping, subjecti'e

ending).

rqavoq is almost in the state of

- rqigpoq, -rqig8arpoq does it again and better.

rqôrpoq probably.
lie1 ài
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-rqortôq, -rqortuvoq bas it large - L. ijikortovok has large
eyes.

- rqúpoq, -rqorpd passes by it - L. inakorpok goes through

the water.

- rquv, lialftrans. - -qu8siroq commands or desires. -

kivfaminut sanerçurae he ordered his servant to make il (see: qarpà

and sord).

-rdldq one who is just now

- rdloq (bd) what is'more ...

-rnarpoq (bd) does something the first lime.

- rorpoq (bd) grows more and more ... - L. perorpok is
fullgrown, ãniarorpok feels more and moreLpain.

-rpiaq proper or real. - W. tulukpia (G. talerpi> his right

band.

rpoq grows or becomes so. qaunarpoq is gr. light (qauma-

noq is daylight).

.rpoq says or sounds so.

-rrôrpoq is boasting of

- rnjuk, --- rujugpoq good for nothing.

- ruluk somelhing grand.

- rúpoq behind or too late.

(rusugpoq, the same as - gugpoq).
..sarpa, .. 8arpa causes or makes it do thus.- I.illitsartoark

teaches (G. ilzpâ learns it).

-savoq (bd) is in the sýte of

savoq will or shall; this affix affords the usual way of ex-

pressing the future tense, derivatives of iL are saerpoq ceases to

and sangavoq intends Io

.. serpd (bd) makes or causes it to ...

.siaq gained or got, but not by one's own labour. - C.

nunaseang (G. nunasiaq) a settler's new country.

- sigpoq (bd) is rather far towards

.. simavoq bas or is done so (expressing the past tense) -
L. illisirnavok is, learned - M. illitchinayoark (G. ilipoq bas learnt

something.

.. sinauvoq, ginauvoq can or is able to -

..-siorpoq goes to look for, is occupied with, or travels in

- L. agloaiorpolc looks for seal holes. - C. albirsiorbing (G. arfer-

8iorfik) place for whalefishing.



. sivoq acquires or meets with ... ; added to verbs: has be-

come so.

..sord, tord believes thal ... ; if the principal verb is transitive,

its subject is placed in terminalis. -- kiuaminut saasord he believed

that his servant had made it.

.. sugpoq (bd) should like to.

:-suk, a nominal afflix of this kind, although not found in the

dictionary', must be supposed to exist, occurring especially in local

names indicaling a likeness. - inugsuk a cairn (inukrnan). -

L. imaksuk swamp (imak sea). C. innoksoot, inugsuk.

-ssaq grand, magnificent.

-ssrpoq rather much or many, also repealedly. - L.

perorsãrpok grows up quickly, nungusãérpok is soon consumed.

.ssuaq, ssuaq, ssuarpoq great or ver - igdlorssuaq a large

house, pltsorssuag a very poor man.

.. ssuseq state or condition. - angissusia its size (angivoq is

large).

I]ailivâ, tsailivâ deprives him of ... , hinders or prevents ...

taq (1) (bd), see glaq, the passive participle.
.. taq (11), rarely aq, belonging to .... angutitarput our man,

i. e. the man who accompanies us (women). - M. kreyoktark the

wood (G. qissuk) belonging to a gun.

.åq, sq new, newly got.

.tarpoq, sarpoq goes to fetch or colleei...

t]arpoq does it often, uses to, is able to .

a.trpoq repeatedly with regular intervals.

t]e he who bas done so to him, a kind of participle to transitive

and halftr. verbs, generally req1u g a suffix (et). - ajoqersorta his

teacher, toqutsis8 bis murd .

..terpoq successively.

.tIpd, .. szpâ causes to ... (used like sora). -autdlartipd

sends him off (autdlarpoq goes away). - M. nipititark glued, nipi-
titerôn glue (G. nipigpoq adheres).

-tdlagpoq (bd?) a littie, for a moment.

-tdlarpoq, intensifying in connection with an idea of motion.

t]oq, .soq, ssoq, tsoq, the so called nominal participle already

mentioned: being or doing 80. - L. sennajok (G. sanassoq) a work-

ing man. - C. amitoq narrow (G. amipoq, amitsoq). - M. niuvertork

a trader (G. niuverpoq he trades) - W. amituk thin.

toqaq, -soqaq old.
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torpoq, .. Sorpoq makes use of .. ., eats or drinks .. .; with

verbal stems a repeated action.

t]ôrpoq happens Io ...

.. tôrpoq does or behaves like an ...

-tsagpoq, indicating excitement.

-tseriarpoq, . ériarpoq is willing 1o

- tserpá,- .serpa waits until

-tsiaq, .atsiaq tolerable, passable; in some dialects: nice,

pretty.

- tuaq, -suaq only. -ernituâ his only son.

t]uarpoq, -juarpoq continues to ...

t]ucnarpoq incessantly.

-tuvoq, .. suvoq, -tôq, .. 8ôq large or in a high degree. -

L. sanàtóvok works (G. sanavoq) well, akitóvok is dear, jit6vok has

large eyes. C. aqbirtzjung (G. arfertussoq, nomin. parlic.) rich in

whales.

-uarpoq too much.

g]umdrpoq it will, iL shall .. ., like savoq indicating the future

tense.

glumavoq wishes or intends to

gjungnarpoq probably·or can

: pa does so to him or with it, imnerta4pâî fetches water

(imertarpoq) to him. - L. tikkiupa comes (G. tikipoq) with it, brings it.

- useq i) Ihat by which an action is perceived - oqauseq a

word (oqarpoq 8ays). - L. innõeek life (G. indseq).

-useq (I) belonging to . . qajartûseq kayak-clothes.

.useq of a special or inferior kind -pôruseq skinbag for

blubber.

-ussaq similar to. - M. innouyark an image (G. inûssaq a do]l).

:-ut, gut, ssut, utaq or merely a t the nearest cause,.means

or rernedy. - L. aglaut a pen or pencil (G. agdlagpoq writes);

innùt provisions (innvok lives). - M. kapôn a spear (G. kapivd

stabs). - W. shupun a gun (G. supiva blows at it).

-lut property or store; the sharp distinction attached to the

suffixes, often requires the application of this affix. - neqe lesh,

neqiuta bis lesh, i. e. his meat, neqd his (own body's) tiesh; agdlagaq

a writ, agdlagauta a writ or letter possessed by him, agdlagd what

he bas :written.

: -uvoq is so - agdlagauvoq it is writteu.
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-vatdlârpoq, .patdlarpoq too ... , far too .... too mucl.

- vfdrik ik); 4fâ:igpoq lovely, fairly, amiably.

.fik, ivik place, or time where or when -- iserarfik entrance.

- L. anguvik hunting time (G. anguvoq catches a seat).

-vik, .pik. vigpoq proper, real. - irmavik, imarpik the great

ocean. - L. imaribik. - W. inmmagpyk.

- rkarpd (hd) totally, generally connected with Ithe sense of

bad or evil.

-vsarpoq, .. sârpoq excellent superior. - angneruvsârpoq is

the greatest (angneruvoq) of ail.

WORDS FROM THE OTHER DIALECTS CONTAINING MORE
DOUBTFUL AFFIXES.

LABRADOR:

angupsarpok has again caught a seal.

- psapsarpok the same several limes.

allupsak soup.

ablornikpok makes small steps.

aglivalliavok continues growing.

pilerkivok wisbes to have several things.

mittilerkivok gets many eiderducks.

aporsarpok hurts himself a little.

kaisukpok comes in a bad intention.

nunalugilkc uneven land.

okauserkisarpok speaks low.

nerijiva devoures, consumes all for him.

silairkiva lias. in him one who is stili more stupid [bau himsetf.

qaqqarolalk a hil.

kattitsungarpeit gathers thern the last time.

adsiluad a complete likeness.

nunaserpok walks about on the land.

ingnigolivok Io himself alone.

petovalliavok grows continually poorer.

apigiarpok there is a little snow.

annigiarpok goes out only a little or rarely.

CENTRAL REGIONS:

péuwingnahlahyar to dislike.

péuweweyook to like.

v
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peeokite take!-!

peterhong'atoo gone.

MACKENZIE R.:

takumapkarklune going to. look.
ilit8iianguyalertoark suffering from insanity.

amnalorotatsiak oblong.

WESTERN:

pinikherit to give.

juchliaguk healthy.

pinaksiinak may be.

pinachknygatok can not be.

Pjikusju I give.

peekutumka to -ive.

peeseekak now.

nakuruk good, nakurumuk very good.

pinychto'k a good nan.

piliachtu to beat (fight?)
piuchtua I will.

piuknacltua i will fnot.

pinachnuigatak il is not feasible, it won't do.

peedlark I have none.
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III

COMPARATIVE LIST OF TE STEM-WODS

. OR

THE INDEPENDENT STEMS 0F

THE ESKIMO DIALECTS
WITH EXAMPLES OF THEIR DERIVATIVES.

'bis vocabulary comprises allbthe stems of the Greenland dictionary,slîowing at the bame timn (bY the sig*n:=)ho te' acen
recognized in the other dial ()tes i .n:c =) how they'have been

lects, wiereas the supposed stems foreign
to Greenland are marked:.
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EXPLANATIONS.

The signification of the term: independent stem or stem - word

(radical word) as dilTering from the root or radix has been mentioned

before. In the following vocabulary l have tried to compile all the
stems or groups of words bound to Ahem which 1 was able to

discover in the literary sources quoted above, only omitting some

words, the real nature or existence of which in the native tongue

seemed to be doubtful or too little susceptible of any reasonable

interpretation. IL will be seen that the designation of the true stem

of a group of kindred words must have been no easy task even in

the Greenlandish dictionary. In a few cases the stem is represented

by what seems to be the very root itself; more frequently a word

is resorted to which is evidently a -derivative. As to the other dia-

lects besides the latter expedient it is tried to indicate the supposed

stem by merely abbreviating a word belonging to the group.

The stem -words or the derivatives representing then are ndi-

eated by heavy type and are arranged in alphabetical order according

to Kleinschmidt's Greenland Dictionary. For this reason the supposed

sten-words peculiar to the "other dialects are as far as possible

transcribed according to his mode of writing (Iheir original form partly

added in parenthesis), whereas the derivatives excepting a few letters

and especially the accents and hyphens, are spelt as in the ori-

ginals.

The sign «†» signifies that the stem-word is obsolete and pro-

bably not any longer used in Greenland in this radical form, but

only known through ils derivatives.

The sign a*e indicates that the steni is supposed to be foreign

to Greenland.

The initiais which wilh the sign immediately follow the.

Greenlandish stem and its translation indicate the other dialects, in

which il bas been found by the aulhor, either in this radical form

or as contained in derivatives. Then the examples of the latter,

headed by «DRv.», are subjoined, also comprising fexional endings

and various doubtful forms.
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The initials here mentioned are as follows: G. Greenland (Ge.
East Greenland), L. Labrador, C. Central Régions, M. Mackenzie

River, W. Western 'with the subdivisions: n. nothern, s. southern,

a. Asiatic.

indicates how some of the foreign words are correctly written

in Greenlandish.

(1), (Il), (111) are used to separate two or three words which,

thougli spelt in. the same way are probably of different origin.

The verbal slenhs are given with the necessary addition for

flexion (e. g. atoq as atorpoq) namely in the third person of indicative,

and as to transitive verbs with the suffix of the third person: he or

it - him or iL. As transitive are ·considered those which, if used

without suffix would turn reflexive. Somé exceptions however occur.

In the translation of verbs generally the pronoun, and of nouns

often the article is omitted. Moreover aIl the words which in the

translation have the appearance of adjectives or participles in the

original language are to be considered nouns; consequently there is

to be understood: «lie or that who or which is . . »

The ,German, English- and French translations are in general

rendered in English according to the originals, though the latter very

often depend on misunderstanding, especially of the. flexional .forms.

Only in cotmparatively few cases strange translations are marked wilh

inverted commas.

I chave met wilth some words in the Greenland traditional tales

which I co.uld not refer to Klieinschmidt's stem-words, at least not

conformably to their usual sense. This may partly depend on a

mistake, but some of these words are undoubtedly peculiar to the

traditions, to the so to say poetical language, in some instances coin-

ciding wilh the peculiar speech of the conjurers or angakoks. I

have marked such expressions, they be really peculiar or not, with

atrad. tales», and in a similar way I have indicated by «Fabr.»>

some words found only in the :elder dictionary of 0. Fabricius.

Ii alphabetically arranging the stem-words from the.other dialects

which could not be identified with those from Greenland, but had to

be transcribed conformably to the Greenlandish orlhography, I was

troubled with discerning between e and i, o and u, but especially q

and k. In the Labrador dictionary only -in very few cases q is in-

dicated by k, as for the rest simply k is used for q. In C. these

letters have been more carefully discerned by Dr. Boas, and in M.

q is generally indicated by kr and rkr. But as to the W. dialects
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XL

there is very little indication of this kind. Consequently the use of

k and. q in many cases depends merely on guessing.

The most doubtful words are marked by: «-*

In running over the alphabetical arrangement of the list it must

be remembered that: dl, ng, as are but single letters following re-

spectively after 1, nand s.

1'
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a.

(EXPLANA TIONS: G, Greenland (Ùe, Easlgreenland) - L, Labrador

- 1, Central llegions - M, ,lackenzie -- W, Western (n, northern

s. outhern - a, asiatic) - , NOT met with in Greenlandish.)

à.. expressing amazement. and à. calling atlention. interjeciions
occurring wilh soine variation or recognizable in inlerjectional deri-
vatives == LNI Vns.

DRV. L. ada, 0, ahaila, ahamarik, yes; adjai dreadful. --
M. ahale just so : ayaï almost; akralê ha. - Wn. anand cry of pain.

aggerpoq is coming, approaching = L C.

agia ¶ igak? ' \\Mn. akiat, aghzul star. - W s. agylia, agiat

(plur.) star.

agiarpoq rubs, files = L C M.
l)v. G. agiciq fddle; agiut file. - L. agiak file; agiarut fiddle. -

C. arreeayakpoke whels a knife; ariak file, stone for sharpening. -
M. arlôn, a9 iun file; ariktoark whets, files, rubbed; ariktd2n grindstone;
agerkrark filings.

aginak*' Ws. acid.

agiorpoq hangs, soars in the air
DR. (?) G. ausdrpoq. - L. auksarpok, about the same.

agdlaq black bear = L C M Wna.
NOTE. The existence of this word in Greenland seems doubiful.

even as for traditional tales.

agdlak stripe, streak L C Wns.
DRV. L. aglakpol.: [agdlagpoql writes. - <. arglaktook spotted

[agdlaqôql a y.ung saddlebaek-seal. - Wn. agl(iktua spoited. -

.Ws. aklatuit pendants of earrings.

agdldt even (f. i. so nuch) == .

agdleq Anas giacialis -= (Ge. agterajik;. - L. aggek). -

C. (aldigecarioo longlailer, duck).-- Wn. (ahadlin, adyigia). - Va.
(agliktcligak).

agdIeroq jam-bone = L C M. ýGe. agtrek).

agdlerpoq (1) has an abortion.

agdlerpoq ill) observes certain rules of living according to reli-
gious belief L.

agdleruk * WVs. aireluk, alcheluk, aticha, one ;'alch/ok eleven.
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agdlo sealhole in h ice = L N n.
I)Rv. G. agdluaq fhiing hole fGe. agtiraq). - L. with suffi%

aloange i. c. hs) the moon's ring. - Wn. aglta notch in the end

of an arrow.

agdlorpoq di,.es =- LC.

agdlundq iCe. againdql rope. thong = G NI Wn.

agpa auk, razor bill = L G Wn. îátpa.

»Rv. (. akpdlario jagpalidrauk little auk.

agp -e- carries it out L
J>Rv. G. agsarneq landwind: agsivuq has spitting of blood: agsit

paunch truminant's): agtat dung hill. - L. agsarnek seaward eur-

rent: aksirik dunghill; akthrnerlukko rubbish.

a9pairoq as in agonies of death = L lakpaicok is dead, also:

sleeps hard.

agpangerpoq *Ni. akpangertoark huying. purchasing.

agpik •L. Ilubus chamæmorus. - Wn. berry.

agp[poq begins a song =-= .

agsagp beats it = I. a(ptsatoark).

agsui strongly. in a 'higlh degree = L C i.
DaV. L. aksorsoak lag8orgsuaq,] in a very high degree; aksororpok

docs his best. - i. aktgor:roark.

agssagpâ overturns it, digs it out L C M.
DRv. G. aguadlagpc lurns i. .upside down: agasakaroq rolls.

- L. aggarpok: akaarpa turns itspside down ; a8volk, aakàvok rolls.
- t.. akseakdawoke rolls. - M. arktsartoar- sinking, falling: aktaagoark

rollnr. - Ws. akayanchtûL round?).

agssaq -- agssarlorpoq carries to or from ithe beach = L.

agssak a inger = IC MNnsa.
DRv. G. plur. agusait hand; agsant the forearn from the elbow

Io hlie wrist; agssarqoq upper part of the arm. - L. aggait, aggant,

ak8akok; aggajak, plur. aggajet gloves. - C. argite lingers: adeeyutkla

the band; oksektoo armi: aydgaget gloves. - M. aidgeï, adgirark

hand; aktsaLrork armn above the elbow; adjirark, plur. adjirayet gloves.

- Nn. adrigai: aishet baud; aksako humerus: assiget gloves. -

Ws. aiget acihitshit hand; azigak gloves. - Wa. aitanka finger.

NOTE. Possibly the words for àgloves» ouglit to bc referred
to a separate stem.

dgssik a caterpillar, also: a large fabulous animal.

agssoq the windside = L N.
DRv. G. agesumut against the wind;. agsortorpå gainsaysf him;

agssuarà blames him. - L. agorpok is contrary.
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agtorpd touches il L C M.
Diav. 6. agtumarv is in contact wii il: agtoqu what is put

belween Iwo objects in contact. - N. aktulayoark touches; aktulay-

angikfoark -impalpable..

agunak*' W s. agunak. aanachok, aganuik (ignuyk day gyngngt

lighl: ygnygpak, gaunagpak, ikmmmukpak this day). - Va. aghynak day.

NOTE. This stem seems to be related Io. if not idenlic with

the next. but thie nîames.agaum, agaim, aghat for: «Gode, also oc-

curring hi Wsa.. are probably invented by foreigners.

agut (ajut. aguna) mythie name of the sun as a woman (Fabr.)
in <rad. tales. (Ws. akyclta. akchta <he sun>.

ai? indeed?. aid (ah!) groaning, interjections - L. tai s t

noi, ahrãîk look).

aikuk M' Ws. a dog (?).

ailaq sweat or condensed vapour == L W

- (allara Wn. white gutl; ainung Vn. cariboun. od horn-

less doe).

aipaq. with suffix dip te other of two following cach other.
his companion . L C M Vns.

DRV. L. aipariva [clpardf lias him for his c. - I. aiparilugo

following him fdiparalugo]: aipané .he other year.; aipanitoark a an-
cient. - 'Vn. ipar «Iwo.. other; ailba two: ipúnger another;

aipani years ago. - Ws. aipak two; aipa the other.

aipat food. eaiing (in the angakok-language of G. and C.).

aipavoq has a raw lasie =- L.

ait? art thou willing -= I. taïn? is il sol.

- (Wn. aittangaa north current).

ailtsarpoq yawns. opens == L M Va.
DRV. L. aitauLpok yawns, aitarpok gapes: aitangarok is open.

NI. aitorôn yawning. - Wa. etaachta Io yawn.

aitsdt now ihe first time, not ere this lime.

4aivd fetches it - i1C6M Wns.
DRv. G. (pd brings il , atsorpd infects him. - L. aivok, upa;

aitorpa shares with him. - M. ayklertoark [aigdlerpoq] goes to fetch:

aitortengoark gives a present. -- Wn. ivah Io bring after: aichilunga

to give. - W s. atschachuiga give.

aja mother's sister -= L.

ajagpd repels or presses strongly against il = L C M Wnsa(?).
I)R. G. ajagaq a loy, the bilboquet- ; ajagnsarpoq puts upon

a spit; ajagssaut fork: ajagutaq a stick for supporting something:

ajaupiaq a staff. - L. ajagutak a rainbow: ajak cross piece in the
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kayak; ajaut slick for supporting a boal: jaupiak. - 1. aeyagoark
supports, leans; agarotark support; agark cross piece in te k. -

WVn. aiye posts over yourts supporting stedges. - Ws. ahlufak rain-
bow. - Wa. ajapun * hand .

ajarak spit, saliv'à (angakok-language).

ajasô interjection: butN et, but look.

ajorpoq is bad. is unable 1o -, is sick = LCMîW?>,
I)Rv. G. ajorssarpoq is watiing, suffers from want;i. ajùngilaq is

good; ajugaq not nastered, invincible. -- Ge. qjibaguarpoq la good.
C. ajornarpoq is dificult. - 11. agorpork kiortoqzIbad: ayorteaktcark:
ayungitork [ajùngitsoq] good.

ajü,p widens it L.

ajuaq a boil - L CWn.

- *Wn. aiyung a whale-harpooni.

ajavoq * L runs away. -- Ms. qju. ige, agui go away!
Wa. age going: agitok housedoor - (ma3 be related to aivu. see
hicreafter).

dq (1), plur. witth sutflx ai side-hooks of the bird-jatelin = C.
DRv. C. aggia plur. aggidjen antlers.

áq (11), plur. tsit sleeves =LC M Wns.
Dv. G. arqat sleeve, mitten. -, M. aitkratik mitiens. -Wn.

artkutik mittens. - Ws. alik sleeve: akutuk wiilens.

(1q (II)* L. drpok says: gdq. out of weariness; auqtorpôLk the
reindeer cries: aauqe.

aqago to norrow = L C il Wns. L. aqqJigo next ycar).

aqajag the lower part of the abdomen L C MI W sa.
I)RV. L. akkearok- laqajaroq] stomaci. - Vn. akéaro. - Ws.

uakrak stomach ;aksiak belly. - Wa. aktschakuk stomach.

aqarpd caresses (1he child) = .

aqasuk* L I. the soft skin of the face near the nose.

aqigsseq ptarmigan = L. (akkigek) C M. (arkredjigerk) Nn.
(arkazigiuk) Ws. (arkaziuk) Na. akyrget>.

aqipoq is soft L C NI Wn.

aqo hindpart, stern= L C l Wnsa.
DRV. ,G. aq*t rudder. - L., aut; aqqocipok Squats down. -

W n. akaweeten, akomi sit ! - Ws. koai sit down! - Wa. akum-
nakunga sitting.

aquaq Wn. alwowowygline long ago. - Ws. akchuak, ahuarak
yesterday; akaaytok evening. - Na. akuoachtuk evening.

ak interjection: take it = L CilWnsa.
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DRV. G. ap yes; angerpoq says es . - ie. in. liil. -

l. qkka take it. - C. ap, ain: angekpoke he nods. - M. îangerktoork
jbelieving.. - Wn. fi!. ang yes. - Ws. a-k-ika well! Wa.
a! yes.

aka (1) falhers brother - L Vn. akkaka m% uncle).

aka lh* Win. cLaag, akeuh. Vs. akkaga mother.

akâq -- nice = L.
I)i. G. akdrd tikes it. - L. akkaurok is niée, fne.

akali . . .' M. akaléark birth. - W s. akkalja, akhatur old (?)

ake opposite, answer, payment L C Ml WVnsa.
I)RV. G. akileq right opposite: akilineq the whole opposite

country; ak-ikipoq is cheap: akilerpd pays. il or him; akeraq ennem3:
akeroq a knot in wood; agdligaq bladder-arrow or javelin. - Ge.

albisugtoq white. - L. ake, akkikipok. akklilerpa, akkerak: akkerok a
branch. M. aIa (withs suffx), aklérark; akerorkr a knot in wood.
- W. akitsuk, akita for sale; akeecliuk sell; aqldegak'bone-spearhîead.

- (NWs. akkut a tree?) - Wa. akkuk root; aukulak ennemy.

-U 'Wn. akia, ak/ano perhaps: akiagoa earlobei.

akimiak• Wn. fiteen. - Ws. akliaak. - Wa. akimiak lfteeti.

ako a smaller object as part of a larger. a river- moulth -

L C M Wnsa.
IiRv. G. akuaq abdomen; akdiliaq kayak - halfjackel; akugdleq

middle: akuliaq the part of the face between the eyes: akungnagpoq
is middling. mediocre: akurd mixes il: akornut hindrance: akuerd
grants, concedes. - L akko side-lath of a boal; akkÔak, akkoilitak,

akkulek, akkuliak. - C. akoak abdomen: akongnanut between them.

- M. akoark, akctderk, akoleark; akullugo [akuavdlugo\ mixing. - W n.
al:olinek second (lnger; akuto dish of deertallow: ahuîmgarak Indian
house for visitors [akuiignigtearfik tetmporary dwelling?J - Ws. agol-
aremut [akugdlermiut\, akulerpak etc.. names of place ; akumgavak

winter habitation.

akunit slowly -=L.

ala . . L. alla an Indian: allaisok is a foreigner. - C.
adlet inland -people. -M. allark. - W s. alla a stranger. alianik.

NOTE. 'At (trs- sight it appeared most natural to identify this

slem with «ardla» (see hereafter); but in lte L. dictionary the% arc
expressly separated and differently spelled.

alarpd urns his face from, or keeps away from i = L I.
DRV. G. aldngoq shady side. - M. alangoyayoark ••passing (?1.

dlavoq * L. groans. moins.

aleq harpoonline = L C M Wt.

aleqaq elder sister = Wns. (alkak, aleekaga).
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alerse sock, inner boot -= LC\NIlW sa. (dluksir alic/,tyL,

achdljc1ta).

alertoq W. calm(?).

aliagd grieves. niourns for it L C W
DRv. G. adianarpoq it is sad. distressing; rdi<'ndipoq it is pleasant.

agreeable. - L. (diaigiv(a delights n it ;alianarpok it is pleasant.

joyful; alianaipok it is sad distressing. - C. adlinait! how joyful it
is!: adilenailpa it gives pleasure. - Ws. angljanluga pleasure (?).

NOTE. I have been unable to discover whether hlie complee
disagreement between the use of this stem in G. and C. on one side,
and L. on the other. might be owing Io some misapprehension. The
words C. are from %ongs heard by Dr. Boas in -Baffn's Land.

alig lie finds it large.

aligoq quartz, crystal L.
aligp tears il = L C M.

aliortorpoq sees something surprizîng, sees a spectre = I.
(alkagaiksarpok).

)Rv. G. adiortugaq a spectre.

dlisaq skin-hangings for walls.

aliu . . .* W s. ajukitciak castor.

alivoq removes. retires = L. (lleakpok).
DRv. G. alikutaq something for diversion or passtime. - L.

atllikuit.

aloq. sole of foot or boot =L C M Wn.

alugp lie licks it - (Wna?).
DRV. G. elugsaut a SpOOn. - Ge. a4karpa cats it will a spoon.

- jWn. athrotik a spoon. - Wa. adlkótfak a spoon).

alugsoq -. alugsorpoq she lias an abortion == L. (a@iptorpok).

-* (L. alluiganek protruding rock or snow wall; aliuak a blue
soft stone. - Wn. alouik a straightener, native instrumnenti.,

alutord is fond of il , L.

Ûma again, also = LC. ? anelar Nes) NI. «? managof obliging.

aaivoq * L. i is foggy. - Ws. amehluk clouds: amaglin fog.

andq a long thin root - lAWs.
amnôa breast of milk L C.

amarqo in Greenland a fabulous animal. elsewhiere a wolf
SC M Wna.

amarpá carries him on the back = LC.NIWn.
DRV. G. amdrpoq carries a child in the hood: amaut lie coat

withî hood for the child; anulik tnale eiderduck; amauligaq snow-
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bunting. - L. andrpok, anut, naudik, amauligak. - . aiiowliguoch
eiderduck. - MN. amartork, aiaroùirark. - Wn. a mauling. amauliga.

ameq skin = L C NI Wns.

ameo* W». n olter: améoktok otterskin.

amerdiéput they arc many L Wns.
DIav. Ws. amdachtelsuot *people. frunerdlasoû many\.

amellega(?) Ws. walk.

amila . . .' . amilatnikolerpok weaps or cries causelessly.

amipoq is naýrow, thin = L C I Nnsa.
DRy. G. amitqgr amitsuatuiri narrow, frequent names of place.

- NI. <mitoatUark. W l Vs. amiduk, amedoak.

amisul a shoal, a herd = LC.

- - (W n. m na, uautnasirnuk similar).

amuvd draws it ou t LNI.

dnagpoq is sve d .

anaq excremeoî = L C N nsa.
DRV. Ws. (nnigat |anariaq) a Dy. - Wa. anwhtok [anartoq|

a shooting star.

dnak grandmotlir îWn. dna mother's faiher?>.

andna mother in G. as spoken by infants) = L C NI Ws.
(annahaQ, ane).

DRv. L. ana tsic grandmother.

-nanak L. beauCý; '2nanauvoi, is beaùiiful. - MN. annauwok.

ana . ? M. anakraan agaîn, directly. - Wu. anakame day.
Wa. anckukuk 2up a-nrînekukdra |? qeqa middlel noon.

anaued bea -im = L C N Wnsa.
DRv. M. anaotaek a club. - Wn. anuta a whip. - Wa.

anaúutak <ire -steel.

ane, with sufflx ania a sisters elder brother = 1. C Wnsa.

dneq †lánerpoq feels pain (onee I= L C M Wns.
DRY. G. dniarpoq sut*ers from pain; dnildrpoq is lerrifled. -

L. uni«eoi. - M. n«miarcktoark. - Wn. arràli pain. - Ws. ak-
nalktuk sick.

anerpoq t anerneq breathing = C N Wnsa.
DRv. C. annekseakpoke [anersârpoqi breaiths. - Ni. anertsaumiyoark

sighing.
NOTE. As far as can be inferred from the traditional ideas of

the Greenlanders, the application of this stem to spiritual actions and
the idea of the soul is evidently imported bîy white men.

anersa! that is well = L.



anigi ... ' Wn. viginmik an ai. - Ns. anigi.hatchet;

anien ai.I
anigo. in G. onl. in the angakok language as annigotirkasuaq

snow. - Ws. aniok, aneg, Wa. anigo snow.

anipa * Wa. a duck (?f.
anivoq goes out= L C NI Wasa.
)Rv. L. acnnirpa [anip] brings it oui. -- C. année go lanitj.

- Wa. antinga janivungal I go out.

aningdq (mythical) name of the moon - 4,

ano dog harness == L C I WVs.

anon . *Ws. nonak aunt.

anoraq clothîing = ICM.

anore wind = L C NI Wnsa.
DRv. G. anordlerpoq it blows. -- . annoklukpoke it blows

liard. - M. anordlerto<irk; anoreroark, animayoark a gale. - Ws.

anuk wind; anugarakt a gale.

anugpoq looks sulky L I.

anni ... ' Ws. «nuignak tallow; anygnak Oil.
anusik -! discouraged== L AI.

DRv. G. anaingorpog has been deterred, lost courage. - N.
anotchingnuïtoark «incorrigible».

angajo the eldest among children of hlie same sex and the
sane parents == =LCIWns.

DRV. G. angajugdleq eldest; angajorqîâ, plur. with suffix anga-

jurqai lis parents. - L angajorkRk the eldest, the chief, plur. -kajet

parents; angajorkauLrok is a chiel, a commander. - MI. angdyoarpâluk

a giant. -- Ws. angajua uGod. (?); angayuka chief.

angaq pumice stone.

angak mothers brother = NI Wn.

angak broters child.

angdkoq conjurer == LC MVns. (analcktuh?)

angavoq is sitting disheartened in a bent position NI Ms.
Dutv. G. angdavoQ is walking about. -- M. angcdaktortoark lift-

ing lis head. - Ws. angayjooruk jtmping up and down.

dngavoq L. it is ben4 upward. - M. angadjerit a line;

îungadjark triangle (?).

angerdlarpoq goes home == LC.

dngiaq a (osier born in concealement and grown an evi
spirit =- L.

angig4 conceals it == L.
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angik a patlch.

- angiluk, interjection expressing disappointmient = L. ?).
DRY. (,. angilugtorpoq, L. angénorpok relurns withoul game.

(Ws. atnc/dingat Salmno alpinus).

angfp moistens it thoroughly-= L M.
IRV M. awcrepkartiga soaking, sleeping (?).

angi . . .* L. agiujak head of a nail etc.

angivoq is large = Ins.
)Rv. G. adgliipd makes il larger. - L. cgdlisikpok grows

quickly. - M. angitkréja larger than that [angerzingal. - WS. anguk,
angjuerak great. large.

angmagssaq capelin (fish) I. Ws.

angmdeq a kind of liard stone - M NWn. (anmakal. stone in
general).

angmalorpoq is round == L C M. (Wa. akanlichtuk round?)
angmavoq is open LM.

-- ' ( s. aknak, akhna sea-olter).

angôrpoq is pressed Io make water = L.

ang* L. do not!

anguarpoq pulls wilh a onebladed oar L N W nsa.
DRr. NVs. angout, 'Na. anguartdit paddle.

anguilersavoq * L. is persevering (NI. angaluktit( -opposing.7).

angulav4 chews il = L C.

angu - . .*? L. angutoak a kind of seaweed. - Ni. angûn bit-
umen. - %Vn. adugun pitch.

angusô interjection for astonishmenl.

angul a man, male =L=CNWn.
DRV. (i. willh sufflix angutd his falher; angutisiaq fosterfather.

- NVn. angota *my. father langutiga .

anguvd catches or gains il = L M. (Ws. angusit warrior?)
aorpoq is hunting seals by creeping over Ihe ice.

apan M. father. - Wn. apang rather (arpugah father;
arpéeughual broîher?).

ap . . .'? Wa. apaiipii a spider (Ws. atnwik a spider).

apdpa children's word in asking for food = C.
âpapaqutsuk a kind of fish.

aperd asks him = NI.
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IRV. G. aperqutigé asks about it.. - Ce. aperketek a spirit or
fabulous being, intermediary hetween the angakok and Tornarsuk.
(Ws. aptkah speak?).

apigsipoq lias reacied as far as it can - L.

aporpoq huris against someihing - Li.

apùmaq side-lath of the kayak - LII.

aput snow on the ground - LC Wn.

aputdlo' L. a kind of small fisi. small trout.

arajugpoq is lired of somnetiing -= L.
arajutsivd did not know (expect) it.

aramavoq sulTers from heat.

arfaq outer edge of the hand.

arfeq a whale = L C M Wnsa.
D1v. G. arferpoq lias caught a wiale. - C. plur. aqbirit. -

W n. 'cheebeek jarfivik whale propre'.

arferpoq (l) passes by (Irad. tales) = L. arrerpok walks about.

arfincq six = L C M Wns. (agireinnak, achîinok).
[RV. G. arfinigdlit ahaving arfineqm . i. e. six used as adjective

or supposing an object, whereas marfineq- serves for merely counting.
- W s. ahrinilin.

ariak part of the back between the shouldres = L C M.

are . .* M. arinarkriyoark making nudd : areolik bottom of
a lake.

«rit now you see! just as i said.

arqaluaq a sisters elder brother.

arqaneq eleven = L Va.
(DRe. analogous to aifineq.)

«rqigpa puis t iin order = L M.

arqunarpoq receives some harm, hurts hirnself = L M.
IRv. L. akkunakpa huris him; akkunak strong wind. - M.

"kutnatdlurtoark it blows very hard (?).

ardlaq with suffix ardldt one of them =L (egga) C I Wns.
DRV. C. alranee long lime ago [ardlâgut . - Wn. adrani

anciently.

ardlâq after-birth L.

ardlárpoq -- ardIarsarpá waves something Io cool him =

LNW s.
DRV. M. arkle cÔld wind. - Ws. aklak wind.



urdierd is anxious aboti the weaiher il Wns. (?).

L)av. G. drdleriniartog doubiful looking weather. - M. alagfark
<daraituiark a coward. - Wn. ulingq afraid.- W.. liunachkuk

dreadful; alinguk, alannmk. <dakerk coward.

ardligpoq talks exaggerating and boasting = .

urdlorpoq (1) looks upward = L.

ardlorpoq (11) feels very cold, nearly Irozen o death ==Wn.

DRv. n. <lopar cold.

àrdluk swordisi, Orca gladiator L Wn.. i «urlo killer whale).

arnaq wornan (mother) = L C M Wnsa.
IRV. G. witih suffix rnd his mother: rnaîrig lfemale animal-

airnavuneq loose wonan. - L. arnavciak iderduck femnale: arnamanZ.
female of other birds. - C. ucingnac female of an atimal; ahgneuch

bilch. - M. arnark grown up woman; ernarénak girl. - \\n.

«agna, okanok woman) uhkeeghuh mother, akoak a old woman. - Ws.

uainnéak girl; aganuchlineak old womîan.

arniligpoq is niearly losing his brealh fron pain.

arnuaq amulet L.

arpagpoq runs LCM Wn.

arpik -- (a name of place) arpiagpoq is incommodated by some-

ihing (==- M. arpik tgrain'-.?)

arra* L. interjection in comnanding lie dogs.

arrivoq he is in a hurry.

arsirpâ snalches sonething fromn his hands - L M.

arsicoq lives in abtundance = l.

arssaq (1) bail (for playing) = M.
lRV. G. arssarneg (C. arsauq) aurora borealis.

arssaq (11) ashes == Lt W \\ns. (L. argsak. plur. -set. ashes,
amlso: gunpowder. - \\n. agara gunpowder. - Ws. agak ashes).

artorpd is unable lo do it, can lot master it L M.

asaloq. plur. asatdlut == L. (assalul. plur. assalutit).

asavoq loves.

ase, indicates something relalive to, or part of another thing,

though distant or separated fromn it == L.
Day. 6. asiane (localis with suffi%) in some distance from il:

asiniut people living in the sanie district. but in other stations. -

L. assiane.

asiaq* M. atsiyark bierry. - Vn. azeeak, azferat crowberries.

asigloq, aserloq& (L. assinak geling worse, soon dying). -



W . aikltoL good: asetuk, amsiruk bad. - W s. vsichtuk. aklhshikhok,
asertok good; aseétuk, asilok, aiwrok bad.

asik no! I will not.

ésit as usually - 1.

aso ho! that will( (o -= CWn.?
DRv. ('i. asukiaq perhaps, I don't know. - :. «s8uidlak jusi

as I believed (ametmsoot I don't know - Wn. aiten I don't knn

M. aklokdn well!).

asoq * Ws. ueok, asiu a kettile.

assagp,( cleans. washes it.

asssåkk interjction expressing astonishment.

assik. with suffix dueinga, likeness. image L. (adee) C. (ardj-
inger) M.

assorulti.eontodon 'taraxacum (flower).

ai below = L(C I# .
UiRv. C. with suffix atü what is below it: umúalrpoq sinks down

ildleq lowest : arqarpoq goes down. - l. «tte, attú, allek, cikparpok.,
- C. adkakpoke dives. - M. aainé below: atlratork. - .Ws.

atlekhia bed : aiea sinking down.

ala hark! see! -= LCWns.
DRs. G. atago only try it. - L. att, aittk well. - C. «ttedlo

and so farther on. - W'n. atago, atatá by and by. - Ws. ViritL.

alai get out

(Wa. atOchuk rigiteous).

dtlq saddle back seal - C. in lie angakok-language.

àfaq grandfather.

alarqiâ venerales him L.

DRv. L. atawneq chief, commander.

atâta father (childrens speech) -= L C M Wnsa.
NOTE. Excepting G. it seems to be the ordinar expression

also in usual speech. partly also signifying grandfather.

atauseq oie Lt NINNosa.

atavoq is connected with , or remains still forming a part of
something =- L C M Wns.

DRv. G. ataneq, alangmik names of place, for isthmes, longues
of land etc. - L. attanek. - Wn. adnek a name of place.

ateq a name -= L C MN Wns.
DRv. G,. witti suffix arqa his, arqil thy n. - C. attirn, atk/J.

- M. atidja giving a name Iataerpá I. - Ws. «tcha.

ativa takes il (dothing) on -= L C NI Wnsa.

DRv. •Wn. allge, Wa. a#tiku latigegq l- inic, coat.
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aldlaq birds breast.

atdlarpoq it is cloudless = C Wn.
IRv. Wn. duktuk {atdlartoqj clear sky.

aidlarpa dries it by wiping = L.

alorpd uses ~i L C M Wnsa.
IRv. G. atuarpd uses i n following the same, f. i. a road

exactly, reads the book: atuagaq a book. - L. atuarpa, atuagak. -
M. atortoark singing; atorôn a song. - Ws. atochtuk singing; aa-

dunuk a song.

NOTE. As ail What is known from M. and W. as belonging lo
ihis stem merely implies ihie idea of singing, it might possibly 'be
divided into (1) and (11).

aov . .. ? Ws. attòôwch a Indian.

as .. . t? L. t8aktatajok a kind of smail birds.

atsaq fathers sister =. L'CiM Wl.
NOTE. Several relationships seern to be confounded in the dif-

ferent versions of Ihis word.

atsuilik L. healthy ; atsuilivok, M. atsuïliyoark is healthy.

atsung ... L. atsungcrpok is faslened. - M. atsulitséuteark

hardening (the iron); atchuïtork fiard. - Wn. aityuïtyuä bard.

NOTE. This supposed steni might perhaps be related to auk (see

hereafier), like the derivative aujúitsoq or ausúitsoq never rotted or

melting.

alunit L. apart, separately. - M. atunim-ituk (negation?)

assembled.

atungaq sole of a boot = L C M (Wn?).

auk blood, in tlie derivalives: something in the state of moving

or being dissolved = LCMXWasa.
DRV. G. aundrpoq bieeds; augpalugpoq is red; augpoq mells;

dangarpoq disappears; auvoq is rotten; aulavoq moves; antdlarpoq goes

awa: aulisarpoq is fishing. - L. aunârpok, aupalukpok, aulasarpok.

- C. arpaluktok red. - M. aoktuark nielting; aulaork going ; Wn.

aularok moves. - Ws. aulackluk going.

auna(q) coal, live coal = LC. (Wn.. auma, Ws. aumak amber).

aur . . .* L. aurakpok, aurungavok is bowed, curved. - M.
arongayoark is curved, arched; aormayoark inclines, slopes. - Wn.

auruktu a small tent; aurunalc a shrew.

aursivik (Fabr.) temple, side of the head (= M. igoyuvik?)

ausiaq a spider.

aussaq surnmer = LCM.

auvarpoq is hunting reindeer = C.
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auceq, plur. aorfit, walrus =L C M Wnsa.

auv . . L.- auvck, abvek a snall black caterpillar. - M.

ayuverk a worm. caterpillar.

-* (C. oîvik a snotwblock. - Wn. aibWkia a sandpiper).

ava (1)* L. abba a kind of seals found in the northern regions.
- NI. abba, plur. abbait. .Phoqlue à nez pointu».

aca (Il) north, also: right side in facing the sea = L CMWn.
DRV. L. avane in the north; amna Iavna] he in the north. -

Wn. árcani west ; decanikunnä southwest [aranekaneq almost Io the
northside].

avdgd is charitable, benevolent against him = .

av . .:Wá. avangitunga no! I have not.

avagut .. .* Wn. oovingeelaka my son. - \Vs. avaruta son;
avakutak-a my son.

avq hind part of the head == L Wns.(?)
DRY. G. aeârp .beats him on the head; adiavoq shouts; arâl-

akiaq dwarf birch (bush). - L. avârpa, ardlavok, avalikitsak. -Wn.

avagarak a hammer. - Ws. avaikulak shouting, crying.

aval circumference = L C M Wa.
DRV. L. with suffix avator its membre, outer side. -- M.

avalerk universe [avatdleg farthest outward, ,le horizonj. - Wa.

acetagdne outside.

avataq, the hunting-bladder = L C Wa. -(aîvuétkak).

dveq roof beamn L N.

avia * C. aviyarak a pot. - M. aria a pot. - Ws. aieevoak
a ketitle.

avigpoq is divided into two parts = L M NWns.
DRY. G. avi'pâ divides iL into two parts; avingag a fabulous

animal -(in the other dialects varying as lemming, rat and mouse).

aviuvoq rings in the ears = LCNM.
avqalajok * L. an ant.

acqut † road, passable? == L M Wns.
DRv. G. aequsineq throdden patb; avussaerpoq goes away. -

L. apkuk, apkosinek, aguairpok. - Wn. apkotiu trail, path. - Ws.

ara go away!

NOTE. aqut must be a derivative, perhaps related to ajuvoq

(see above).

avdla another = LC MNWns. (adla, atda, astlaruk).

Dav. L. ablatsauvok is changed |avdlangorpoqj.

avdlorpoq strides == b M. (L. ablakatautik Indian snowshoes?).
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avdIumavoq L. ablomarok is willing Io anything.

voq has falling sickness.

avôq eiderduck == Wn. (aicuck a duck).

avorqdra reprimands him hardly.

ãvoq L. roars with laughter. -

avusugpoq L. is covetous, desirous.

avungautit L. wejnen's hair braids. (Ws. avynut a poplar tree).

e.

(EXPLANATIONS: G, Greenland, (Ge. Eastgreenland) - L, Labrador

C, Centi-al Regions - M, Mackenzie - W. Western (n, northern

-. s. southern - a, asiatic) - *, NOT met wilh in Greenlandish.)

é. de, éq, interjection: é expressing disgust; éêê calling for

assistance; éq satirical astonishment. - Ge. éqe, eqla no L. (ê

surprise; ê«k irksomness) M.
DRY. M. erréaloartoark shouting, crying.

eqaluk salmon= L C. (ekkalook flsh: ekerloo salmon). - M.
(itkraluk, flsh). - Wn. (ekaluk fish). - Ws. (ekalut f1sh). - Wa.

(ikaliut flsh, ekadluk salmon).

DRv. L. ekallugak {eqalugaqJ a smaller kind of salmon; ekalluk-

soak à kind of shark; ekalluvavak a true shark. - M. ikrah4pik

salmon. - Wn. ekaluguak salmon; erratluak, ckóthlewik a sort of

codflsh, «wakni»; ekaluak small codflsh. - Ws. ekotlewit flsh.

eqarpoq is stiff = L.

Day. L. erqakte [eqartel the pellicle on the hairside of skin.

eqeq the corner of the mouth = L C M Wn.
DRY. L. erkekok leqerqoql, C.. ekkaikok the little finger.

eqiag has a dislike of it = l M Wn. (Ws. ksaiinga?).

DRY. - L. erkeasukpok [egiasugpogl is lazy. - Wn. erileshuck-

tunga idle.

eqivoq is easely contracting and extending again = L C M.
DRY. L. erkungavok is wry. - C. erkeetpoke clenches his filst

(eaipâ).

* (emagemutakshuk Wn. mink).

enako (-tina)* Wn. red Indian.

eniarpa * L. angling with blubber for fowls.

ergata* Wa. eatable seaweed.
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ergut L. instrument for boring iron.

eriagd keeps it in preservation.

erinaq voice, melody = L M.

erinivoq is waiîing impatiently = L M.

eripd plucks hairs out of it (skin) = LM Wn.
DaV. L. eritik erisdq] skin made hairless.

erqa L. bottom of the sea and of rivers: erkagorpok walks
over the bottom; erkapulikak a water beetle. - MI. itkra aocean:
irkratilik earth; erkredjaralik ]and (?).

erqaivd remembers = L.

erqaq environs, vieinity = L.
DRY. L. erkardlek {erqardleq\ a relative.

erqavoq † is anxious? = L.
DRY. L. erkagiud [crqagj is concerned about il.

erqav.. .* ? L. erkauk skingloves. - -. erkawymarktoark a rag (?).

erqeq louse egg = L CMWn?
DiRv. G. erqileq, plur. erqigdlit a fabulous inland people. -

NI. Wcrelit Loucheux Indians.

-* (C. erkeetyuggeearioo Sabine gull).

erqo . . *?? L. erkokpok goes into his bouse; erkóllakpuk it

does not stick fast. (MI. irkroérktaloark a ruminant?).

erqorpd bits it C NI. (M. irkroëretkûtn a rudder. - Ws.
ikchut an arrow).

erdlaq fibril = L M?
DRV. L. £rklarpd e rdlaerpoq\ splits it. - M. irklarcimayit

dispersed (?).

erdleqt erdlerpoq is widened = L M.

DRY. G. erdligpak jaw tooth.

erdligpoq is sparing, saving = L M.
DRY. G. erdlingnartoq precious.

erdloq rectum (intestines) = L NI.

ernangnak harpoonshaft with wings of bone - Wn?

erneq (1) son = L C M Wnsa.
DRv. L. erniksiak [ernerslaql fosterson; ernivok, M. erneyoark

is delivered.

erneq (i) L. ernektovoq is too big Io be grasped willi tie
hand. - I. irnerlk the band used as measure; ernalik concentrie?

ernerpoq does it directl = Wn?
DRy. G. ernitnaq soon. - W. unionhak quickly.

X~i. 7

À.
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ernumavoq is anxious, concerned.

erparpoq * L. goes to pieces.

erraq* M. errark, plur. erret, mountain. - Wn. errek mountain.

-* ( NI. irrerk-ikiga casely upset; erretiorartoarq falls in a

swoon).

errorpd washes it = L M. (eckai washing the face?).

ersagpoq shows the teelh (a do-).

ersaroq pit of the stomach = L.

ersivoq is afraid= L C I NWn.

ersorpå prepares the skin (of a terrestrial animal).

erssaq cheek (its hindparl) = L C.

erssik the place between the neck and the shoulders = I.

erssipoq is visible = L.

I)nv. L. ergcrpok jer8serpoql is visible, appears.

erssugpoq carries soiàething on his shoulders = b M.

eruipoq is thourouglhly wet.

eruk ... Wn. erukltga, Ws. erukha legs; Ws. jeroga feet.

1.

(EXPLANATIONS: G, Greenland (Ge, Eastgreenland) - L, Labrador

- C, Central legions - M, lackenzie - W, Western (n, northern

- s, southern - a, asialic) - *, NOT met wilh in Greenlandisi.)

i, ta, interjections, expressing aiazement (Wa. î yes).

iajàq a drum (angakok-language).

- (Wa. jakatliuhi8ha a fly, muskito, spider).

iamak * Ws. jamak a small stone.

iamokutit * Wa. a twohanded oar.

iangavoq is n a doubiful condition, not to be clearly disting-

uished (L. jagatsivok the boat cruises).

iga a pot = LNIWns.
l)RV. G. igaleq a kitchen; igalilik (Ge. ingalilik) fabulous in-

lander.

NOTE. The latter name reninds of the Ingalik-indians of

Alaska.

igalâq window = L C M Wn.
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igal (eral . . .. )* W s. ig<duk, ialo, iralo the moon (igak an
evil spirit. -- Wa. iralliuk, igablik, igauk the moon; iralikatoci, era-
dilekatak a star.

iganak* Ws. sea otter.

igarpoq Jeans backward = L C. (eikakpoke it fails) m.

igfertorpa * L. invites him to his house.

iggiaq throat = L C M Wnsa.

igipd throws it away = L M Wn.

igivoq gives off by ilself somethingtfluid (oil or moisture)
L M Ws.

DRV. Ws. ignyk fat; anygnak oil ligineqg.
igdlaoq foetus = C M Wn.

- igdlarpoq laughs =- L C M Wnsa.
DRV. L. (*jorpok) ijuigiva ligdlautigd] laughs at him. - (Wa.

dliachtu).

igdleq bench, ledge = LNIWn.

igdleraq a smatl crustacean.

igdliaq uterus = L.

igdligd likes it (eaing) = L M.

igdligpoq grows very old.

igdlo a house = L CNM Wn.
DRV. M. igloriyoark Iigdluvigaql a snoWhouse.

igdloq cousin.

igdluk., with suffix igd/ua, its other side or part = LC M Wn.
DRv. C. itdliuktut igdlugtutl on both sides. -- Wt. idlu Iiudb2tj

a sting.

igpagssaq yesterday = L C M Wnsa? (Wa. ins1libak).

igpigà feels inconvenience or pain from it - LM.

igpik a sandy or clayey cliff = L C M Wn.
DRV. G. igpiareeuk a bag of white skin with ornaments. --

WI]. (ikpik) ikpiaruk a salmon skin bag.

iysar . . . L. igsartorpok bends the ribs for a kayak in hot
water.

tgssorpoq coagulates, grows stiT = L.

igssuk testicles = LM Wn.

* (igta Wa. morning?).

iglarigpoq * L. is heavy.

- (iktortartoark M. goes out, is born?).
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igtôrpoq is bashful L.

qtuk a rushing sound L M.

* (Ws. ichuka I give).

igun * Ws. a drillbore.

igúpd stings him - L M Wns.
DRv. Wn. igutyai a bece (humble) [igutseq. - Ws. iytugiak

muskito.

igu . .. Ws. igutuk broad; igukituk narrow; iuchiddu high;
iuchkalnayak low. - Wa. ykcchtuk height.

ijuqarpoq * (is8-?) L. slips off. -C. falling. - M. iyu-ra-
yoark going down.

ika yonder, especially norhward = L C M Wns.
Da)v. G. ikane there yonder; ikldnga from there y.; ikunga to

there 3.; inga, plur. igko that, lhey yonder; ikeg a sea which lias Io
bc crossed; ikerasâq a sound; ikârpoq goes across to the ollier side.
- L. ikunga especially soulhward; ingna, ilek, ikkera8ak, ikiirpok;
ikkergak a scaffold for supporling the skinboat etc. - C. ikergak. -
Wn. ikungna norileastwind. -- Ws. igane yonder; ikun lie.

ikagput they are playing, are many.

ikdpoq is shallow = L.M Wns.
NoTE. This seems related to erga bottom, sec above.

ikard feels it pressing or incommodating his body.

iké, interjection in touching something cold or wet.

ike a wound =L.

ikeq a kind of bard driftwood = L.

ikernuk an antiquated foot gear (trad. tales) == L CWS.
NOTE. Excepting in Greenland this foot gear is still used.

ikètojok* L. an owl.

ikiak what is nearest under the surface = L M.
-DRV. L. 27kiakpa [ikiarpâ] cleaves it.

ikigput îliey are few = L M Ws.

ikingut friend = L.

ikiorpd lelps him-=, L C M.

ikipa kindles it = L C M Wnsa.
Day. G. ikumavoq il burns; ingneq fire; ingnagpoq he has got

flre; igsautit Andromeda (plant). - L. ikkoma fire; ingnak fire-steel.
- C. ikkooma; ikzecootit Andromeda. -- Wn. ignik; iknayak iron
pyrites. - Ws. knokl, kiknalc, knk (!) fire.

ikiva lays it down (in its reservoir) - L C Ws.
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ikorfaq underlayer [o support something = L.
ikorpoq stays ai a station for reindeer hunting = L.
iku .... , iju ...*? C. iyuteka hand. - Ws. ikunka liands(??).
ikusik elbow = LC N Wna.

ila (1) [o be sure, only think! = L.
ila (1l), wilh sufflix ild his companion, part of it L C M Ws.
DRv. G. ilhne once; ilavâ adds to iL; ildngarpd takes a part

from iL. - Ge. ildigauvoq sleeps. - C. ilarko half part. - M.
ilaminik tchimnalik having a stopple of its own substanc,e, adopted
just as in G. [ilaminik similikl for a botle with a glass stopple. -
Ws. illagit family lilagit kindred or companionsl.

ilagpoq is disordered, tangled = L C Wn.
DRV. Wn. igliaotit [igdlaigutitJ a haircomb.

ilejarpd * L. punishes, beats him. - M. ilingnartsarnek reproving.
- Ws. ilaschaku beating.

ileragd feels remorse for it = LNI.
-- * (M. ilerelikpaluktuark rattling?).

iliarssuk an orphan = LM Wn.
DRV.? Wn. iliaru orphan; illeegah a boy; ililigak a young man.

* (Wn. iliarik a bluish stone. - Ws. ijachliut peace).

iligpoq is singed, burnt = L C ?

iligserpd cuts it out, fashions it = L.

iling . * Ws. ilgnuk, ignut birch tree.

ilik* a helper, partizan =- L Wn.

ilimaga expects it = L.

ilimaq† ilinaus8ag a small tenon on the harpoon.

ilîmarpoq (the conjurer) performs his spirit-flight.
ilior .... ? L. iliorut a drill. - C. eeiléu instrument for making

ioles in the skin.. - Wn. edilleem a drill.

ilipoq has learned something = L MWs?
DRY. M. illitchimayoark [ilisimavoql is learned, intelligent.

ilivà lays it down, places it = L C N Wna?
DRY. G. iliorarpai puts theni in order; iliceq a grave. - M.

illuverk. - Wn. iluwûng a dead body.

ilivoq proceeds wilh regard to time, does, behaves = L C N.
DRy. L. ilingavok is or does so; iliorpok does it so; ilis~pok

practices witchcraft.

iluarpoq is right =L. (idluarpok) M.
DRV. G. iluaqut what is useful; iluard approves, praises it.

. (illuartoark) illuriya good, mild.

i
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iluipoq is a whole, entire = L NIWn.
DRv. L. illunÀi the whole jilùngdt the wlh. of themj. - i.

ilorata all of them. - Wn. illokaisa all of them.

iluk, ilo, with suffix ilua its interior = L C N Wna.

DRV. G. ilugdlcq' a bhirt*; ilbdiaq iceberg; ilumut truly'; ilunger-

sorpoq exerts himself. - L. ilungertorpoq. - M. ilunertortoark. --

Wn. ilupa the inner tunie; iluliak a bay. - Wa. idlulaka shirt.

irna, taima thus = L C N Wna.

DRV. G. imdipoq so il is; imunga for a long time; ivna, iv8suna,

lie yonder. - N. inna that one. - Wn. munna for off. -Wa.

imanni yonder.

imaingert k L. Sirix brachyotus. (Wn. ignazeewyuck, Ws.

igiacituli owl).

imaq (1), wilhsuffx imnd ils contents = L C NI.
Day. G. imerpa flls it; imaerpd empties it. - M. imalik loaded;

immaitor empty.

irnaq (11) the sea, ocean = L C NWnsa.
DRy. G. imarorpoq ihe sea (ice) is opening; imarnersaq opening

in the ice.

inaaneq a kind of shellfish.

imneq fresh waler = L C NI Wnsa.
DaV. G. inerpoq drinks; ermigpoq washes himself. - M. immerk-

toark, ermiktoark. - Wn. (eemik) immurunga I want to drink (W s.

Z MMak, mmyk. - Wa. inak, rmok).

imerqutaq groin = L C.

imigpd gets a dent by being hurt = L

imigpoq resounds - MWn.
DRv. imangerpoq grows slent. - Wn. inûngiato a silent persoi.

imigsivoq is full moon == Wn. (imuigluktua).

imipa commits a work to his charge.

imuk milk = L M Wnsa. (ammurk, imûug, iUtuk?).

inuv rolis it up, wraps it = L C M

- (M. inektigo take!).

inalo, inaluaq gut (intestines) = L CWn.

inapd commands, orders him == LM.

fnarpoq lies down = L C Ni Wsa.

ine, with suffix ind, its place, his habitation = L C N Wna.

inequgd finds iL nice == L.

iner5â finishes it == LC M Wn.

P ï
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inimigd is ashamed of using another man's lhings.

inivà hangs or spreads il for drying L.

inorpd can not reach or come up with il or him =

inuk man, with suffix inua ils' owner = L C M Wnsa.
DRv. G. inuarpa murders him; inororpoq grows up; inugpoq

meets wilh people, also: kills a man; inugaiarnerpoq is friendly, ami-
able; inungorpoq is born, inuilaq desert; in6.sugpoq is young; inît pro-
visions; inûvoq lives. - L. innuarpok, innusiarpok, innuilak, innùok8ukpoOi,
innùt. - C. inuotcoke lives. - M. inuitor nobody; inurark, plur.
inukat, finger. - Wn. inuk, yuk plur. inuet, yuet. - Ws. plur.
innuit, juggut, yuet. - Wa. innuk, yuk plur. innuet; irnowcget toes.

NOTE.. I have been unable to ascertain, whelher the word ayuk»
(juk) really belongs to this stem or is a variation of suk (see here-
afler).

ingagpoq exceeds, passes the bound

ingalagpd avoids him =L.

ngala *Wn. inaliak (enga) eye. - Ws. ingelik, ingaliak eye;
inalakka my eye.

inge female 'bexualQ organs (Fabr. and Irad. tales).

ingerdlavoq moves, travels in a cerlain direction = L M.

ingiagu is dazzled by it.

ingiarpd forestalls hin = L M.

ingik point, top = L M Ws. (ingik, ingyt moutains) Wa. (inhrit
mountain).

ingilu ... Ws. ingilluling, inlullrin, inmolin, ingulgin eigli.

ingfpoq sits down = L C M Wn.
DRY. M. iktsivavik- a seat ligsiarßk].
ingiulik sea (in moving) = CWn.

ingma a little.

ingme self, only used with appositions = L C M Ws?
DRv. G. ingminik, ingmine etc., by, with etc. himself; imnerpoq,

itmgerpoq sings a nith-song (i. e. invented by himself). - C. imniek-
poke he sings. - M. inainun go himself.

ingminguaq a kind of lsh.

ingneq *? L. ingnelk brile. - Wn. ingnia point of a knife ete.
(ingik?). - Wa. iknachu power.

-* (L. ingnisarpa sends him quickly ?).

ingugagtoq * Ws. forest, wood.

ingumigqd separates its parts from each other, unties a knot C.

j
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ingupa speaks ill about him.

ipaq fibre, vein of wood etc. = LM.

iparpâ licks'i = L.

;pat an addition to, or part of the ledge, for lamps etc.

ipe handle (of a tub etc.) = L M.
DRv. M. ipiuterk [ipiutaql an. isthme.

ipeq, with suffis evqa, dirth, flth = L C M Wnsa.

iperaq (1) wick (for lamps) = M.

iperaq (11) a short harpoon line = LM.

iperarpâ (1) leaves hold of it L.

iperarp4 (11) whips him (the dog) = L C.

iperârpoq wades, fords = L M.

ipigp6 applies a lever for moving it L C M.
DRV. M. ipotoark [ipugpoqi rows with boat-oar.

ipigpoq is sharp == L M Wsa.

pivoq is sutfocated, drowns = L CM.

ipo shaft, handle = L C M Wn.
Spoq il is (so or there) == L M.

-* (M. ibur, plur. ibut iceberg).

ipúmerpoq closes the mouth = L.

isagpoq stretches out his arms = L C M Wn.
DaV. Wn. iaro, isakuk wing {isaroqj.

isavoq moults, is gone to pieces = L.

isavssoraq, the same as vjikuaq (see hereafter).

ise skin for a tambourine L.

iseq smoke = LCMWn. (isdk).

iserpoq goes in = L. (itterpok) CM Ws.
Day. Ws. ittychljuten lùerdlutit] 'come with mes.

isigaq a toe , also: the middle part of the foot; plur. isigkat
the footh == LCMWnsa.

iso, wilh suffix isua its end == LCMWn.
DRV. G. isuip4 stretches il out; ùuengaq Stercorarius (skua,

bird). - Ge. isugdloq short harpoon for boys. - Wn. iaung2 skua.

isoq j- iàorpoq is muddy, not clear L M. (the stem still pre-
served in M. as itchork sediment).

isugulaq dew, moisture (Wn. igesiktuk ran. - Ws. iswich-
tuk rain).
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(Wn. isukarua wbirlepool).

isuma mind, meaning, thought L C M.
Dav. M. itchumaleorkloark {isumaliorpoql considers.

isuvssugpoq whispers = L C M.

isse eye L CMWnsa.

isserpd conceals, hides it L C M Ws?

issik the cold, the frost (of wealher) = L C M.

issipoq falls in the water from the shore or the edge of the ice.

issori fnds some fault with il.

issuarpà imitates it = L M Ws.

* (Ws. ishshuwi fur seal).

ilagivJ*( L. is cautious with it.

(Wn. itaun, itagetsau instrument for boring).

iteq wilh suffix erqa the anus = L.M Wn.

iterpoq wakes, awakes=' L C N.
DRY. L. erkumavok is awake. - M. itibliyoark [itivdligpoq] walks

in his sleep. h
itigarpd (the weapon) did not penetrate into his body.

itimneq * L. stones in a river. - C. etrnaarkzéach rapids.

ilitevigssuaq an eagle, in trad. tales (Ws. iasigit eagle).

itivoq is deep = LCMWn.

ildI .. W. Ws. islingoak a seal (Nerpa).
itdlôq L. a kind of flsh. - C. illook flsh.

- (C. iglehyak a squid, .whalefoodé. - Wn. edlooadzeréyukl
a crab).

itdlugpoq has an inflammation of eye L C M.

toq the eldest man of the house = LC.

itsa inner skincover of- the tent = L C N Wn.

itsaq nany years ago ' L Ws.

* (M. itaangadja without obstacles; itsautiga up high).

itsik [lie white of an egg = Wn.. (iktin).

itsorpoq looks through an opening = L M.

itulpoq crosses the land from one water to the other = L M.
DRy. G. itivneq, itivdleq -low land or depression of a mountain

chain favourable for such a passage.

itukéd L. shout to the dogs. - (Wn. etuk, ituk arms?).
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ifumaq hie palm (hand) == L NI Wn.

tva swallows il = L C NI Wn.

* (Ws. ivaliut snow. - Wn. ibvarua earthquake?).

ivavoq haiches = M?

fverpâ covers it exactely, examins it thouroughly, goes oer
his faults in the nilh-song L(MNWs?).

iviangeq breast of a woman L C Wn.

ivik grass = LCMWnsa.

ivisâq red ockre == LNWn.

ivkulugpoq it rattles, rustles = L.

ivkik gum (of man or animal) L C.

irdlerpoq is careful with his things = L.

ivdlit thou = L C N Wnsa.
DRy. Ws. (ilpit) ipinun to thee {ilingnut. - Na. ed1poshi ye

jilirsee|

iwnauk, imni . . .? Wn. ipnauk a goat; imnea mountain sheep,

ivsaq some days ago.

ivseq juice L.

ivsugpU shakes it = L Mi.

ivssoq earth, turf = LC.

ivssuvoq is thick = L.

ivtoqerpoq stammers = L.

ivu ... * L. ivuja Anas acuta. - Wn. ivcgû pintail duck.

ivuvoq* L. the ice is being drifled ashore.

q-

(EXPLANATIONS: G, Greenland, (Ge, Eaîgigreènland) - L, Labrador

- C, Central Regions - NI, Mackenzie - W, Western (n, northern

- s, souLhern - a, asiatie) - *, NOT met with in Greenlandish.)

qa interjection: now, well, get on = M Wn.

qaggarpoq * L. grows homesiek.

qaggorpoq * L. /cries loudely.. - i. krarortoark shouting.

qagmong * (qang-?) C. skin-hut wilh flat roof.

qagujagat * Ws. Plejades (constellation).

s-. - - -



qagvaq L. drifting ice. C. qaqbaeg.
qaiguviuvit C. spruce.-NI. layuwi - d

log of wood.

qai . . ? M. kq!lm"eyuciu s going loose; kraimitiga gives it a
iandie.

qairolik * L. Phoca groenlandica, also: a birch - Iree. - C.
plur. pairoggin, Ph. gr. - M. kr4olik. - Wn. kairoling ribbon seal.

qaivoq he cones = L C N IWn.
DRv. G. qdipd brings itqda1 bring t! - C. kutuk! -

M. kratsun!

qajagâ lhinks it frail, fragil and requiring caution.

qajaq a kayak, a man in his kayak =L C Mi Wnsa.

qajar ... '? M. krdyangata, krayarangân each lime» ; krayé.
rotkit min the sanie distance».

qajari * Wns. eiderduck.
.qajdrpoq * L. is fine white. - Ws. katarak, katcigingoak wiite.

qajoq sup = L. (kajok hlood sup) L C M Wns. (kaiook blood).
qajorpoq is susceptible of eold = L Wri.

qaqajard speaks wilh disregard to hin = L.
qaqaraut * Wn. eiderdown.

qaqarut» Wns. an arrow.

qaqauloq* Wn. mouth.

qaqeq widening or opening L.
DRy. L. kakkerluk Iqaqerdlukl lower part of the chin.

qaqita *? Wn. a tub.

qàqorpâ kracks iL with the teeth = L.
qaqorpoq is white = L C M Wnsa.

qaquaq hind part of lthe javelin = L.
qaqugo when (future) = L C M,Wns.

qak, with sufflx qâ surface, outside = L C M Wnsa.
DRv. G. gaersoq (Without » surfacen, i. e. vegelation) a bare

rock; qagdlo eyebrow; qag8se circular valley; house for assemblies;
qagsut net for f6hing; qdqaq mounlain; qangatarpoq rises in the air;
gánggerpd passes by t. - L. with suffix qnga its upper part or
side. - C. kaypak haired skin; kabloot brows. - M. krangatàyork
perpendicular. - Wn. kabloon eyebrow; kalurua outer tunic. -
W s. kaka8ek net. - Wa. chablut; kadlik upper garment Iqagdleq.

qalaq air bubble = L C M Ws.

qaldpoq draws back his stomach = N MWn.
DRV. Wn. kalasia (his) navel [qalaseql.

1
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qalugiaq lance for whaleflshing L.
qama inside or outside, respectively as said from outside orinside = L CM?
DRV. G. qavna, kavko lie, [hey i. or o. - C. katkua ihey.
qanaavoq he watches his game = L C M.
- (M. krarnertoark embroidering).
qamigpoq becomes extinet, goes out (Gre lighl) = L i Wn?
qamut, only used in plur. qarnutit sledge = L C M Wns.
qanaq -tentpole = L C Wn?

qana . . .*? Ws. kanaheak (kaninik) Aretomys litillus; charaetreindeer.

qaneq mouth = LC M Wnsa.

qaniqpoq is near = L C M Wsa.

qanik snow in. falling = L C M Wns.

qanimavoq is benumbed with aguish cold = L.
qan . . .*? Ws. kannik, kunnoka heart.

qanoq how = LCM.

(Wn kantak case of a knife?)
qanga when (proter.)= LCMWns?

qangarpoq L. is irksom.

qangiaq brothers child = L.

qangorpoq makes a rumbîing noise.

qaoq forehead = LC MWns.

qàpdpoq bows in bending only the back.
qapasagpoq apropriates to himself something really belonging

to another.

qaperpA cleans it with a scraper = L.
qàpik an animal in Greenland only known from tradition = Lkabvik badger. - C. kawik wolverine carcajou. -- M. kakpi"pelote> ; kravik carcajou. - Wn. kabvig wolverine; kuftsik carcajou.

Ws. kawtschak, kavak «zobel»? - Wa. kavik fox.

qapivoq disappears under the horizon.
q-poq is obliged to turn back for want of a clear road.
qapuk foam = L M.

qarajaq a lake closely surrounded by a rocky wal = C.
qariaq sideroon to a but?

-* (M. karane, karaptin -doubting).

.1
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qaraseq brain = L C M Wn.

qardlik trowsers = L C MWns.

qardloq lip = L C M Wns.

qarmaq a wall = L.

qarmarpd allures an animal by a cracking sound.

qdrnernaq old skincover of a boal.

qrpd mates it burst = L NI.
DRv. G. j-qrusuk a cave. - L. kairunuk.

qarsorpoq turns pale.

qarsorsaq a flshhook = L C.

qarssáq Colymbus septendrionalis = LCWn.

qarssoq an arrow = LCM.

qasagd was not satisfled with it.
qasaloq bark of a tree.

qasigiaq Phoca vitulina = L C M Wns. (Wa. kasiljak saddle-
back seal).

qasiltpoq, is sharp, pungent Io sensation - L M?

qastrrgorpoq gives a rattling·sound.

qâsugpoq is ravenous ferocious =L?

qasuvoq is tired, slack = L M Ws. (chad8chuungok weak).

qasserpoq is covered with dust; is gray = Ws?

qàtaq a pail, bucket, baril = L C M Wn.

qatangut brother or sister = L CWn. (lutunguta stcpbrother).
(Ws. kingùkahuk, Wa. kamgojak brother).

qate† deep voice? = L C.
Dnv. G. qatituvoq bas a diep voice; qatindgpoq growls.

qôteq a ring or cover at the end of a shaft = L.

qatik breast bone of a bird = L C M Wnsa.

DRV. L. kattikak the whole' trunk. - C. katigarn [qatigaq] the
back; koteyeuk the body. - M. katigark thorax; katirark the body
without the head. - Wn. katigai body. - Ws. katigunga body;
katienha breast. - Wa. chaatka the back.

- (Ws. katzlayak a bad spirit).

qatsiaq*- L. katjak audacious; katjdrpoq is longing. - Ws.

kjaukiak couragious.

qatsorpoq il grows calm = L.

qat ... M. kateymaayoark «incolore» - (see: qajdrpoq).
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- (Wn. kdt2 foreshaft of a harpoon. - Ws. katukehut a

duck; kattungourak hillocky land).

qauk day. daylight = L C M Wn.

IRv. G. qdamat the moon. - Ge. qdumacaq the sun. - L.

kauiahe knowsJ .t[qausirâ he finds the light in it].- M. kadju-
41, nark reason intellect. (Wn. kaumaria blue; kotlok white).

qaumailitaq * L. a belt (Ws. kappazhutka, kapzun G. tasik?..

qàungoq shore-ice = L.

qauserpoq is wet = LCM.

qauvik Wn. ptarmigan.

qava south = LWn.
DRv. L. kavangarnek southeastwind. - Wn. kabani east;

kawannikunnä [- kaneqj southeast.

qavi .. . M. gâvinerk the pleura (of the lungs); kravik-itork

ihick; kravikitork snubnosed ??

qavdlundq a foreigner of European race, a white = L CMWn?

qavdlorutit * Wn. eldest sister.

qavnguivoq snores == LC M.

qavseq, only used in plur.. qacsit how nany = LCMWns.
4 * (NI. kraptigudja strangling).

qq gray hair = L.

qeqarpoq stands upright = LIJ.

qeqertag island = L C M Wns.

- (M. kremiléuyartoark rolling?).

qepe ... * L. kepserpok is opposing.

qèraq Anarrhichas lupus (fisl).

qerivoq is fruzen = LCMWn.

qerquaq seaweed L C.

qerdlerpd penetrates it = L.

qêrdlutôq a duck.

qernarpoq invokes the invisible rulers for assistance = M.

qernerpoq is black L C M.
qerroq heap of slones = L M.

qia the outer membrane of the intestines.

qiavoq cries; weaps == L C M Wnsa.

qiavoq is thouroughly benumbed with cold LCWs.
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DRv. G. qiuvoq freezes to death. - Ws. kniachtana cold.

qigdloq a carion on land =

qigdlugpoq regrets the loss of some property = L.

qigpoq † qigtargog the sea rises.

qigpoq† qilavoq is alert = L.
)RV. G. qipoq dies from longing for an enjoyment whÌeh he

can not obtain; qîlerpoq is longing for something. - L. kipoq, ke-
dlarpok.

qigsigâ is shy, fears him L NI.

qigsuk proud flesh in a wound.

qigtoriaq* C. keektoeyak, M. kriktoriark, Wn. keeklagiuk muskito.

qilat qilainik soon = LMWn.
DRV. L. kiglavok is quick (qîgpoq?).
qilak hlie sky = L.CMWnsa.

qilq the roof, the palate =AI Wn.

qilaluvaq wlhite whale (and narwal) = L C N Wn.

qilaut a drum - L C M Wn.

qilavoq practises sorcery, uses charmes = L M.

qilerpâ lies il with a knot = L C NI.

qilik an ivory peg of a kayak tool Wn.

qiloriarsivoq makes a short cut.

qilugpoq barks (the dog) = L C M.

qilucâ draws il -o himself, bends il (the bow).
qimnagp4 leaves it L M Ns.
DRV. G. qimâvoq flees. - Ws. kemuktook ruuning; küiakiok

coward.

- (M. krinamuraluktuark sort?).

qimeriaq eyelashes = CWsa.

qimerdloq dorsal vertebra = LC M.

qinerdlrpa regards, beholds it = LM.

qinmpd strangles him =LN i.
qimugpoq (the dog) drags the sledge = L M Wns.
l)RV. G. qinugoeg, plur. -it, the sledge with ils occupant.

- Ws. kinugta a dog.

qimûpli passes il.

qinerpoq (1) looks about, examins, chooses = L C M Wn.

qinerpoq (11) groans = L M.
DRV. G. qiningavoq grurmbles, growls. - M. krinlingatuyoark.
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qinerseq a swelling, tumor.

qinoq snow mixed with waîer = LM.

qinugpoq qinuarpoq cries or hisses on being touched.

* (C. keenotcyak black moss. - We. kinuik calm).

qinuvoq begs for something = LM.
- Wn. kyodsororoot wave. - Wa. kenhuchta waves?).

qingaq nosiril, plur. wiIh suffix qingai his nose = L C M Wnsa.
DRv. G. qingarâ dislikes, hates him; qingasorte ennemy. -

L. kingariva will not have what has belonged to a dead. - M.
kringelireurniyoark despises.

qingdq the sharp edge of the shinbone, a protruding rock -
LCMWna.

qingaserpoq L. makes rifts, scratches.

qingik * Wn. kinging window frame.

qingmeq a dog = L C MWna.

qingnivoq is careful-in galhering winter provisions = L.

qingnuaq sunbearn through an opéning.

qingoq (1) the inner end of a bay ie. = M? (kreingork a hut,
a room).

qingoq (Il) part of the face between the eyebrows = L

qiorpâ cuts, clips it M.

qipaluaq inner corner of the eye L.

qiperoq an excavation.

qipik bedcover, blanket = L C.

qipira twists, twines it LCMWna?
DRV. Wn. kapoatak small ivory merlin spike. - Wa. kaïpak

thread.

qiporaq a furrow = LiM Ws?
DRv. G. Qiporqaq flnwhale. - L. koppugak a stripe. - M.

kropkoyark white stripe on boots. - Ws. kpukait stint.

qiseq spit, saliva = LCMWs.

qisuavoq gets spasin, cramp.

qisugpa puts his nails in it = LM.

qissuk wood, driftwood, fuel = C M Wn. (Ws. kubuchuk,
kkut firewood).

qilaq* (kita.) C. kitak rain. - Ws. ketuk, kitak, kitinguk,
kajtak rain.



qifeq, with suflix qeqa, the middle -= L C M Wins.
DRV. G. qiterut a belt; qiterdleq middlemost. - C. ktitc7eruk:

spinal corde. - Wn. katukqlun second linger. - Ws. kitlehlnuk
a belt.

qiligpoq cuts capers, dances, is frolicsom = L-MWs. (jettingi,
ktchauk jumping).

qildluaq interstice between the legs.

qitornaq child = L MWn. (k-utnragluli).

qitugpoq is flexible = L M.

qitupoq chirps, twitters.

- (Ws. keetunka intestines).

qiuvik* Ws. kchiuwvek a leaf.

qivdke male frog lsh.

qiverpoq bends backward = L M.
DRY. G. qiviarpoq looks round.

qivio down of a an animais skin = M.

qivipoq liees in anger from human society = L. («suicide» ).

qivdlerpoq glistens, shines = LC M.

givsagpoq makes a sudden pull, pusies, somebody away
L C MWs.

DRY. G. qivs8erdlugpoq is drizzly weather. .- L. kepsaliktutiva

pushes hirm away; kisserivoc is drizzling rain. - M. kriptszdgiartoark

besprinkling (see: qitaq).

qq urin = LMWn.
DIRv. Wn. kuoowving urinal tub [qugfikf.

qoqaq land shadow or rëflection in the water = L.

goqer^ likes him.

qoqerpoq is stunned, stupilied by a sound.

I(M. krolonarnitoark to commit mean tricks. - Ws. komno-

lokowcak frozen).

qôrqaq Adam's apple.

qôrqugpoq L. calîs loudely. - C. koktooktook y ells. - M.
kroroktoark calls.

qordlorpoq the water runs do*n in a continous stream=
L C M.

qorsagpoq bites his teeth together from pain or anger.

qorsuk green or yellowish = L M Ws.

qotuvoq * L C. turns in his toes in walking.

xi. s
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quagssuk a sharp edge in the direction of length, a mountainridge L.

quai Ws. chuai there; chonich here.

quaitsàkIka (? trad. tales) my youngs.
quaq (†? trad, tales) frozen meat = L C.
DRV. G. quasaq slippery. - L. koipok glides on slipperv ice;koajakut black lichen. - C. (quark) koajottit a kind of lichen.NI. kreyuatatoark sliding.

* (Ws. koagh yesterday).

quaraq a thyrse (flowers) = L M Wn.
qudsarpoq shudders from sudden fear = L
quartaq worm of the rectum [=L M.
que house or cave for stores of victuals == M? (kruïnaktuartuark

-athering victuals).

(Ws. kroeket otter).

querpoq caughs (once) = L C M Wn.
RV. G. quersorpoq caughs. - Wn. koaktsheenar. - Ws.kusgu caughing.

qugdlugpd makes it double by folding = L M.
DRv. G. qugdlugiaq a caterpillar.

qugsavoq qugalavog is anxious = LC.(kokseatekpungar to scare).
qugsugpoq stoops = L.

qugssuk a swan = L M Wns.

qugtoraq thigbone == L C MWn.

quiagpoq is merry L MWs. (kujicaju pleasure) Wa. (kuïanku-lad).

qûik the thin bone in the hind legs of a seal.
quïlertavoq fears that the seals will be scared= L. (M.kruingitcherktoark hastening?).

quïnagpoq feels thickling == L CM.
quïnarpoq * L. is detestable. - M. kruinarktuyoark wild. -XVs. kuinagtuk bad.

quinuk * Wns. kweenuk (tobacco-) pipe.
qujavoq he thanks == LCMWs.
Dav. L. kujanak thank ! kujanarpok it is to be thanked for. -M. kroyanaine! - Ws. koyana!

quju ... * M. kruyuyoark watching.

-*(ququgdluétin 
Ws. beard).

UN
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qularpoq he doubts = L M?

qule ten, only used in plur. qulit = L? C M Wnsa.
Rv. Ws. chollunhuin nine [qulailuate.

quliarloq *? M. krolearktoark a preferring»? kroléarkutsin a man
of mixed race.

quloroq a sickly man.

quluavoq it sounds clucking = L.

qunôq an intestinal worm = M Wn.

qumarpoq is shortened by being pressed together = L M.

qumigd * M. krumigiyara loved (may be kamagissara «whom'
I loven - see: kamagâ).

qune† something nice? =M Ws?
Dav. G. qunipoq clurnsy. - M. kuno little girl. - Ws. kuno-

kaga \ove.

qunnvoq he feels himself inferior to another - L M Ws.

qungaseq neck = L C M Wn.

qungaq a crack in wood or bone.

qungiarpoq regards somethmig fromn a distance.= L M.

qungoq reflex of the daylight i the sea = L.

qungujuqpoq smiles. laughs L C M Ws.

qunguleq sorrel, also: cochlearia (plants) = L C.

qungundrssuk (trad. tales) a faulcon.

qungúsotariaq a merman.

qüpd makes a room narrower by placing its sides nearer to
each other = L C M.

DRv. G. qôroq a narrow valley; qupa2-nava-rsauk a snowbunting.
- C. kopenoaesau. - M. korrok.

quperdluk a worm= L C Wns.

qupiva cleaves, spliîts it == C?NMWn?
Duv. L. koppako [qúpakol a piece cut off fron something.

C. ko:pon «break». - M. krumnerk [quvneq flissure. - Wn. kopé-
ruk a «splite.

qupugaq, qapuijok?* Ws. a tree.

qusavoq is bashful =M? (kudjartoark bending his head down-
ward.

qusoraq knot on a bootstring.

qussoq * C. qudjoq white.

qussungi* Ws. kotshungi running.

8'
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qui, qule the Upper part of, or the space above sonething
DR . with Stfflx -kolliaga [qulj what is above him: kollé

-~ the back of' a man in a *howing Position. - C. kooléeeter feie
adoat.am • U. krolerk tqudleqj what is highest, atamp. - ts.kod.o ,amb; klipseea qulivaiut] a pot. Wa. klacpta. the back:kulimutsèa a pot.

qute-;= LM.

Day G. qerorpoq foows the boat walking along the shore.
,lot (the stem stilt used: icote fine fiat ground) koterorpk- 1kroterortoark «the reindeers' road»e.

qutsinak* I. Polygonum (plant).
qutsoq very small (WS. kchudoq low).

(Wn. ktye a wall).
qutuk collar bone== LM.
quveeg* M. kruverk fìzzle.- Wa- kcuovdljat stinkin
quviaq*M.krubiark-, 

Wn. koobrakle ish or seal-net
quvdlak*W . a mouse.

quvdle a tear==LM
ai. G. quvdzlivoq sheds tears.-L. ugviorpok.

quvdlugéoq M. krobl- ukak trenbting.

C(EXPL.IeAONS 
G, Greenland (Ge, Eastgreenland) L, LabradorC. Cenral eiona 31,Mackenzie ~~W, Western_(nnortern

S, soulhern -- aaai)--*NO , en(,orhns o e aasiatie) OT met with in Greenlandislh.)
ka9 · · · IWs. kagikhklokc tchengialek old.
kagak *Wa. great.

kagdleq thunder - L C M Wnsa.
(C. kagpennah afraid).

kagpî † (hurting?)== L M Wn.DaV. G. kalugpd breaks it; ka•uigka p usesi frar; atap a u vgoq finds deligrht in his work •

kemipdva pushes it forward; lcautaq a Ilanurner. - L. cjwie q lwquiekly'; kamipa. - M. kauktoark forgng;e -tLumaking. - WkZcoon a harn er- karoktok hammerin; kaucdlo a stone (jadeït)
kàgsorpoq sits down to do bis business.
kagutat *Ws. kachutat hail.
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- (Wn. kaijangna* northeast current?).

kaikiggaiak Wn. Larus Sabini.

kaingu Wn. the brown bear.

- (Wn. kaiveeldook a forked stick?).

kaivdl ... * L. kaiblaivok admonishes. E

kjq groin.

kajarpoq remains home while the others are going out.

kajoravoq is tired front exertion.

kajorpoq is brown, red LCWnsa?
DRV. Wn. kabeksua red; kavilaak small beads? kaeeyok brown

fox. - Ws. kavi rak, kavychtschuk red; kaviak red fox. - Wa.

karilnuk red; hatcilnuarak beads; kavilhuriak fox.

NOTE. IL must- be granted that the derivalion -of these words is
very doubtful, they also remind of qajoq with regard to the idea of

colour.

kajugdleq *Ws. kajukcldi, kaukichlit a. hare.

kaqavoq* L. kaqqamajùrpok shouts with -oy. - C: kaqagaluar

poq is disposed to merry making; kakldjoqIlte child is merry.

kâkL N hunger = LCMWns.
DRV. G. kâgpoq ~is hungry. - (? L. kavdngovok has no ap-

petite) - M. kraktoarq. - Ws. kektudeit art thou hungry.

kakagpd carries it on his head = L C M.

kakagpoq is extremely bad.

kakakârtorpoq lthe fox cries.

kàkik snot, snivel = LCMWn.
DRv. G. klekiviaq the upper lip. - C. kakkeeveeaga. - Wn.

kukivia Septum of the nose.

kakiat * Ws. salmon.

kakivd pierces it (f. i. in sewing) so as to make the point appear

again on the same side = LCNMWs.
DRv. G. kakilisaq a kind of Small Íishi; kakliornerit tattoving;

kakitdlarnaq a plant with thorns. - L. kakilasak. - C. kakeena

tattoving. -- M. kakkillangnark. - Wn. ka1kibua [kakiakl a ftsh spear.

kalâleq a Greenlander = LWs.. (kallaluik, katlalik a Schaman).

kalangavoq * L. goes bowed.. - (Wn. kallauroktok dance?).

kalimavok* L. is calumniated, slandered; kalivigiva sianders iim.

kalerraq a sound from something = M.
DRv. G. kalerripoq gets an unsatisfactory information.

kalganagtuli Ws. marmot.
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kaligpoq tows, draws = LWns.
-Rv. L. kallut instrument for towing. - Wn. kalleeakshook

swim.- Ws. kalinuniksmal\ ehain [kalimneq Fabr.]. a

(Wa. kaliuhiockta gale of wind. W s. kalnak, k.annlesehiet
a raven).

kalu . .. * M. kalodjat at once. - Wn. kalungna many.

kaluseriarpoq * L. goes a roundabout way.

kamagd loves him - MWs?
DRV. M. kammariark «respectable». - Ws. kamgyk love.

kamagpoq is angry (Ws. kumycklachtuk?).

kamelika * Ws. kayak-halfjacket.

kamik a boot = LCM 1Wnsa.
DRy. G. kamigdldrpoq is barefoot; kanigpoq puts on his boots.

L. kammilirpok. - C. kaneeykpoke. - (Wns. kummuk, kamiyk).

kamukale * Wn. I don't know.

kana here just below or west, yonder (close by) = L C M Ws.
DRy. G. kaangaarpoqthè[e wind blows from the west. - C.

kannungnakpoke the w. b. f.. the north. - M. kanoaangark north-
wind. - Ws. kanayagtok south.

kanagat Ws. wolf.

kanagpoq* (or may be qanagpoq, from qaneq mouth? ) Wn.
kanukdukhtu tel - Wa. kanachtok sypeakin.

kanajajôrpoq is vexed by envy = L.

kanajaut diaphragme.

kanajoq frogish = L C.

kanerpd covers it with dew or hoarfrost.

kan. W a. kanopâluktoark mud. -Wn. koowceea. - Ws.

kagujak. Wa. kaniak sand.

kanungneq a sort of drift wood = L C.

* (knungra Wn. yolk of eggs).
kangak * L. the ancle (foot). - Ws. kamnuak.

kange towards the middle, farther from the sea = L C M.
DRV. G. with suffix kangia; kangiane on the inland-(east-)side

of it; kangerdluk a bay or fiord.

kangeq, with suffix karra, a promontory, the top of a plant
LCMWns.

kangèsugpoq L. presumes, suspects something.

kangn ... *. Wn. kangneen young woman.

* (Wn. kaignenoostrak instrument for cutting ivory).

's -
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kangnúsak copper = L C M Wns. (kannujak) Wa. (kaninjak)
(Wn. kangnoak black colour. - Ws. kangyuk lake colour).

kapaqin* Wn. foain.

kapiagd is concerned about him = L C M. (Ws. kabiywaskak I
bad?).

kapipá puts the inner into the outer part of a double piece of
clothing, if. i. skin socks into the boots = L C MWn.

DRv. G. kapitaq waterproof jacket; lcapi8eq scale (of fish).
Nl. krapisirk. - Wn. kdpise.

kapivâ stabs him = L C M Wn.
Dnv. G. kapût, M. kapuna, Wn. kapun spear, lance.

karqavaqt W n. kolkabuk, Ws. kalkchabak, .Wa. kalchapak an ax.

harre bud of a plant.

katagpd has dropped, lost it = L C M.

katak inner end of the doorway = L M Wn.

katipai unites lhîem - LCM.

kato drum-stick.

* (C. katowyer halo).

katsorpoq is quiet, calm = LM.?
Das. G. kateorsarpâ- cures (the sick). (M. katchortoark « froni

both sidès»; katc)horetoark licentious; katsornikayortoarq grows anger3'.

katsuaq muskle of the upper part of the arm.

kltungiaq a kind of shelîtish.

kauk walrus hide - L C.

kauvd puts sornething inan openng of it = L M.

kavagpoq* Wn. kovuktunga sleep. - Ws. kavachtuk sleepin.

Wa. kawangnakùnga sleeping.

kaveq the top = L M Wna.?
Dav. G. kavseq the crown of the head. L. kabsek. - Wn.

kabbra, kabdjaka (my -). - Wa. kasko head.

kavigpoq runs or turns round = L C MWn. (M. kaeitoark good,
perfectly ? - Ws. kaiukgua round?).

kaviruk * Wn. arrow head of bone.

kavdlo a sheet of bone on the end of the paddle.

kdvoq gets loose.

kavuar ... M. kavuartuark plunders, spoils.

havungnarpoq* L. is hewing wood in-the forest.

Ae G. kina who e L C kMWnsa.
D.G . kia whose; plur. kikut.
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héavalineq L. wet spot near a heap of snow.

keok ... * L. keoksungnilerpok il stinks (from reindeer-buck).

keora ... L. kcoraliktorpok bas fissures.

kérsorpoq L. has falling sickness.

kiak heat, warmth = L C M Wnsa.
DRv. G. kiagugpoq sweals; kissagpoq grows warm; lagpoq s

warm. - C. keegtok summer [kiagtoq warm I. - M. kidjartoark
«feels feverheatn. - Wn. kushunyukL hot. - Ws. kechtuk sumner.

Wa. -kehmy summer.

kiat upper part of the body L C MWn.
DRv. G. kiasik shoulderbiade. - M. kéatsik. - Wn. kiasia

(his-). - Ws. kukwyk?

kiga southern (Wn. kukakka?).

kigdipoq goes slowly == L N.

kigarpâ makes a nolch in the = L M.

- (Ws. kek a year. -- kegartluk sinew for sewing).

kiggivoq * L. kikkutekarpok makes some joke. - C. kikitoa

to play....

kigigpoqj* L, stops, ceases; kiggarpà betrays something to him.

kigiguaq M. pyrites

kigdlik border, limit -= LCM.

kigdlik (il?)* Wn. arrowhead chipper; koglo a stone for shar-
pening: keegleechea, kigdliak a hard stone.

kigdlo a fire-place for cooking = LWs.

kigdloq inverse, wrong= l

kigsarpoq desires = L.
DRv. G. kig&fa-L)a wmsh.

kigsaut (11) the net of an animal = L.

kigserpoq (kirkeerpok Fabr.) jumps down L. (kiggerpok) M.

kigssavik t = L. (kigavik peregrin faulcon) M. (kigiravik faul-
con) Wn. (kissigavik faulcon). Ws. (kjegoet faulcon; keegleoght vulture).

DRv. G. kigssaviarssuk faulcon.

kigtorpa t kigtorarpd tears rends it asunder = L C M.

kijik* M. kiiyark picus (bird) - Ws. kiik, kiikagajak heron

(bird).

kikdrpoq turns his arms or wings backward.

kikergaq L. crackling.

kikiavoq M. kîkiaork paddles (?).
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kikiak a nail = LCMWn.

kikik fy for shame!

kikipd* L. omits him in distributing.

kikivâ cuts a piece of its margin.

kikuleq seal-hole in the ice = .

kilak hole in the skin, wound ==LMWs.

kiligpâ scrapes il = LM.
DRV. L. klillipa [kilip\ cuts il off.

kilijut-* Wn. a horniadie.

kilivfaq (trad. tales) a fabulous animal = M. (fossil elephant)
Wn. (fossil ivory).

kilo the foot end or hind part of the ledge = LM.

kiluk seam, hemming == L C M Wa.

kilunaq * (kaganat) Wasa. a wolf.

kilûngna * Wn. southwind.

kimagtût handle of a woman's-knife L

kimik (I) acting on, or inlicting? = LM.
DRv. G. kimigp has proved effeclive; kimigtôq effective, strong.

3 kinaartoark medicine.

kimik (11)* Ws. kemikh, kmyk Ilesh. - Wa. kyrnyka flesh,
kymyk body.

kirnugsuk L. shelf of a snowheap.

kinaq face, edge (of a knife) = L C M Wnsa.

kineq tip of a jacket L.

kinerdleq* LM. almond of the throat.

kinerpoq is swampy or thick to get through (f. i. snow in the
water) = LMWs.?

kinipd soaks, steeps il = L M.

* (WnV. kijuran voracious).

kiniva lets the child do ils business L.

kingaingok L. frosîsmoke. - M. kiyevuk foggy. - Ws.
kaljaigik fog.

kingeq the hole where a tooth has been lost.

kingiat * W . kiolya, Ws. kingiat, kichgaet aurora borealis.

kingfigpoq is higli = LCMWs.
DRV. C. kiugyi, kingnak mountain. -M. kinnak mountain.

Ws. kanachluk high; kanachkituk tow.



kingmik heel = L C M Wn.
kingmungnak-* Wn. lake.(colour).
kingo what is behind == LCM.
D V.ga n lingugdleq las; kinguâq successor; kingumut back,af int -- gule.iî uone afer another: nguneq space behind, or timeafter.-L.kingurek, inguva2k. -- M. kingomun, kingulereït, kingunerk.
kingok* Ws. strong.

kinguk a kind of shrimj= L M.
kinguvoq, only used in pitr. kiag ptlîey are gone.
kîngivoq capsizes =M.
kip'poq dies from longing for seeing one whom heDRV. G. kipilerpoq is longing,

kipiva cuts it across, srortens it= L C M Wns.DR. L. kippako a piece -of something: kiblorpa cuts il severallimes \kipako, kivdlorpal. --- -C. kikparikpoke it is regular square
kparigpoq). -- M. kiputiLk scissors. -- Wn. keepegar ulainr[kipigd hat whicl lie has cut].

kipu · · * L. kipukpuk they do not meet: k-ipuje-gavok speakabruptedly. can not Lnd the words; 'ippalivok is violent.
canging, bargaining; kipuktartoark talking, telling. -kipucNuk s i. - Ws. kipu8ju buy!; kibutschachtschi sell!NOTE.d ietvocabularies contain several more words like theseand as difipult tobring in any reasonable relation 1o each other;perhaps a part or even teWhole of them have to be ranged under

kérsagaq, used in Ge. for capelin.
kisa finally, at lengîhî== C. (L. kita a little?).
kise the state of being alone, «aloneness »- LC-M Wns.DRV. G. kigia, k-ieîvite, kioivta 1. thou, we alone; kieiae («ibits alonenessa) only, but. - Wn. k'8Bzrn ••,al; keémi on e(.
kisfpai counts them L M.
kissik * a sealskin = L C.
kissigpoq doubts, desponds of his success.
kit (opposite. to kange), with suffix litâ farther towards the sea-side == L C.
DRV. G. kitsigpoq is far out lowards the open sea; kitsig8 utsmall outlying islands.

hita Ws. yes!
kitikt kitigarp" fastens his clothing o hLe kayak.
kildlavâq indentation otan edge L.
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kildl ... * C. kidellok a liole. - Wn. kitdla eddy, a hole.
Wa. chylpenuk a hole.

kitdlit * Ws. cowberry (Vaecininm).

kilsiak, kethugakN* Ws. a bow.

kiugut *Ws. an abyss.

kiuna* Wn. an ivory cup.

kiuvoq L. answers; kigusivd a. him; kigusek answer.

kiv biles him = L C IWnsa.
DRv. G. kisorpoq bites often; kigut tooth; kigutaernaq blew-

berry. - L. kigiak a beaïer. -- M. kigut, kigeark; kirulukioark
tooth-ache. - Wn. kaiooktoon biting; kigu, kigutik teeth. -- Wa.
chutit, uutinka [kigutika my teet hl.

kivaleq L. kirgalu. - NI. kiralerk. - Wn. keebugallok,
musk-rat.

kiverpd fills it completely.

hivfaq servant = LNIWsa?

hivigpâ raises, lifts il = LC NI.

kivivd sinks il, lowers il =L C NI Wn.

kirkarpd gnaves ail the flesh of its bones (Ge. kivkaq bone)

kivkutuk' C. instrument for discovering seals under the ice.

kivdligp lthe weapon penetrated il, the instrument was applied
with succes.

kivdluat .. . Wn. kibluatyia shoes.

kivtairpoq L. keptairpok is agile, jovial (keblèrpok soars with
spread wings).

koluagtoq Wn. noon.

koisakalak* Ws. an eagle.

kovdluaq C. kobluek large yellow berries.

kualin ... Wn. kooalinookt puffin.

kuaneq Angelica = L. (eatable seaweed).

huggik * L C. hind part (of a body).

kugsak, kugsataq a kind of small birds.

kugsagd is anxious to save the remainder of il.

hugsugpd shortens il, pratices witcheraft.

kugumja Ws. whîstling.

kuil ... Ws. kwilewt a Dy.

IR
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kuinga * Wa. a tame reindeer.

kuingingeq name of a mountain in Greenland = L. (a pig. -

kuinivok is fat) - C. (kovinneewoLe «is thînn, perhaps for kuinipoq
is not fat).

kuingitser . . . M. kuingitcherktoark hastens, speeds.

kujak lower part of the spine = L MWns.
DRv. G. kuasineq a lower vertebra; kujapigag a vertebra con-

nected with a rib. - N. kuyapiyark. - Wn. kuyapikkua spine.

kujat south, or the left when facing the sea = Ws. (kyjagum
tungy = G. kujatip tungd southside).

kâk running water, river= L CiMWnsa.
DRV. G. kûgpoq flows; kuivd pours; kûaraq a small river;

k2gs8uaq' a large river. - M. (kuuk) kurark. - Wn. koorook large
river. - Ws. kuchii to pour.

kukaq rest of meat left between the teeth = L M.

kukik nail, claw = L C N Wu.

kukiss ... * Ws. kukishwcak a gull.
kukugpâ sets fire to it = LM.
kùkljuk a young one (man or animal).

kukur ... * M. kukurtiput eatable muscle.

kukuvoq commits a fault.

kulavaq a fullgrown female reindeer = M.

- (Ws. kylchet berry).

kuluipoq is careful with his things.

kulumnarpuk* L. they are singing against each other.

kulut Wn. kulun a ring.

kuma Wn. ankle bone.

kumak an externat parasit, a louse = L C M Wns.
DRv. Wn. komeeaktok [kumigpdj seratching. - Ws. kumagutat

moss or lichen?

kumuk * Ws. hurnhyk, koonogik an eagle.

kunigpâ kisses him.

kur . .. *? M. kuraru a kind of bird. - Wn. kurrauna Lycodes
fish); kunaio, kulaio sculpin (flsh).

kunakat * Ws. a tree. - Wn. kanakin fire wood.

kunanguaq (trad. tales) penis.

kuniak * Wu. a goat ?).
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kunigoq L. eiderdown.

kunulerpoq it withers, fades.

kunuýoh* L. is unwilling.

-' (Wn. kungmumi to day).

kuseq a drop L. kute) M.

kussaga likes ii, is fond of it.

kutagpoq speaks indistinctly.

kutsiorpoq asks for assistance.

kutsuk resin, pitch LM.

kutuvaq * Wn. kid to contain oi.

kuvdloq thumb - L C M Wns.(?)

(EXPLANÀTIONS: G. Greenianid, (Ge, Eastgreenland) - L, Labrador

C. Central Regions - M, Mackenzie - W, western (n, northern

s. southern - a, asiatic) - *NOT met with in Greenlandish.)

ma that, there LCMWns.

RV G. mdne, tamane here; md88a, tamassa here it is,- namely:

mana now; mant, matuma this one. - C. .mîne ;mownga - hither

maaunga]; manna, manga now. - M. madja this one. - Wn. mauna

hither. - Ws. manni here.

maggangavoq L. bis voice is not clear.

magdliaq Wn. muklok large seal. - Ws. makliak large seal.

- C. angakok language: maqdlaq.

magsarpoq, mags poq sbouting from the shore (L. maksarpok

appeases the child).

maik - hardiness? =e L.

DRV. G. maipoq is dilicate , thinskinned; maig88aq the

skin of whales. - L. mitkjak the thin ouier pellicle on the skin of

whales.

rnajorpoq moves upward, rises = L C M Wn.

rnaqipoq -is absent L. (the stem still used).

DRV. G. maqaisivd feels the want- of it.

maqiypoq carries the kayak upon his head over land LWn.

Dt. 6. narqaq overland road. - L. makkak upper part of

hie head. - Vn. maknek name of place.
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maqicoq it opens = LM.
DRv. G. narneq the matter of a. boil or blain.

mak something getting loose = L C M Wns.
DRV. G. makipoq rises from where he was lying;' makitssuseq

hauglitiness; magperpa-opens it. - M. makitoark rising. - Wn.
mukkeetin get up! - Ws. malcu getting up. (L. mak7kitek hip, hanch.
- M. malittark Ilion).

makutivâ* L. is stronger than lie. - C. maklkokepoke isoung.
- Wn. makkuchtok is strong.

malaq front of the neck - L.

malik what follows, a wave = L C M Wn. (maling).
DRv. G. maligpA follows him.

malugd observes it L.

rnamagoq harpoon willhout bladder (for boys).

rnarnarpoq (the food) has a good Laste L C. (mnamukpoke lie
is good). Wn. (mamagpoke he is good).

DRV. G. marmard likes it, also: likes to slander; mamáipoq
lias a bad taste. - C. mamaitpokle he is bad.

mamárpoq moults (hair, skin) = L?

mamiagd feels offended by him = C.

manik flesh-side of the skin = LM?

mamipoq is closed, healed = L M.

mamivoq lias pollutions.

mamorqq jacket of reindeerskin.

naneq moss used for torches C M Ws.?

manernaq a sort of blain filled witli blood.

manigpoq is.smooth = L CMWn.
DRv. G. mantpoq is uneven. - Wn. monilya ice-lhummock

manik an egg = L C M Wnsa.

rnaniv4 shows, presents it = L M.
DRV. G. manigipoq is humble, .submissive. - 3. maniyumi-

yartoark «sighing».

mano lowest part of the neck = L M.

manorpoq † manordlorpoq the pain abates, soolhs = L.

manukok* C. ball of foot.

rnanungnaq* Ws. a quab (fishî).

mangerpoq is hard = L.
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mangeru* Wn. armlet.

- (mangkatiga my song, trad. tales).

marrava t (makes it muddy?) - L C M Ws.

DRv. G. marrak, L. machak, Ws. magayak clay.

nardluk two L C MI Wnsa.

imdrpoq, mâlavoq yells, howls = L M.

masak, masagpoq is wet = L.

mnasik gills =L M Wns.9?

massaq Wnsa. maisak, nutcluk, maedjak. mItschk thesur:
mukachtuk, matchachtuk, warm, heat.

* (L. mutsuk a fold in the boots. - M. madja-kigelerk white

strea in the boots).

màtak the outer skin of whales.

mtarpà undresses him, takes off his jacket = LCMWn.

materte band oni the trousers.

mato a cover, a door = L C M.
DRY. G. maiavd closes it. - M. rnatuyoark.

- (NI. matckolprtoark tumbled, disorderly).

maujugpoq is disgusted with something.

mautat Ge. kayak-mitens.

mauvoq walks through a swampy ground = L C M.

DRv. G. mangúpà puts or pushes tt :in mangugpoq the weather

s getting milder. - L. mangukpa, mangupok.

mavlo hardness L.
DRv. G. mav'korpoq gives the sound of hard against hard;

maetuvoq -is lard, strong. - L. rnapkullukpok gives a sound of bard

fron the roof of the bouse; mapko the wood in the bottom of the

kayak.

mavssaq milt, spleen = L C.

me, mivoq man, is born as man? = LWn.
Dav. G. méraq, merdlertoq. - Ge. merserteq a child. - Wn.

muzkqlûikto.

meriarpoq vomits = LNI.

merqitarpoq * L. the sea moves with breakers against the shore.
M. mirkriptcharnerk cleaving.

-* (M. mirkroyoyork well. - Wa. matschinka well).

merqoq hair, feather, plant = L C M Wns.

merpû t penetrates and appears again on the same side of it

L C NM Wns.
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DRV. G. mergut a needle; mersorpoq sews. - Wn. mitkion
needle.

merpoq† texertion of strength? = L MWs.
.)Rv. G. mingavoq is powerful; merngorpoq is tired. -- Ws.

nuganokhtuktuk is tired.

merser4 fears him, is apprehensive of his superiority.

metagdlo* Wa. a raven.

mevqoq a bird's-leg = Wn. (nipkwo).

miaggorpoq howls as a dog = L C.

mianivoq, mianersorpoq is cautions = L.

migdliaq a skin used as underlayer or cloth, also navel string
(in trad. tales also used for «brother»).

- (Wn. mi8etyua a afair Eskimo» - Ws. muchtatsha son).

migssik the direction in which something is seen, the straight
line to it = L C.

DRv. G. migssigà performs his work like that, has it for his
guide.

- (M. mitsipartok travelling. - mijoraluk few).

miq . .. *? M. mikrorklta meager. -W a. mclcoruk a skeleton(?).

mikikvin Wn. take it

mikivoq is small = L C M Wnsa.

milak a stain = LM.

mil-trpoq* L. is broken on its edge.

milik a stopper - N.

milorpu pelts him with something = LCM.

milugpoq sucks = LC NI.
I)RV. L. milugiak a kind of flies.

mimek* L. backpart of the thigh.

minarpoq takes some food along with him in going home
LWs.

mine drizzling rain = .

minik train oil by drying converted into a tough substance.

minip4 omits, neglects him in distributing = L.

mingigpâ hurts it accidentally =LM?

iningoq a water-beetle = L.

minguk dirth = L M Wn.

miperpoq stands waiting as a beggar = L C M.

I
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m(poq (the bird) goes down and stops = LM.

misarpoq gives a cracking sound = L M.

misiarpoq denies, will not confess = L.

misigâ observes, feels it = L M.
misugpd dips it = LCWn.?
DRY. C. misomajung a glacier dipping in the sea. -- Wn.

mizoghin kid to contain water.

missigpoq L. hops, jumps.

mitagpd mocks, ridicules him = L M.?

niak ', plur. mitit Ws. stars.

miteg eiderduck = L C Wn.

mitericoq * L. plaits or braids well. - M. miteretkretsidjara

muniting».

mitilik * L. ghoast, spectre.

mitdlik Wn, mitdling, midellik a knife.

mitugdluk * Wn. a raven.

mituk * L. pieces of ice in the ishing-hole.

mivse, nivae dried lsh = L. (pipse) C. (peipse) M. (piptsi).

mivuk * (nuak.) Wn. saliva.

moq, muk? tmorssuppoq disappears by sinking into something
=L.

momerenet *Wn. a root.

morèpoq is rounded at ils end = L.

morpar ... N* M. morpariyoark «copper»?; morpariktoark usound-
ing» ?; morpaoyark a bote?

mugsôrpoq whistles.

mugtuk * C. black. - Ws. muugtuk blue.

muka ... Wn. mukakhwuk rabbit.

mukut * Ws. mykut excrement.

mulaka* Wn. a young imber goose.

mulik woman's breast, also a leaf = L M Wn.

muluroq stays oui, is absent = L.

mûme whale gum = Wn.

mumerpoq sings dancing and beating the drum = C M.

mumigpâ turns it upside down = L C.

munaua* Wn. quiver strap.

X. 9
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munga * Wn. codlings (fish).

mungarua * Wn. a light?

mungi . .. * Wn. mungidzing wrist guard.

mussaq eatable root of an umbelliferous plant = LMWn.

(marshan).

mutura * Wa. mytyratuch struggle.

mutvieg *W. mupteguh cache (mimse?).

n.

(EXPLANATIONS: G, Greenland, (Ge, Eastgreenland) - L, Labrador

- C, Central Regions - M, Mackenzie - W, Western (n, northern

- s, southern - a, asiatic) - *, NOT met with in Greenlandish.)

nd-d, interjection indicating pain - LNI.

ndgga no L. (naukak, aukak) C Wn.

ndgpoq huris something in moving and is stopped L M Wn.
DRV. G. ndligpd lhrows the harpoon and hits the animal. -

L. naulak iarpoon. - NI. nauliktork. - Wn. nauliga harpoon.

nagsarpd carries il along with him = L N.

nagseraq a mark to be aimed at in shooting = L.

nagsiaq* L C. skin-neckeloth.

nagsigpoq * L. turns up his nose.

nagsivoq sticks in the sea-bottom or being entangled.

nagsoqpai makes no distinction between them.

nagssuk horn, antlers = L C NI Wn.

nagssu . . . C. negdjugarun a string for keeping the dogs.

nagtoraq a kayak-implement used for towing = LWs.
DRV. G. nagtoralik, Ge. naglivalik an eagle. - Ws. nytygawjak.

nagtulik * Ws. iron.

naguinak* Ws. noise.

nai . .. *? M. nénéoptoark listening [ndlagpoq?]. -- Ws. naintuik

ears; neecheeicunikin hear!

ndipoq is short = L MWns.

nait smells i LCMWns. (Wn. nognuch, Ws. nikch nose?).

najagaq * Ws. dancing.
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najaq, with suffix najd his younger sister = L C M Wna."

najangarpoq falls asleep in sitting = L M.

najorpâ stays there or with him = L.

najugpd hollows il, scoops it out = L.

naq skin of the abdomen; plur. naussat, with suffix nai his whole
belly, exterior and interior = LCMWn.

naqigpoq is low = L M.? Wn.?

naqugpoq * C. nakkokepoke, M. nakrotoarq the moon is full.

Wn. naqakto, Ws. nauk halfmoon?

nakd bas pity or compassion with him = L M.
DaV. G. nagdliugpoq is suflering, is in a pitiful state of pain

or want. - L. naiperkutigiva bas piuy with him; neglikpa loves him.
- M. nagdligidjark loving».

nakdpd bends it downward = L M.
DRv. G. ndkarpoq falîs.

ndkaq* L C M. root of a plant.

nakasuk bladder = L CMWn.

nakivoq†t? meets a bindrance in proceeding = LM.
Day. G. nakimavoq loiters, lingers in bis undertaking;. nagtipok

it blows; nakerpoq moves quickly in a straight direction. - L. naki-
lerivok is inconsistent; nakivoq the wind bas become steady. - M.
nakerktork directly.

nako t strength = L NI Wn.
Dav. G. nakûvoq is very strong; nakuaq a first rate hunter, a

powerful man. - L. nakókpok is good, faultless; nekkokqok is power-

ful. - M. nakoyoark is good, excellent.- Wn. nakuruk good.

nàkord likes him = L.

nakunak * L. a kind of small flsh. 4

nakut * L. blewberry plant.

nakuvoq he squints = L C.

nalagpoq he listens, obeys = L C M.

nalavoq lies stretched out = LM.

nalik, with suffix nalinga his equal = LCMWn.
Day. G. nale, with suffix nalâ the direction of, or level to it

(as to place and time); nalikdq interstice between the legs or trousers;
nagdliúpoq it happens, iL is its usual time (f. i. arrivaI, festival). - L.
nelliupok. - M. nalerekturk [naligîgauti equal to each other. - Wn.

nellikak trousers.

naliuk * Wn. the moon.

nalugp bthrows it without lifting bis arm = C N.
9*
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nalugpoq swims = L C M Wn.

ndlungiaq an infant.

naluvoq is .ignorant, does not know it = L C M Wns.
Day. G. nalunarpoq is difficuit to know; nalunaerpd makes it

known. - Wn. nyloogah I don't know Inalurunga]. - Ws. natluara
1 don't know it [naluvaral.

namagpoq it is sufficient LC M.

nanaho * Wn. by and by.

nanerpâ presses it in resting upon it = L C M.

nanivâ finds what was lost = L C M Wn.
DRV. Wn. neneron a candle (or toreh?).

nano the polar bear = LC M Wna.

nannag (1)* Wn. neroak, naiwak a lake. - Ws. nannuiaL,

nanuak, nanvik a lake; nanvaknak a bay. - Wa. naiwak sea (lake?).

nanuaq (11)*? Wn. nunowrunguk bones; nannuaq a bowl of
wood. - Ws. nunokut, nenoet bones. - Wa. nynnuku bones.

nanugpZ L. nennuèrpa wets, waters the sledge runner to. make
it slippery. - M. nanuktuark wetting. - Wn. nunitikh lamp (-oil?).
- Ws. nahnuk lamp-oil.

nanuk .. .* Ws. nanughna, nanuktun stand.

nangagpoq * L. passes by.

nangarpd refuses, forbids = L.

nangat * Ws. berries.

nangeq childs cloth = L.

nangiarpoq is. anxious = L C.

nangigpoq continues.

nangivoq. he hops once = C.
Dav. C. nanneeyabpoke [nangissarpoq], hops (several times).

-* (L. nàngivarlakpok is not satisfled with the answer. -

M. nanginerminik prodigy?).

nangmagpoq carries something on bis back.

nangmik crossbeam in the bottom of an umiak.

nangmineq self = L.

napaq † sickness, ndparpoq grows sick.

napavoq stands upright = L C M Wnsa.
DRY. G. napârtoq a roantree (L. firtree) naparut mast. - M.

nappartork tree, foresl. - Wn. napaktu larger timber. - W/S. nabat

forest.
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naperpâ catches in a snare = L M Wn.

ndpipd meets with him = L.

napivd breaks it across = LCMWn.
DRv. G. naudlorpd breaks t into' several pieces; navguaq a

joint. -- C. nabloote knee. - M. nablon knee; nabgoark member.
Wn. naviktuk broken.

napo cross piece in the sledge = L.

naraseq † a frog? (Ge. narajarteq a shark) = L M.

nardluvoq is straight = L M Wns.

narqoq arrow head.

narnerpoq pulls or paddles with ail his might.

narutiguk Wn. backbone.

narruvoq shows contempt.

narssaq low and flat land = LC.

narssugpd crosses his way, approaching him from the side=L.

nasaq hood of a. man's jacket, cap = L C NI Wnsa.

nasigpoq goes up the hill to have a look out = L.M.?

naterpoq cartilage = L C M.

nateq, wilh suffix narqa bottom, floor = L C M Wns.
DRv. G. natdrnaq halibut. - L. nettarooik. - C. nateerooik

snowdrift. - Wn. natéringak flat land; neetarmuck «old wife» (fish).
- Ws. notuik sea bottom.

natseq small seal = L C NI Wna.

nauja gui = L C M Wna.

nauk where is it?, although = L C M Wns.
DRV. G. name no. - L. namut. - Ws. natmyn whither. .

naularnaq a kind of shrimps = L M Wsa.

nauvoq grows, appears = L C M Ws.
Dav. G. naussut plants. - Ws. nautt grass.

nâvc finishes it = L.

navarkroktuten* M. echo.

naviaga considers it dangerous, will not venture it = L.

navdlik, with suffix navdlinga-adapted for it = L.

navsoq † indistinctness? = ?Ws.
Day. G. navauerp imakes it clear, explains it. Ws. nasjuag-

ka ni showing (natschichaak a truth »?).

navssdq something found or discovered without being searched
fo = LM.
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neqe meat, tlesh (in Ge. also of one's own body) = L C M Wnsa.
DRv. G. nerivoq eats; nerdlerpà regales him; nerpik llesh of

fish. -- M. nerkriktsat [neqigsat] something to eat. - Wa. nyrnakut
eating.

nerinarpoq is square built (man or animal).

,neriugpoq hopes, expects = L M.

nerqorpoq it creaks = L.

nerdleq a goose L C M Wns.

nerdloq the vertebroe of a bird which are grown together = L M.

,gerot †.spaciousness ? ==-L M Ws ?
ùRv. G. nerukipoq is narrow; nerutuvoq is wide. - Ws.

njukalniuk narrow (nikilnuk short).

nersorpd praises him = L

nerssut a terrestrial mammiferous animal = LC.

niaqoq head = L C M Wnsa. (naskok).

nigaq a snare = L C M Wn. (neegallok a net).

nigorpoq avoids something L.

nigsâgpoq belches L M.

nigsik a hook== L M Wn.

nikavoq considers anything trifling comparred with what he is
concerned about = L.

nikipoq has been displaced = L.

nikuipoq rises from sitting = L C M.

nilak a piece of of freshwater ice = L C M Wnsa.
DRV. . G. nigdleq the cold. -- . niglarpoq it is cool. - Ws.

nindlyetok cold.

nileq a tlzzle, fart = L C M.

nimaq bandage, ligature == L C MWn.
DRV. G. niznpoq is narrow. - M. nimarodjark bundle, faggots.

nimârpoq wails from pain = L.

nzngagpoq is angry == L M.

ningauk sister's' or husband's sister's husband = L. (son in
law) MWn.

ningeq share in a game = L. (L. ningek snowwall around a
house?).

ningioq eldesf woman of the house = L M.

ningpd lowers il by means of a line = L M.
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ninguvoq s tough, not easely broken = L.

nio leg = LC MWn.
DRv. G. niutôq long legged, a spider. M. niulultoark [niulugpoq

lias a bad leg. - W.. neeugha, niunga leg [i. c. niuga my legJ.

niorpoq has become a little crooked = LC.
DRv. G. niungavoq is bent. - C. neyooltepook bent.

niorpoq drills, bores == L NI W,.
DRvI. G nfortet. - Wn. nioktun a bowdrill.

nipagpoq L. is vanished. - C. neepakpoke pas lie does.

npá wears it by rubbing = L.

nipe voice, sound == LCM.
DRv. G. nivdlerpoq emits his voice, speaks; nipôrpoq cries

loudely; nipangerpoq becomes silenL.. - M. nipaïtuark keeps silent.

nipigpoq sticks or adheres to a liing = L MWn.
DRvW (L. nippivok, M. nipiyork), Wn. nippewoke, nepiroL sunset;

M. nipititerôn [nipititerut\ glue.

niporpoq * L. is quiet, content.

nisa purpoise = L.

nisoraq the hollow of the neck == LM.
nit ... Ws. nituk hearing; nitutenka doest thou hear?

niu . . * Ws. néogtok talking; niuwan narrating.

niurnak (trad. tales) a personal name. - L. flesh of the hands and
feet. - (Wa. néok rope of rawhide 'ie?).

niurdleq * L. a kind of frogflsh.

niuv takes it out of the boat or of its repository etc. = LCM.

niuverpoq trades, barters = LM.
DRI. G. niuvertoq a trader. - M. niuvarektoark [niuverigpoq]

trades conscientiously.

nivagpd flings, throws it with the end of his body-(f. i. a whale)
or with an instrument, digs or shovels it out = MWn.

niverpoq falls backward = L C M.
DRv. G. nivingavoq. - NI. nivingayoark is hung op.

nivfik the peritoneum (of the inteslines).

niego the mucus of fish etc. = M.?

niviaq † nvzar8iaq unmarried woman = L C M Wasa.

nivivd dwells or remains in the vicinity of it = L C M Wn.
DRIv. G. niviuvaq a tly. - Wn. nibrarua.

nivko dried meat = L.
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nivIavoq is dry. weather == LiC M Wa.
DRV. G. nivtailaq thick weatlher~wlli snow and rain. - M.

niptaïra thick w. - (Wn. niptakuktua 4th quatlr of the moon).

noqarpd strains it, bends the bow == L C MWns.

nordloq a hole with a string or such like 0to fetch hold of a
pot etc. =- LM.

norraq reindeer calf = L CMWn.

norssaq harpoon thrower (wooden) = L C M.

nuak spit, saliva, catarrh = L C M Wn.

nudnerpoq is pleasant agreeable = Ws.

nuaraluaq (her) sister's child L.

* (C. nugaleenik a poor thing. - Ws. nuivagiut Dentalium.
Wn. nuchtoolit a snipe).

nugsagpoq* L. becomes frostbitten.

nugsaq * Ws. nykwoagtugwvak spruce. - Wa. aka wood.

tuivoq makes its appearance = LC M Wn.
DRV.. L. nuispd olters it for Sale; nueq, plu nugfit bird's

arrow; nuvia cloud. - C. nooyooee dart for birds. .uira
rise. - Wn. nubuja -cloud.

nujaq, plur. nulsat, hair of the human head = LCMWnsa.

nujaluk*? Wn. nyellook frock made of guts.

nûk point, end of anything, cape, promontory =L C M Wns.
DRv. G. n2gpd removes it; nujuarpoq is wild. - 1. nupok.

- M. nurutoark removes.

nukagpoq becomes tired of his work.

nukaq younger sister or brother to a person of the same sex
LCM Wnsa.

nukik sinew, tendon, strength = L N Wn.

nukut* Wn. «yukalip, dried salmon.

(Wa. nukutu broad; nymeenkin large).

nulavoq* L. is grown up, tall.

nuliaijoq * L, wild celery; nulliaijunguartok Angelica.

nuliaq wife, married woman = L C M Wnsa.

nuloq runp, bun = L MWn.

nuna land, homestead, birthplace = L C M Wnsa.
DRV. G. nunagivoq gets sight of land, setles down; nuniagpoq

gathers berries; nunangiaq 'alder (tree). - Wn. nunangeagit alder. -

Ws. nunagulat berries.
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nunanètdlarpoq L. feels pain.

nunekameruak * Wn. a child.

nunuvoq resisis, abstains from speaking, langhing etc. L.

-* (Ws. nyknkuk, nuiknîkkuk sweet; nyknilnuk, nuiknilgak
bitter).

nungul . .. * Ws. nyngyljachtua, nuinliachtua -laughing.

nunguk . . .* Ws. nungukhten stand?

nunguvoq has disappeared, is consurned = L M Ws.

nusikarpoq* L. is leaky, not well joint.

nûsiligpoq * L. dies suddenly.

* (I. nutsaréarvik a seat. - Ws. nussedu to keep, preserve;

nuschagak narne of a river).

nutagut * Ws. a kind of small fish.

nutdq a new thing LCM Wns.
DRv. G. nutaraq a n'ewbQrn dog (L. a newborn child).

nutavdleq a natural stain on the skin of men.

nutigpoq il barns, cracks = L M Wn.
DRv. G. nutarâlugpog il sparktes. - M. nutâyork sparkting.

Wn. nitiktut burn.

nuvf . . .* Wn. nübwa one half; nukwa atl?

nuvnuka Ws. fingers, toes. - Wa. nyngit hand.

0.

(EXPLANATIONS: G, Greenland (Ge, Eastgreenland) - L, Labrador

- C, Central Regions - M, Mackenzie - W, Western (n, northern

- s, southern - a, asiatic) - *, NOT met with in Greentandish.)

ogigfuaq* Wn. birch.

ogdlavoq* L runs about in the houses.

oqaq pongue = LCMWnsa.
DRy. G. ogarpoq speaks ; oqaitsoq Pelicanus carbo. - NI. orak-

tuark.talking. - Wn. okaluktuaru a great speaker; okaktuk talk.

oq(poq is light (not heavy) = L C M Wnsa.
DRv. G. oqilavoq is swiftfooted; oqimciipoq is heavy. - M.

okrumaïtuark heavy. - Wn. aketyua. -- Ws. okichtuck not .heavy.

oqoq genial temper4ture? = L C M Ws.
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DRv. G. orqoq sheltered place leaside - L oqqorpok is skeeps warm. - Ws. ookorree skin of birds [oqorut warm cloihing].
oquq mould = L CMWn?

oqmerpd puts il in the mouth.

okuk *? C. okokwak a stick. - Wn. ookuk wood.
olorojuat * M. fading.

om4ijk * Wn. drill socket.

onui . . .* M. Onuidjûn shame; onuïyuayartoark ashamed.
opigugpoq* L praises.

opingaivoq* L. it surprised; opiunarnak no wonder that.
opugto * Wn. after or last.
oriarpd spits iL out.
ordluvoq (Ge. ortuvoq) falîs, tumbles L M.
ordlerpoq aims with a missile.

ornaq (rad. tales), ornakit tby wings ornane bis wings (uneg?armpi.

ornigpd goes or comes to him L.

(M. orotkroga judged; orothrâun judgement; orotpit wilful).
orpik tree, bush= L C M Wns. (ukpik, orkbit willow).DRv. G. orpigag a small bush. - Ws. opohak firewood.
orseq a part of the dog harness, a hole Io fasien the string.
orssoq fat, blubber= LCMWns.

orulovoq is morose, peewish = I.
orune some intestines of ptarmigan L.

* (Wn. ouligaganik old maiden).

(EXPLANATIONS: G, Greenland (Ge, Eastgreenland) - L, LabrodorC, Central Regions - NI, Mackenzie - W, Western (n, norîhern
s, southern - a, asiatic) *, NOT met with in Greenlandish.)

pagpd f akasIpa plays pulling the arms with him ---

pdgpd fixes il with pegs L

pagunak * Ws. a bear.



paivoq remains home, watches the,house LM.
Dav. G. pâril takes care of it. - L. pairiva nurses him.

pajugpa brings or sends him a present == LWn.
Day. Wn. patukturin, pajuklurin, a the sharing out of food»,

name of a constellation Jpajugdlugit giving them presentsj.

pâq (1) Mergus serrator (bird) = L.

pâq (11) opening, entrance, kayak-hole = L CMWs.

paqumigâ has some superstition with it = L.
Day. Ge. pagingnarpoq is afflicted.

pakaluaq butterfily.

pakatsivoq is asharned.

pakerpâ (Fabr.) snalches a thing out of his hands =

(pakkiva).

palerpâ it has made him sunburnt.

* (M. palerktitak aterasse»).

palugtoq * Wn. palukhtuk, Ws. palocha a beaver.

paluvoq lies with his face downward L M.

-* (M. pamangnartork uproperly speakinga).

pdmrnrpoq is slow in working.

pamioq tail of a terrestrial mammiferous animal.

páingpoq causes a disagreeable feeling, is annoying.

pana a large knife = L C M Wnsa.

panerfaq second wife (in polygamy).

panerpoq is dry = L CMWns.?
DaV. G. parqerpâ (the sun) has dried, emptied it. - L. paL-

karpok begins thawing. - M. palkreliguniga dying of thirst. - Ws.

patenartok warm.

panik daughter = LCMWnsa.

pangaligpoq runs (a quadruped) =L CM. (W S. pagaliut a4
worm ?).

pângnaq Epilobium (plant).

pangneq fullgrown reindeerbuck,

paoq soot = L C M Wu.

paorqivâ lakes care of him.

paormaq berry (Empetrum) L C M Wnsa.

paorpoq pulls his kayak = L C M Wn.

papaq L. after-birth.

vi j
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papik bird's tail = L MWn.

parngutigd (Ge.) has it for his custom or habit.

parpd † parnaerpà fixes it so ar not to become shaked = L M.

prpá meets him coming from the opposit side = L C M.

parsarpoq†t parsangavog hias a delicate heailth = L.

pasiva believes him to be the guilty one, suspects him = L M.

-*(M. patagmyk soon, quick1v).

pateq, wilh suffix parqa marrow = C L M.
DRY. M. pakrôn marrow spoon.

patigpd keeps resting or lets fall his hand on il = L C N.

patdleq willow, bush, faggots = LM.

patdligpd approaches it closely = L.

paukarut crossbeam of a house.

pauna * Wn. musk-rat.

pava upward, eastward = LC MWn.
DRv. G. pavane, tapavane. yonder in the east, up high; pavna

lie up there. - L. pàne, takpdne, pangna. - Wn. pugna «the sky»;
pungmunga [parunga] upward.

pâvâ fights with him withouî weapons, wresles = L M Ws.?

pavdlo* L. a bandie.

pe and pivoq, the nominal and the verbal form of a stem by
which in some measure the affixes can be made independent, as the
latter may be used in tbis connection without essentially altering their
original sense, pe signifying «a tbing. , and pivoq adoes» (but also:
gets, goes, says, it happens) = L C M Wnsa.

DRv. G. pia his property; pequt property with ils appurtenances;
perqigpog s bealthy; perdlerpoq dies from starvation; perorpoq grows
up; perpaluk a noise; pêrpa takes it off; perujuk rubbish; piga owns
it; pigigpoq is well off, rich; pilerpoq begins; pilerpd furnishes him;
piniarpoq strives to gain something, is a sealbunter; piniúp provides
for him ; pinguaq toy; pAagpoq is in want for something; piseq a
song; pisuseq quality, condition; plssut cause; piumavoq wishes;
piuvoq is a'thing, is useful; piúngilaq is to no use.

L. pekarpok he lias, there is; perkuva commands him; pèrngarp4
does or gels it the first · ime; perorpok is grown up; pigiva owns it;
pillipa gives him presents.; pilliut a gift, present; perlerpok perishes
with famin; plngilak bas not done it, has got nothing; pingilut hind-
rance; petok poor ; pitjut cause; piwuek usage; piumavok, piseelc.

C. pikliktoo starving; peletay give me!; peeuke is it good?;
piyek a song.

M. piwok ato be willing»; pin! it must; pinnago it must not;

piyara take away; piloriktoark to be benevolent, amiable; pimartoark

T
i.
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a essentially e; pinerluktchinayoark to be malicious; pinerktut nearly all;
piktaylinikdjoark to prevent, hinder.

Wn. pik'pun then; pinikkerit to give; peedlo he bas none; peétuk
no, not; pitWengitsok strong?

Ws. binartua 1 have got'; pjuchtua i will; piuknachtua 1 will not
{piutngnaertungaj; piliachtu beating [pitdlarpâ ?j.

Wa. pidlunga to have, to get; pinygtok a good man?; pinheha
bealthy?

NOTE. The examples of derivatives belonging to this stem are
comparatively scanty and imperfectly rendered in the latter vocabularies.
Their real nature and kinship have hardly been understood by most
of the foreigners.

pero a burden, a stone to secure the tent against the wind
= L M.

perpdt†? = LCàMWn.
DRv. G. peqipâ bends it; perdlaivâ plaits it. - C. pellera a

line platted of sinew. - Wn. pidrairuara «the little braider, a spider».

persoq drifting snow, snowstorm = L C M Wns.

pigdrpoq watches = LM.

f pigpoq † pigdlerpoq jumps = LM.

- (Wn. pike8un snow shovel).

pika here eastward, up here = L C M. (similar to pava).

pikalujaq * L. pekkalujak, C. pikadlujang an iceberg.

pikiugpoqt? = L. pikkiokpok is laying eggs. - The name
of place pikiùgdleq, occurring in G., may be a derivative of this.

pilagpd cuts it up (the seal etc.) L CMWnsa.

pilo a leaf.

- (Ws. pinagtok, pa.schnachtiuk cold).

pi . .. .? Ws. peineit. - Wa. pidnak mountain eheep (see:

inauk).

pineq straw for the boots = L C Wn.

pfnerpoq is handsorn beautiful= L C.

pingajoq three, in singul. only as pingajuat third, plur.pingasut
L C M Wnsa.

pingeq a sort of bard driftwood,= L. (larch tree) Wn. (tOr tree).

pingo a knoll or little hillock formed out of turf, where birds
use to slay = LM.

pingugpd gives him a buffet, pusbes him = L.

piorpog paddles quickly towards his pray.

pisigpâ shoots it wilh an arrow = L C M Wns.
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pissugpoq walks L C M Wns.

pfssaq strength, power L.
* (Wn. bid8uk the sun).

pissukak* C. in the angakok-language; piSukang a fox. -M. pichukte fox (pirtotchark Lynx Ws. Piuchta a dog,(paickteckscha
flsh otter).

pitdipoq is lascivious, wanton.

pitarp4 surpasses him, passes it.
pito lamp-stool.

pitorarpoq a squali, a. gust of wind comes suddenly.
pitsaq something excellent, first rate L C M.
pitsiulik * L. Uria grylle.

pitugpd binds, fastens it with a string.

pitungo * Wn. a bowl.

pivdle insane, lunatic. L.

po †lifting? = L C M Wn.
DaV.s . portuvoq is high; pipoq is 10w; puak the lung;pualavoq s fat, big; puergorpog is cool; p4poq bows so as to makehis Middle part the highest. - L. poktovok, pokipok; puie [puise8e a

seal. C. piva emerges.pÏvo .nods. - ukjuemerges,;ow*2ite lungs ; poongakpoke {pungavogl he

big. - Wn publun bubbles ; puwe l'ung. pvi ug uaao

poq bag, sack, any sort of case or means for envelopn

pogerpog is docile, teachable== .
porpivoq feels cold.

pualâtit (Ge.) mittens of bearskin L. (pudýo) C. (pooalookmittens, po'ahlo gloves) Wn. (púalo mittens of bearskin).
uc (pugdlianuk W. the sun. - Wn. pooktaun yellow. - Ws.pu.chian a 'baidarka).

puigorpoq forgets LCWn.

pujagq blubber dried on its surfae'= LM.
pujag smoke, vapour, fog == LCMWne.

pukdk a loose shet of snow == L.
(pukartortuarki,-to commit a faulî).

pkeq the belly-skin of a terrestrial animal.
pulpa picks, plucks it L M.

I*
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pulavoq slips or glides through an entrance, travels into, enters
= LCMWns.? (Wn. pudlaru eclipse; pooluruk dance).

pumiugloq (pa ... * Wn. an otter.

púüneq sperma ceti [.

pungajoq* L. a kind of blewberries.

punguaq a dog, in the angakok language of G., and pungnu,
in the ang. 1. of C.

pupik a mushroom, aiso: eruption (on the skin) =L.

púsuk the thumb and lhe forefinger kept together = L MWn.

puto a hole which goes through = L C M Wn.

putugoq the big toe = L CM-Wn.

- (Wn. poodoo-ayar to sing; putura dancing).

puvaq* NI. pwark fy!

puvaleren* M. a shovel.

S.

(EXPLANATIONS: G, Greenland, (Ge, Easlgreenland) - L, Labrador

- C, Central Regions -M, Mackenzie - W, Western (n, northern

- s, southern - a, asiatie) - *, NOT met with in Greenlandish.)

saga ... * Ws. tschagatyt a kind of plants.

saggaq having thin hair, a thin sheet of snow = L.

-* (Ws. tschakai, tochgichna give! - possibly belonging to
sikik (II), see hereafier).

sagdluvoq tells a lie = L C Ws.

sagsagiaq * L. a little passerine bird. - Wn. sds/cagia.
sailivoq stays home.

saimavoq is mild, gentle = L M.

sajavoq is incapable of working = L.

* (Ws. tschaiukmiduk healthy).

c'sajugpoq shakes = LM.

saqivoq walks about.

sak and sd, two forms of which the frst with suffix also is
sd, ils front side = LCiMWsa?
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DRV. G. 8agdleq foremost; 8gpâ turns to him; sãpoq is thin;
sarqaq sunside; sat8igpoq is far seaward. - L. sBnganie l8ânel before
him; sakka, wilh sufflx sakkanga has visible side; sadjukpok [savssugpoqi
passes by. - C. seadpoke thin he is; sahtook thin. - M. taatork
thin; tsayrork a house of wood [svgog whaL serves as a shield?];
t8arkroarmut forewards; tsatoyark a bow. - Ws. sedlerok a bow;
8aliochpak a cap.

sakagpà pushes him = L.

sakan . . .* Wn. chakoonarook crooked.

sake father or mother in law = L CM.

sdqek Ge. a women's-knife (ulo).

sakiak a rib with ils appertinent flesh, breast = L C M Wnsa.

sakimerd is very fond of him.

sdko any kind of weapon or tool = L Ws.

salavoq suffers from heat.

s-lagi ... * L. 8-lagie vanquisher.

satak' Wn. tschallak bad.

salausugpoq * L. sleeps quietly.

salissik-* Wn. scissors.

salivd scraiches the hair of it = L M Wn.

salugpoq is meager = L M.

sama what is lower or seaward (opposite to pava) = ?Wn.

samik the left hand.

*(Wns. chammé, chammi asalutation». - eanaratuk never).

sanavoq works, fabricates = L C M Wnsa.

sane the side, the room close by = LMWs.?

sanik dust covering something = LM.

-* ( Ws. chanjicok to like; t8chakuinalgu do not move!; tachak-
nak a hole. - Wn. sanúbgsuk I go).

sangigpd searches for louse.

sdngivoq he is strong = L.

sanguit * Ws. techanguit grass, herbs.

sanguseq.* L. samgu8ek refuse, rulbib.

sanguvoq turns, winds, is tortuouf = L M.
saoq loose earth or snow spread over something = L.

sapangaq a bead, pearl = L C.

144
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sapanglpd leaves bold of il - L M.

saperpoq is unable to obtain or to do what he wished =

LCM.
sapiva blocks up, stops the way = LMWn.

sardpoq † 8arajagpoq is slippery = L.

sarfaq current = L M Wns.

sdrfaq strand suipe, Tringa maritima.

sarik * Wn. tsharik, tskegarik gray spotled rat.

sarqagpoq is getting tainted.

sarpik tail of a whale = L C.

sarsarpoq bas no fixed place.

salami* Wa. schatami the moon.

sat ... * Wa. tschatilmak the swimming snipe.

sauneq bone == LCMWns.

sauvoq* M. tchauvoark «interring».

sava a sheep = LM.

savaq * M. tsavarlk tattoving; tsavarkreyoark dressing.

sav . .. * Ws. tschaue, chowyat a drum. - Wn. chowysuk tam-

bourine; 8ows8orouk hoop for a tent.

savgaq* L. Phalaropus rufus (bird).

sdvigpoq goes a drift == LM.

savig ... * M. tsaviktoark a box (?).

-* (M. tsauioyartoark talking merrily).

savik a knife, also: iron = LCMWns. (tschawyk iron, techawyk

ulwak knife) Wa. (schawik knife, techavykak iron).

DRY. G. 8avfiorpoq. forges. - M. tsaviliortoark forges. - Wn.
schebya «knife» [savia bis knife].

savfpd touches. it wiîth bis hand = ? M.

savi . . .* Wu. choweetuk to make, work. - Ws. choweezerulkli

making.

savsigtoq * Ws. tschauchichtuk- making angry.

segdl ... * Wu. shekkiliuk cache. - Ws. cheklouk a bouse
(may belong to sac).

seqerp4 besprinkles him = L.

seqineq the sun == L CM Wns.
DRv. C. sakanéucpoke «sunriseâ [seqinerpoq the sun shines].

sequngerpoq closes bis eyes = LC M.
Xi. 10
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sequgpâ breaks it asunder L M Ws. (C. 8elliko break ?).

serfaq black .guillemot, Uria grylle.

serqani . . . * M. tserkaniluktuark grinning, laughing; tirkrekrealuk

an assuming person.

serqoq hindilipper of a seal = L C.

sdrqoq the knee of man = LCMWnsa.

serqorpoq makes a crack = L C.

* (M. teerkobtidjoark removing).

serdlaq * L. nearly.

serdlerpoq † 8erdlernarpoq is hurtful = L.; in Wa. the stem
still preserved as sachdlirok bad, ill.

sermeq ice formed on a solid ground, glacier = î M.

sernaq * Wn. eagle tail (?).

sernè* M. wale of the kayak.

sernigâ defends, profects him = L M.

serpeq matter in the eyes = M.

serpoq perceives a sour taste in his mouth = LCM.
DRv. M. £8ernartork [a"rnartoq] sour.

serravoq pronounces a magie spell.

serrivoq* L. is glad, thankful.
seruk * Wn. t8errunun snare for birds. - Ws. seruk wing;

8erulik, s aruliat bird (See: Bluk).

siagpaî arranges them in a row = L M.

siakut * C. 8éakkoot a scraper for skin.

sialuk rain = ?Wns.
DRy. G. siagdlerpoq it rains. - Wn. seaZuktok rain.

NOTE. Probably sialugpoq and 8ilardlugpoq (see: sila) «is bad
weather» are confounded in the vocabularies, and this may explain
the want of examples from L C M. here.

sianivoq perceives, has consciousness, bas reason.

siargivoq * L. slides down.

siardlivoq * L. is sorrowful.

sigarpoq* L. it creaks, crackles. -- M. sigarialuk Tringa

alpina.

sigguk a beak, protruding muzzle = L CMWn.

sigdlaq a crow-bar = L M Ws. (chiklak an ax).

sigdlat* Ws. tschiglat steep mountains.
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sigdleq* M. tsigterk name of the Mackenzie-Eskimo.

sîgp cuts it in the direction of length, especially the belly of
a seal = L MWs.?

sigssaq shore = L CLM.

sigssik (1) several bard substances in the body, as in fish-heads,
the edge of whalebones = M.

sigssik (Il) a squirrel, a marmot (even as traditional doubtful in
G.) = L C M Wn. (sikarik marmot) Ws. (chukeet ermin) Wa.

sigut Wa. mushroom.

sikagpoq is bard and brittle = L M.

sika (1)* Wn. sitka backfln.

sika (11)* M. tchitkayoartoark filled up, ful.

sikersarpoq? (trad. tales) ikersarpalulermat as a grinning and
taughter was heard (sivkerpoq?).

sikigpoq bends, bows = L C-M Wn.

sikik (1)†t sikigigpoq is regular eqvilaterat = L.

sikik (11)* Wn. chikeeka; Ws. cheekeékha, a gift, a present.
siko ice upon water = LCMWns. (kjikkok).
DRY. M. tsikoleark Isikuaq]• thin ice.

sikutaq a blain, blister of the eye.

sila the visible world, ·the open air, the human reason =

L C M Wnsa.
DRY. L. sillaluk «crainsg; sillanerdluk bad weather [silardlukI;

8illalek neighbour; illatovok is prudent, intelligent; sillaipok is a foot.
- M. taillatane [silatânej outside of, before it (the house). - Wn.
selame the weather [8ilame in the open airi; i/alu rami. - Ws.
tscheljaljuk rain (see: sialuk).

sileragpoq bas taken a wrong direction.

siligpoq is broad, thick = L C MWna.

silivd grinds it, sharpens itL= L MWn.

silo a carcass, especially of sea-animats L.

* (M. tsiluartsidjork leaving).

silugpoq liftsbis arin for throwing = L.

simak * Wn. cheenmuk rock. - Ws. tschimak stone.

simerpd, penetrates, permeates it (moisture).

simik a stopple = L C MWn.

sirniv †- sivneq surplus, excess = L M.

sinar ... L sinnaungavok is peewish; sinnarnauvok is gray.

10'~
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sine the edge of any thing = L C M Wns.
DRv. Ws. t8haak, stchnag shore [indq]; tschnagmut coast-people

(name of a-tribe).

sinik (1) the sleep = L CM Wn. r
DRY. M. tchiniktoark [8inigpoq] sleeping.

sinik (11)* Ws. schinik beaver; chinnikuk otter.

* (M. tchinulayoark «explosion»).

singarpá sqeezes it = L

singavoq is envious = L M.

singeq boot string = LMWn.

singigpá sweeps or presses it off or out = L C.

singivoq * C. eingeewoke is big with young.

sioraq sand (a grain), plur. siorqat = LCMWns.

siorniorpoq * L. suffers fron violent pains.

sipaq * M. tchippark awake.

sipilertoq* M. boasting.

sipivd cleaves, divides i L N.

sirak * Wn. a «yourt».

siranok * Wa. horn.

sisak hardness = L C Wn. (sisiraa hard).

sisamaq four, when applicated.,Wl cerlain objects always in
plural: sisamat = L C M Wnsa. (stomat).

sise a fox's den L M.

sisuvoq glides, slides = L C.

siiserpoq the water soaks through = L.

situaq * Wn. tsedooak narwal; see8unuk,8 eetuuk Beluga; see8kuak

skull of a purpoise. - Ws. Lcchtoak Delphinus leucas; tiztak sturgeon;
atung Beluga.

situ . .? W s stu, atupka , techikuk , tchtat ;Wa.siaa

finger nails.

situgtipoq * L. bleeds from his mouth.

siugtojoq L. large woman's-knife.

siut ear = L CMWnsa.

siva* Ws. chiva, techuah, tschuuvat a fly.

sive†time? duration = LM.
DRv. G. sivekipoq is of short duration.

sivßaq hip, haunch = L M? tchivéark buttock).

î-
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siverpoq†8 aivingavoq the ground slopes = L.

sivdle lamp sediment.

sivdluvoq* L. feels offended.

sivkerpoq* L. it cracks.(see : sikersarpoq).

so some thing, anything, a awhat?» - the same to lifeless
objects, as he (a «who?>) is to persons LC M Wns.

DRV. G. una, subjective: sap, what, which; sulivoq is occupied
with something; ndvoq is sometbing; 8uvog is what?; sume where,
sumit whence. - L. sumut whither; sulila work; sokkot cause, eflect;
sujuqpog? is wet, dirty. - M. tchumik [sumikli with or of what; suat-

sark commodity, ware. - Wn. sukluten why [suvdlutit thou being
what]; 'sudliving autumn, «time for sewing- [sulivfik time for indoor
work]; sume, sumbn. - Ws. tachim why; tschaugva to what. - Wa.
tchunia whaL; tchamit with what.

soqulavoq attends at the festivals with nith-songs or singing
matches =CM

sorgaq whalebone= L C MI Wna.

sordlaq a rool, the root of Sedum rodiola.

sordluq opening of tho nostrils o tho palate L M.

sorruk a sort of boils.

sorssugpa attacks, makes war upon him = L.

suagpoq is harsh, severe (thing as well a person) = L MWs.?
DRv. M. tchuaga, tchuannitoark punishes with trashing. - Ws.

tchuaga friend; ichuagunnitoga ennemy.

suak spawn (of flsh) = L M.

suarutaq * L. shower, rain.

sue* Ws. tschue a leaf

sûgaq arrowhead of iron.

sugdluga refuses it as being too little = L.

suikakc acomplete whole without any division or incision (f. i.
certain inountains. Ws. techoak hard. - Wa. tchuékak pain ?).

suinaq * M. tchuinayoark terrible, «committing sine; tchuinark
wicked, villain,

suingnfpoq emits a smeil of fixes.

suivnuik * Ws. low land.
sujdpà roastes it = L.
sujavoq t sujaneq sound of metal = L C M.

sujo what is straight before = L C M Wsa.

j4
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DRv. L. sbunek aim; siVurà wh athe is able to see, what is

before him, his view [aujuneq, wih .suffix sujorna its foremost part,
the time before it, aim, notion]. - M. sivulerk the flrst one [sjugdleql.,

sujorssuk a whistling, blustering sound.

suk * L. sorrusek a child. - Wn. yùkilyua an active person;
ydkia8urua a lazy person. - Ws. 8huk alive, a man; shutout they;
8hwinok twenty; 8uivogat, 8chicaat fingers; sYuk a man, plur. 88ut
people; schuinak twenty; tachagaloi cbild.

NOTE. IL might seem possible, (hat this stem was identic with
#8oa, but its importance to the western dialects in connection wilh
what is commented upon -«inuk» (see above) has been decisive in
giving it a peculiar position.

sukak a pole for support, a pillar = L C M Wns.
DRv. Wn. 8ukairo fast, quick [sukavoq moves quickly]. - Ws.

tschukaladu quick.

sukardlit * (?) Wn. yukakqlin mokkasins.

sukiv ... * Wn. ukibruta «Uina».

sùk(poq gets a splint under his skin = L M.

sukuaguat * Ws. aider (tree).

sule still, as yet = L M Wns.

sulua* Ws. techuluah a but.

suluitoq * C. dancing (Wn. tsoolootaklok shakes with cold).
suluk a wing = L C M Wnsa.

sulut * M. tchulootit, tchuluratsiark a chest, box. - Wn. choo-
loodit box.

* (M. tchumayuìJcuark *not injuring». - Wa. techumachtachtu
grief, mourning).

sumivog* L. is Loo little to him.

sunaq *? Wn. tsunarr, tsunak a bear. - Wa. eunar, simar old

(sunagdlat a claw?).
sungaq (1) the gali, bile = L.
Day. G. sungarpoq is yellow.

sungaq (11) C. shoongowpyat beads. - M. tchunauyark blue
heads. - Wn. takungaunik beads (8ungaktok yellow). - Ws. t8hunagtook
green or blue; tschunieskakl blue.

NOTE. IL is not unlikely, that confounding exists between sungaq
(1), (11) and tungiortoq blue (see hereafter), -or between ecolour» and

beads ».

sungivoq sungerpoq is unwearied and of good cheer =

L M Wn.
sungmigpoq scents out something = L.



supitd blows through a narrow opening = L C M Wuia.

- (Ws. tsuzshutekew to strike. - Wa. techudeegne year?).

sutèrpoq * L. he is in danger. also: he gets wel, and: he has
been successful. - M.4churektoark sulfering, agony; tchuralulita having

pity; tehutiginerktoark Iornenting.

sutuat * Wn. tchudooat freshwater.

sûvarpoq feels unwell, ill disposed = M.

-* (Ws. tschuvigilnuk ish otter; tchuvavit coal).

sserpoq gives a whistling sound.

ssii willow bushes used for fuel.

te

(EXPLANATIONS: G, Greenland (Ge, Easlgreenland) - L, Labrador

- C, Central Regions - M, Mackenzie - W, Western (n, northern

- s, southern - a, asiatic) - *, NOT met with in Greenlandish.)

ta that, there. The stem represents one of the few prefixes
existing in the language. Alone it is used as inte.rjection, in asking
attention. As a prefix it is used with the adverbial stems: ava, pava,
qava etc. in order to intensify their demonstrative nature = L C M Wsa.?

DRv. G. tssa there it is; tauva then, thereupon.

iagiarpd wipes, rubs it.

tagiug.. .* Wn. takhyukpuk flsh (salmon). - Ws. tagiogvak

Salmo orientalis.

tagdligpoq* L. dresses skin.

lagdlui * Indian snowshoe. - M. takelu. - Wn. tugeluk.

Ws. tungyuk snowsboes.

tagp6 takes the inner part out of a double clolhing = L.

tagsdrpoq there is surf on the shore = M.

tagukak * Wn. tokoyk a bear. - Ws. tagookat, takokak a bear;

ttakukak red bear.

tai . . . * Wn. titi, tijuk comel; tizhu, tàishki bring! - Ws.
taigut come!; taidou, ta8kjo bring!; tajahu give me; tajikua I come.

taivd names him, calls him, gives him a name.

tajaq bracelet = L M. (Wnp taiaranere wrist).

Idq (1) darkness, shade = L C MWnsa.
Dav. G. tarraq shade, reflection. - C. takkaktoot looking
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glass [tarrarssû]t. - Wn. tayaktuen a miror. - Ws. taituk fog
[tartoq dark; Ge. tdrteq black]; tangiaguk miror. - Wa. tanhak shade.

tdq (il) Ge. man (-inuk).
NOTE. The discovery of this word in Eastgreenland was aston-

ishing on account of its resemblance and apparent relationship with
the utans of the Alaska Eskimo (see hereafter): and taursag [fmans
in the angakok language of G.

taqaq a vein = L C M Wn.

taqigpoq is reserved, modest.

taquaq traveller's provisions.

takik* L. the moon; takkilak new moon. - C. tatkuk, Wn.
takkuk, Ws. tangik, Wa. tankiik moon.

takilik* C. tdkkeelikheeta, Wn. takullookwitak a butterfly.

takivoq is long = L M Wns.

takuvd sees it = LCMWns.
Day. G. tagpigpoq sees well; tayptpoq is blind. - L. takkong-

iupa sees him again after a long time; tagppok does not see well.
- M. takugara «regardinga; takuyark visible. - Wn. takuvia pupil
of the eye. - Ws. tauhuh look!; takchuik eye.

taleq the arm LCNMWnsa.

talIpoq 'Ieans against, or is supported by something.

talo a screen LMWns.

talord avoids him, fearing not to be welcome = M.

tamaq atotalness», entirety, used only with suffix = LMWns.
DRy. G. tamavta (our totalness) all of us; tamarmik, tamaisea

they, [hem al]. - L. tamãtthe whole. - M. tamatkerklurit [tamd
kerdlugit] doing so with them all. - Ws. tammeda tamaita ail.

* (Ws. tamaridreek finger; tamardootka thumb).

tdmarpd has Iost it = LC M Wns.

tamorpd chews it, eats it = L CMWs.

tanagtoq * Ws. tanachtok, tangli black. - Wa. tanachtu, tungilra
black (Wn. taksibuk black).

NOTE. Possibly this stem may be related to, or have been con-
founded with tungo (see hereafter).

tanaq * Wn. tanuk, tangajuk water; Ws. tanak water; tanagok
drink.

taner .. .* L.tanertovok is great. M.tanerktoyoark [from takivoq.

tanerpd forbids hini severely L.

tanipd paints i, besmears it = M.

Lî
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tan (tak.*)* M. tunutouk people. - Wn. tuak a man. - Ws.
tan man; tagut people; tennuhah boy; tannujak young man. - Wa.
tannojak child.

tangajorpoq sneezes = LC M. (Wa. tataachta).
tangeq solid matter with which a fluid is mixed, solidity, ground,strength = L M.

tangrnárpoq makes halte in travelling = L.
tangmigpoq grazes without hitting on being thrown.
tangnit * Wn. wood.

taorpâ makes good for it, is put in its place by exchange.
taparpoq dances = L ? (tappavok is disobedient, stubborn).
tapeq surplus given in the bargain L M.

tarajoq saltwater, sali == L CM Wnsa.
tarfivoq is a lounger, an idler = L.
larqigp makes the lamp burn better = C.
târqorpoq†-1 tarqûmavoq becomes silent.

tarne the soul L.

tarnoviik* Wn. the wrist.

tarorpoq diminishes, dwindles.

tarparpoq is funnelshaped, widening.

tartârpoq the sea ripples.

tarto kidney, reins L C M Wn.

taseq stagnant freshwater, lake == L C M Wn.

taséorpd leads him (by the hand).

tasivâ stretches it = L C M.

tatagpoq is benumbed with soreness and pain = L.
DRv. G. tatdipoq is terrified by a sight; tatamigpoq is frightened

to death. - L. tatamipock can die from surprise.

tataka* Wa. stand!"; tdtake far off.

tale somebody to have confidence in L.

tâteraq a kind of small guils.

tatik* Wa. nose.

tativd makes it narrow to him = L C M.

tátdlangimik (trad. tales) reindeer = ?C. angakok language
taitlamikdjuak a whale.

tatdlimaq, with suffdx tatdlimat the flft, plur. -- mat fve =
L C M Wnsa.

1



tauto appearance, exterior af a person= L. (Ws. tatyk fore-head).

tavagpoq is fdekle, wavering.
tava . *Wn. tawata enough; tatuak finisbed. - Ws. tawatonoue (i. e. flnished); tawvatllenough liima, taima, taimak.].
tavqaq a cross string on lhe kayak - L M Wn.
tavdlog the chin L Wn.
tavsigp* L. tapsikpa, C. tapsikaktok feeling.
tavsik belt, girdle = L C M Wna.
lavtaq scale (of flsh).
tavuk * Ws. window.

teqerqoq corner L.

teqigá dares not pronounce the name of the deceased.
tengnn · · · * Wn. tengmitkol<akto bail.

Geriaq t (a weasel?) L. (weasel) C. (ermine) Wn. (ermine).DR . G. teriangnîaq a fo C. terreeaneearioo. - Wn.teregunia.

terigpoq is slender, tiny.
terqiaq a shade for the eyes L.
terdlik security.

tertipoq * L C. (tertitak) boiling.

(Wn. dirduk belly of awoman).
tetsuipog * L. the skin is torn off.
tiarpd gives (the dog) a smart with the whip.
tigdlaq * L. an ax.

tigdleq the pulse =L .
tigdligpoq steals =L CM Wnsa.4
tigdlugpá blows him with the clenched fist L C M Wns.tigpik side rib of the kayak== L M.
tigpoq† feels sexual desire? L
DRv. .tingavoq copulates ;.tiggag a male seal.
liguvd takes it, seizes it L C M Wnsa.
likeq the forefinger L C M Wn.
tikipoq he has arrived, is Corne home == LCM(Wnsa?).
tiliva sends him on an errand == L M.
tilugpa cleans it from snow etc. by beahing L C M.
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lime body, irune, central part = L C M Wn.
DRv. G. timdne (nunap of the lands) farther from the sea:

timerdleq be who dwells .farther up the country. - L. tigvarpâ car-
ries it farther up from the shore. - C. timikitu with a small body.

tinagpoq * L. shivers from cold.

fine ebb, low water = L C Wn.

linuvoq a swelling or turnor is forming = L.

tingivoq takes to move through the air by itself or by the wind
= LCMWnsa.?

- Dav. G. tigsiarpoq sails; tigssalugpoq wells or springs forth
(water). - M. tinmiyork flyiug; linmiark a bird f[ingmivoq, tingmiaqI.
- Wn. tingirua he flies; tingidrauda [tingerdlauta its sailj a sail. -
Ws. tynmiak a bird.

tinguk the liver L C M Wn.

tipdpoq t (is indecent ?).
DRv. G. tipacipoq is joyful, delighted (M. titanguyartoark.!).

tipik smell = L CM.
DRv. - M. tipiritork [tipigiggoqJ odorous.

tipivd (the current) brings it on shore = L.

tiruviat * .C. a kind of lichen.

lisigpoq * L. tifikpok has a hard crust.

lissavoq culs fish or meat for dry ng = L M.
litala * Wn. barbot (Ish).

titarpa makes streaks or lines on it = L C M.

literpoq it creaks, jars.

tivavoq dances == M.?.

tivfik* L. tibviane, tibvinme etc. in his, my etc. absence.

tivforpa t tivfuarpâ spits it out with one blow = L.

tivdle dirth about the mouth == M.

livsiqd finds it ridiculous.

toqo death == LC M Wnsa.
DRv. L. tokkovoq [toquvoq] is dead; tokkopa [toqipdj kiils him.

- M. torkrotark Itoqutaql killed..-- Wn. toggongiteok alive [toqgng-
itoq not deadj. - Ws. torrovok.

torqorpci lays it by, deposits it == M.
tordluk the throat = L CMWna.
DRY. G. tordlorpoq shouts, cries loudely.
tôrnaq guardian spirit = L C M Wnsa.
DRV. Ws. tungalik [tôrnalik baving g. sp.j a Shaman.
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torssôq house-passage = L.

torssuvoq is densily covered with hair, also: it is thick fog
= L.

tuagpoq is slander, tiny = M.

tuapaq pebble, boulder== LWs.

tuaviorpoq makes hast = LCM.

tûgaq tusk, ivory = LCMWns.

lugiukpuk* Wn. mink.

tûgdlik Golden plover (bird) = L C Wn.

tugsiarpoq begs, prays = L.

tugto reindeer = L C M Wnsa.

tugulavoq * L. the flesh is loosened from the bones in boiling.

tujorpâ (†-?) is charitable to him = C M.
DRV. G. tujormivoq is without shelter. - C. tugurumidjen a

visitor. - M. tuorktitark .introduced».

tuikak, tukuk * Ws. urin.

- (Wa. tuitlachkiin wedding. - Wn. tyoongme a kind of

long fish).

tujuk * Ws. a chief.

tIjuk a rare kind of snipes.

tuk t a radical word or sound indicating a collision between
two objects = L C M Wnsa.

DRV. G. tugpoq hurts against something and is stopped or takes
it along with itself; thngavoq is resting upon something; túngavik
foundation, basis; tôrpâ pushes thrusts it; tuberpâ treads on it; tug-
dleq the next one; tugpatdlersarpâ comforts, consoles him; tùkaq bar-
poon; tulagpoq he lands; tunge side, direction; tuve shoulder. - L.
torarpa goes towards him; tuglek,' tõkak, tullakpok, tunge, tungavik.

- C. tokerpZ he strikes it; toowoke [tôq] icechisel; tooveega shoulders

[my-J. - M. tuberaya thrusting; tuik shoulders. - Wn. tuk head
of the walrus barpoon; tudla second. - Ws. tungy direction. -

Wa. tuichka shoulders.

iukagpoq is curled (hair).
DRv. G. tukagfdj6q a land snipe (Wn. tuva-tura curlew. -

Ws. tuavia Robin snipe).

tuke * L. sense, meaning; tukkisinek to understand.

lukik the direction of lenght = L M.

tùkuvoq stays for the night in a neighbour house.

tuli*? Ws. deep.



tulimak (t?), tulimdq one of the lower ribs = L C M Wn.

tuluvaq a raven = L C MWns.

tumarpoq is palsied, palsical.

tume footstep = LCMWn (Ge. tmat foot).

tumo * Wn. toomoe certain small fish. - Ws. tupW4.

tun4q (t?) the object of one's hope and confidene= L.

tuneq fabulous inlander = L C. (a strange nation formerly
existing).

iunerssuk breastbone (of mammalia) = L C.

lunivd gives him presents = L M Wsa.

tunoq tallow == LCMWns.

tunuk the backside = L C M Wns.

tunga* Ws. tunha kinsman; tunki cousin; tatchuk, tunchik
grand child.

tungo juice of berries etc. = L C M. (Wnsa.?)
Dav. G. tungujortoq blue. - M. tunguyortoark (see : tanagtoq).

-* (Wn. tungyu white man).

tupagpoq gels astart, is frightened, is waked = L C M. (Ws.
tuppi to rise, get up).

tupeq tent == LCMWn.

tupigd wonders at it.

tupilah a fabulous monster = C.

lupipoq gets something silting in the throat, is nearly stiffded
= LM.

tuputa * C. toopoota nail of ivory for stopping the wounds of
seals; toobetaioyer a pin. - M. tuputauyark pin. - Wn. toopoo-
tiwyak pin.

iusarpoq hears = LCMWn.

tusiagpoq haîts, lames = LMWn.

tusuvoq is envious L.

tutâq* M. tutârk labret. - Wn. tootuk, tutû lip ornament.

tuterialik * Fuligula mollissima.

tûtsineq a bald spot on the side of the head = L.

tutuq * L. tutuvok bis hair is entangled. - M. tuturk filthiness;
tutôyork unclean, filthy.

tuvaq * L C. old thick ice (M. tuvartuark bursting?).

157
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tuvne lattoving = L CWn.

tuvsimavoq * L. out of weariness is he unable to walk.

il.

(EXPLANÂTIONS: G, Greenland, (Ge, Eastgreenland) - L, Labrador

- C, Central Regions - NI, Mackenzie - W, Western (n, norlhern

- s, southern - a, asiatie) - *, NOT met with in Greenlandish.)

ud take care! beware!

uartaq a wooden stopper to the hunting bladder.

uavaq * L. uavarpok is westwind. - C. ooagnuk west; uang-

nangmun unorthwesterns. - M. uavarnek west. - Wn. waleengnami

northwest. - Ws. oonulak west.

uerneq * L. the foremost part of the sledge.

ugagtoq* Ws. clear; ugalkok white.

uggorpoq regrets, is- vexed = L.

ugiunarpak * M. swordflsh.

ûgpd tries it, makes a trial of it = L M.

ugpat a thigh = L.

ugperpoq believes = L.

ugpik an owl = LMWn.

ugsiu* Ws. u8chkuk head ?

ugsugtoq *? Ws. oksuktuk dark.

ugsunaq * L. ugsunak, M. ugiungnark a shrew mouse.

ugsugpoq licks.

ugssuk Phoca barbata LCMWn.

- (Ws. ukhtok yesterday. - ugun8at a bird).

uiaq young whale =L.

uiarpd passes by the outside of, rounds it = L.

uiartorpd tears him asunder, dilacerates him.

uigo, uio a part added to the length = L M.
Day. M. uiwulereït [uigulerîtl arranged in a row.

- (Ws. uigpagaga crying; uikak a strait; uiknuiul bad).

uiloq muscle, bivalve = LCM.
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- (C. ooinya dirty he is. - Ws. oimi down,nether; uinuk
usinuk old man).

uingiarpoq whistles = L C M.

uipoq opens bis eyes = L NI.

uiver' L. uiveriva deceives, cheats him. - M. oïyeyet a de-
ceiver; oiyiya deceived; oïniktoark deceiving,

uivfaq fern plant = C.

njagpoq † ujdkarpok stretches in order to get higher = L.
(the stem stili used) M?

ujajarpa plunders, pillages him = M. (ivayartork).

ujalo sinew, sinew-thread = LCiMWn.

ujamik neck-lace == L CMWnsa.
DRv. M. ujamitkrork ivory ornaments> or beads. Wn. uyami

ivory needle-case. - Ws. ujanut, ujakunka neck. - Wa. ujankunka
neck. (The latter perhaps are nearer the true stem).

ujameriak a swarm, a shoal.

ujaq * [? = iggiaql M. uyak throat. - Wn. toeeakkote throat;
tweeakuk neck.

ujaraki a stone ==LCMWnsa.

ujarqerpoq Ge. gets something to eat.

#jarpa searches, looks for it.

ujeq* Wa. line of walrus hide.

ujorojivoq * L. is not right angle.

ujoruk (his) sisters child L C M.

ujuaq *? Wn. ungavunga, oonuguk brother. - Ws. ojoara,
ooyitaga, oyuagok brother (ujuanaka sister).

-*(Wn. ooyooar squirrel skinfrock. - Wa. ujuchachat raspberry).

ujukuaq a piec of blubber used a baid for guils = L
ujumiga *? Wn. a stone knife.

ujumik vapour from the sea = L M.
DRV. M. ujumeriaq warm air (Ws. ujutschujukjak air).

uqak* Wa. uchak chalk.

ukaleq a hare == [CMWna.

uharnarpoq (1) totters, shakes with bis body or bis kayak.

ukamarpoq (11) L M. drags the boat along the shore.

ùkarpoq gets loose and falls down.
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ukiluvek *? Wsa. a bow (Wn. ookwakta a bowstring. - Ws.
ulmiuk, usliuvit bow).

ukineq * L. a cankerous wound.

ukioq winter = L C M Wnsa.

uklpd drills a bole in the needle = L.

ukivoq has become desirous of getting more of the same kind
= L.

ukôq Ge. stepmother.

ukuaq son's or brother's wife, husband's or wife's brother's
wife = LC.

-* (Ws. ukugaltuk big; ujukalnuk narrow. - Wa. ukuiutachtu
weak).

ukuvoq is bent together, bent double = L C M.

ulamerpoq is round = M.

ulapipoq is pressed with business, is busy = L M.

ularuaq * M. Sperma-ceti whale.

ule a cover, a layer or coat over something, inundation, flood
= LCMWnsa.

DRv. G. ulivkarpoq is full. - L. ulligarpok is inundated;
ulipkipoq is quite full. - Wn. uligrua blanket; uliktua flood tide.

ulerp †+ ulerúpai can noL discern them, confounds them = LM.

uligileq a kind of drift timber.

ulitigit * Ws. uljiligit, uliguik white fox.

ûligpoq trembles = LGMWs.

ulimavoq hews with an ax = LCMWn.

uliut loin or part of the back of a seal = L. (uliut sinew
from the back of a reindeer) C Wn. (ooleeooshene tenderloin).

ulo (1) woman's knife, also: harpoon point = L C M Wns.

ulo (11)* Ws. ulu, ulju, alianuk Longue. - Wa. ul<ju, Uliu
tongue.

uloriarpoq startles out of fear LM.

uluaq the cheek = L C M Wnsa.

ulugpd rubs IL with the hands for making it pliable = L.

umaq * L. a seam on boots.

ûùvoq is living, is still alive = LCMWnsa.
DRv. G. -ùmamoq living, an animal; 2mat heart. - M. ómayok,

óman. - Wn. omnen hieart. - Ws. unayuak, ongokok alive; unachtuk
life; ungoan heart.
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umerpd regards it with downpressed eyebrows?

umiaq an open skinboat = L C MWnsa.? (Ws. anliat, aniak.
Wa. angiak).

DRv. Wn. onaylik a chief [umialik boat owner].

ûèigd is very angry with him, bates him = L C M.

umik beard, curtain of a tent == L C M Wnsa.

- (Wa. urninagtuk reasonable, sensible; uninhachtuk stupid. -

C. umik-bilik blue. - Wn. umudraktua blue. - Ws. umunyk an
owl).

unajua . . ? L. unajoalik an animal which just has got ·hair.

undq harpoonshaft wilhout Ihe bonefeathers = L CWn.

unangmivâ ventures to try something with him, eilher to make
him grant a desire, or to emulate, to vie with him L.

una ... L. unane eastward, seaward among the islands. -
Wn. unani north, ununga northward. - Ws. unaliak east.

unangnipoq moves the head in' dancing = ?

unasungiaq the next youngest of small children of the same
parents.

unatarpd flogs him, also: kills the seal with the lance = L.

unavoq (the dog) wags with the tail == L M?

uneq armpit = LMWn.

unerpoq says, tells = LCN.

uniarpoq drags something == L C NI Wn.

unigpoq stops, stands still, does not move = L.

uniorpâ misses his aim = L.

unugput * L. they are many. - C. oonookpoot great many. -

I. unurturk perfectly.

unuk evening = L C NIWnsa.
DRV. G. unuaq night: unuarorpoq night is setting in. - L.

unuivok spends the night in the open air. - Wn. oonamin morning;
oonalagin(?; day before. -- Ws. unak morning; oonrnaku norning;
oonuyoo to morrow. - Wa. unua evening; unnjak night; unum kuk-
éra [qeqa middlel midnight.

ungaj- extreme? == LCMWnsa.
DRV. G. ungasigpoq is far; ungat with sufflix ungatâ the space

beyond it.' (C.. ungaleago second day afier to morrow). - NI. ung-
asiktork «removing». - Wn. oonaseeahuk far oIT.

- (Wn. ungashark whale -line. - Wa. ungajak reindeer-
lichen).
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ungal . . ? M. ungalcrkrayoark gust of wind. - Wn. ungalu
southwest wind; ungaluna whirlwind; unîgalakpuk storm.

ungavoq feels continual attraction to a person or thing - L.

ungavuk *Wa. eleven.

ungialigsivoq blinks.

ungilagpoq it. itches = L M.

ungna, ungnisut twenty one.

ungoq a wart = L C M.

-* (Ws. ugnychkat, ognakak spring).

ungujungujôrpoq throws something to people for scrambling.

upd, interjection used with infants: look!
DRV. G. upagpoq stretches out his hand for the meat set be-

fore him, also: goes whalefishing.

upalorpoq is surprised by someihing without being duly pre-

pared = LAM.

upernâq spring L C iM Wns.

upernicoq keeps his hand to the cheek.

upipoq wails, cries out of grief.

ùppoq falis, tumbles down.

* (Wn. obovik spoon, ladle. - oorunnee stone for killing seals).

us .. .* Ws. usinga, uschchaga cousin.

use (1) yes, now I renember! L.

use (11) what is loaded in the boat or on lhe sledge = LC.

userpd drops, sprinkles water upon it = LLM.

userpoq takes off his boots = L NI? Wn. (uséasu, u8ilakto

barefoot).

usord wishes he was so happy as he.

us . . .*?* Ws. oosewitokl, usuitok, usjuichtuk wise, prudent;

usjaituk stupid.

usuk penis, sexual organs = L C M Wns.

usulkak, uzjulkak* Ws. a child.

ularqivâ waits for him = L M Ws.

ute the way back = L CM.
DRy. M. oterltoark returning futerpoqI.

utivoq the hairy side of the skin is getting toose = L.

utdlagpýà (?) Ge. runs to catch him = L.
Day. Ge., L. utdlagtut three stars of Orion.
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utorqaq old =?CW ns.

ûtuk furfur of a child.

uva (the root is: u) there (pointing) = L C M Wnsa.

Dav. G. una that there (derived immediately from the root),
plur. uko, ukoa; uminga by that, ununga [0 that. - una, okkoa,

uminga, omnua. - Ws. oona.

uvâ*(?) Vn. ?vat! wcza! yes.

ûvaq the smaller codfish = L C Wn.

uvakaq *Wn. uak'ak sonth, noon. - Ws. vagak, ooagtok south;
ovagak southwind.

uvanga 1, me, plur. uvagut = L C M Wnsa. (ooanga, woonga,
chwy, chwfaigo, wy. uankuta).

uvasaq *Ws. oaschak, ooisiak north: ovasakak northwind.

(vatarigât they fell in love with h; uvfaserpit the same

in a high degree - trad. tales).

uvalse stop, wait a little! L CWs.

uvdvfaq Ge. (snail?) sheil (L. ubvertok-a smail shell, muscle).

uve, with suffìx. uria her husband L C M Wnsa.

uverpoq inclines, slopes = L M.

uvfarpd washes him (exeepting the face) = LM.

uvigarp* L. his it.

uvinik leshi of men and animals (alive) L C Ml Wn.

uviu .. . CWn. ooweuktoo bark (?).

uvkaq front wall of a house = LM.

uvkusik † (still preserved in the other dialects) a pot = L C M Wn.
DRV. GC. ekugigs8aq potstone, soapstone.

uvdlo bird's nest, eiderdown = C Wnsa.

uvdloq day = L CMWns.

uvnit although == L M.

ûVoq is boiled, baked, burnt == LCMWnsa.
DaV. G. ûnartoq hot; Ge. ûnargit a lamp. - WVn. unaktok

warm. - Ws. eknachtulk. -- Wa. uochnapiehtok.

uvsigpoq is tight = L.

uvtoqigpoq stammers, stutters = M.
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